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anallearlettga,and Master Edwia_Dodgsor.

"Ch. Chop Jan. 31st.
"My dear Henrietta,
"My dear Edwin,
"I am very much obliged by your nice little birthday

gift--it was uch better than a cane would have been--I have
got it on my watch-chain, but the Dean has not yet remarked
it.

"My one pupil has begun his work with me, and I will
give you a description how the lecture is conducted. It Is
the most important point, you know, that the tutor should be
dignified and at a distance from the pupil, and that the
pupil should be as much as possible degraded.

"Otherwise, you know, they are not humble Qnough
"So I At at the further end of the room; outside the

door (which is shut) sits the scout: outside the outer door
(also shut) sits the sub-scout: half-way downstairs sits the
sub-sub-scout; and down in the yard sits the gall.

"The question:: are shouted from one to the other, and
the answers come back in the see way--it is rather confusing
till you are well used to it. The lecture goes on something
like this:--

"Tutor. What Is twice three?
"Scout. What's a rice tree?
"Sub-Scout. When is ice free?
"Suh-sub-Scouti What's a nice fee?
TALL ; n 410. Half a guinea!
"Sub-sub-Scout. Can't forge arty!
"Sub- Scout. Ho for Amy:
Ina. Don't be a ninny!

grrutoributoltalLitattLataLtitat).
Divide a hundred by twelve!

numa. Provide wonderful bells!
"Sub-Scout. Go ride under it yourself!

b-sub-Scout. Deride the dander-heeed elf!
Irprised). Who do you mean?

"Syb-sybAgga. Doings between!
Blue Is the screen!

Ism. Soup-tureen!

"And so the lecture proceeds.
"Such is Life.

"from
"Your most affect. brother,

"Charles L. Dodgson.
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In Cooperative Research Project 16321, the retroductive method

for constructing empirical educational theory from theory models was

developed and tried out. Seven educational theory models were con,

structed and found to have heuristic utility in constructing educational

theory. The logical ne :t step was to concentrate on the construction of

educationri theory from one or more of these theory models. Among the

seven educational theory models, it was noted that the one constructed

from general systems theory provided a basic framework into which two

of the others -one from Information theory and one from graph theory--

could be incorporated: The objective of th!s research, therefore, was

the development of educational theory derived from these three educa-

tional theory mociels. In the course of the research, however, it was

found that concepts-from set theory were required. An extension of the

project was granted, and the objective became the development of educa-

tional theory from an educational theory model constructed from set

theory, information theory, graph theory, and general systems theory.

A resume of the report to follow indicates the procedure

utilized in achieving the objective. First, the concepts of set theory,

Information theory, and graph theory had to be delineated and ordered.

With respect to information and graph theory, this was an extension of

educational theory models taken from the earlier project: in Chapters I

411011AMOMMOMMeMItIMONG,-;:-MOIMMIMMMOSOMMIO

1E. S. Maccia, G. S. Maccia, and R. E. Jewett, Construction of,
Ciasci.itlatUN,..x.LorHodes, Washington, D. C.: Office of Education,
Deportment of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1963.
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through IIi, these results are presented. Next, the general systems

educational theory model, also from the earlier project, was integrated

with set theory, infor ation theory, and graph theory and was extended.

The SIGGS Theory Model resulted and is set forth t Chapter IV. To

indicate the nature and uniqueness of the integration, in Chapter V

there is an analysis of the literature acid the SIGGS Theory Model with

respect to the relation of set theory, infer tion theory, a d graph

theory with general systems theory. In Chapter Vi, to Indicate the

nature and uniqueness of the method of developing educational theory

from the SIGGS Theory Model, the use in the literature of concepts

Incorporated in the SIGGS Theory Model is contrasted with the use in

this project. The essence of the research, the educational theory, is

the content cf Chapter VII. Chapter VIII contains ways of relating the

theory to data, so that the educational theory is seen to be more than

sheer and idle speculation. Finally; in the Conclusion a projection to

evaluate the educational theory is presented in order that a conclusion

as to the adequacy of that theory ay be forthcoming.

Ii



CHAPTER 1

SET THEORY



intultive.Explication of- Set

Set theory is mathematical theory which characterizes sets.

°Set' is taken to be a primitive term. Set can be explicated intuitively

by considering alternative referents. A set can be thought of as a

collection, a class, an aggregate, a group, etc. As can 6e see, from

these alternative referents, a set usually, although not always, has

something within it which could be considered as belonging to the set:

the objects of the collection, the members of the class, the points.of

the aggregate, the components of the group, etc. That which belongs to

the set is called Ian elementi. Moreover, the objects, members, points,

components, etc. can themselves be taken as sets of elements; and if

they are so taken, then the collection, the class, the aggregate, the

group, etc. can be thought of as families of sets.

Notations

1. Lower case letters will be used as elements which are not considered
themse7:es as having elements.'

2. Non script upper case letters will be used as sets whose elements
will be considered.?

3. Script upper case letters will be used as families of sets of the
kind in 2.

4. E will be used for the elcmenthood relation03

'Lower case letters arc used also for functions.

2linderlined upper case letters are used for predicates.

3i will be used to negate the elementhood relation.



k.1. x E X, therefore, is read "an element; x, belongs to a set, X,"
or "x Is an element of X".

5. C.1,4 will be used for a set whose elements can be listed,, where 'mg
refers t- all the elements of the set.

6. (x I P(x/) will be used for a set whose elements, x, can La chosen and
x mites 66 predicate, P, true upon substituting x In P.

Characteritations

1. Subset

1.1. X c: Y mu Yx(x E X x E. Y)

1.2. 'X is contained 11100 equals by definition 'for all x, x is an
element of X only If x is an clement. of y I.

2. Equals

2.1. X-YmpfXaYAYcX

2.2, 'X is equal to Yi equals by definition 'X is contained WY and
Is contained in X

2.3. X 0 Y will be the negation of X ist Y.

3. Union
4

3.1.
!EUl

X
1

f (x1 at(IE 1 A x E X1))

3.2. 'The union of X as I varies over equals by definition 'the
set of xsuck.that there is anti such that I Is an element of
1 and x is an element of Xi s.

3.1a. X1 U X2 giof (x x E Xt V x E X23, '

3aai 'The union of Xi and X,1 equals by definition 'the set of x
such that x IsAn element of X

1.
or n Is an clement of X2 1.

4In definitions following this format: .1 is a generalized
definition which is possible if one accepts the axiom of choice, while

:la and .1b constitute the inductive definition. The generalized
definition permits union over a non-denumerable set of sets.

2
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3.1b. U X = (nUIX)U X
;ell 1 " 1=1 1

n

3.2b. 'The union of X where X is indexed from 1 to n1 equals by
definition °the union of the union of X, whore X is indexed
from I to n minus Land Xn I.

4: Intersection

5.

14.1 n
1E1 1

x. "Df fx IVIOE 1:4xEXin

4.2. 'The intersection of X as 1 varies over I° equals by definition
°the set of x such that for all 1 Is an element of I only if
x is an element of XI '.

4:1e. XI n X2 "Dif CX 1 X E XI A x E X2;

4.2a. 'The intersection of Xi and X21 equals by definition 'the set

of x such that x is an element of X1 and x is an element of

X2 1.

n n-I
4.1b.

1n 1

xi wpf (
in 1

xi) n Xn00=
4.2b. °The intersection of X where X is indexed from 1 to n° equals

by definition °the intersection of the intersection of X,
where X is inJexed from 1 to n minus 1, and Xn 1.

1,1-tuple

5 la. (x1,x2) impf [x1,[x1,x2)]

5.2a. °The ordered pair of'xi and X2° equals by definition °the set

of x
1
and the set of x

1
and x

2

5114 (x1,x2,...,N) =of (.I,x2,...xn.1) U (fx110521...,xnjj

5.2b. °The ntuple of x1, xi, etc., and xn° equals by definition

°the union of the n minus 1-tuple of x1, x2, etc., and xn.1

and the set of the set of x1, x2, etc:, and xn 1.



--

6. Cartesian Product

6.1a. Xi x X2 miu f(xl,x2) xi exl. A x2 E X21

6.2a. 'The Cartesian product' of )(Land X2' .equals by definition 'the

sot of ordered pairs of xi and x2.such that xi is an element
of X

I
and x

2
is an element of X

2
1.

n n-I
6.1b.

i l

n XI ( n Xi) x

6.2b. ."The Cartesian product of X where X is indexed from 1 to n'
equals by definition 'the 6rtesfan product of the Cartesian
product of X, whore X is indexed from 1 to n minus 1, and Xn 1.

7. Complement

7.1. CO
uDf EYAxg X)

7.2. 'The complement of X with respect to Y1 equals by definition
'the set of x such that x is an element of Y and x is not an
element of X 8.

Subtraction

8.1i. 11. X goof .C,IX

G.2. 'Y minus X' equals by definition 'the complement c? X with
respect to Y le

9. Relation

9.1. R pf f(xpx2...,xn) L (xl,x2.!.xn).,X A X C irmtlYi)

9.2. 'Relation' equals by definition the set of n-tuples of x1, x2,

etc., and xn, (xpx2,.:,.,xn), such that (x1,x2,...,xn) Is ap

element of X, and X is contained in the Cartesian product of Y
. where Y is indexed from 1 to n

4
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10. Equivalence

10.1. X-,Ympf 3K(K c:XxYAYx(xEX* aly((x,y) E K)) A

Yy(y E Y alx((x,y) E K)))

13.2. IX is equivalent to Y' equals by definition 'there is a K such
that K is contained in the Cartesian product of X and Y9 and
for all x, x is an element of X only if there is a unique y
such that the ordered pair of x and y, (x,y), is an element
of Ko and for all y, y is an element of If only if .there is a
unique x such that (x,y) is an element of K '.

11. Cardinality

11.1. n(X) D Cx I x E Jn A Jn m Cy y 1, n A n< ml A

J
n

^, X)

11.2. 'The cardinality of X' equals by definition 'the set of x
such that x is an element of J1, and Jn is equal to the set

of y such that y is equal to 1, 2, etc., and n and n is less
than infinity, and Jn is equivalent to X

12. Function

12.1. cpf X->lf
ur

f(x.Y) lak((xly) EKAKc:XxYAYv(vEX*

alu((vtu) E K)))

12.2. 'The function, p, defined from X into Y' equals by definition
'the set of ordered pairs of x and y, (x,y), such that there
is a K such that (x,y) is an element of K, and K is contained
in the Cartesian prodOct of X and Y, and for all v, v is an
element of X only if there is a unique u such that the
ordered pair of v and u is an element of K I.

12.3. Through a function every element in X is paired with one and
only one element in Y. A value of the function cp Is set
forth as y(x) and 1$ such that 944 m y where. (x,y) E cp, i.e.
y is the value with qlich x is paired through go. With
respect to yo X is the domain of the function, 1)(y), and Y is
the image space, 1(10, i.e. D(p) m X and 1(y) m Y. The range
of the function, I1 (y); is that subset of Y onto which the
elements of X are mapped.

5



13. Functional Composition

13.1. fttgain [(x,h(x)) g IX4.YAf IY4ZAh8 X4ZA

1160 f(9(x)))

13.2. 'The functional compositionoof f and g' equals by definition
othe set of ordered,paIrs of x and function, h, at x, h(x),
such that the function, g, defined from X into Y, and the
function, f, defined from Y Into'Zio and h defined from X Into
Z, and h(x) is equal to f at g at x I.

14. sequence

1401. seqXmluf(1,x) I IEJAxEXA301,1 J-0XMJ NAN.1

Cy 1 y 1, 2,...) *V: J In A Jn fy 1 y w , n A

n < co))

14.2: 'A sequence on XI equals by definition 'the set of ordered
pairs of i and x. such that I Is an elcarlat of J, and x Is an
elementsof X, and there Is a functIonry, such that cp defined
from J into X and J is equivalent to H and H is equal to the
set of y such that y Is equal to 1, 2, etc., or J is equiveE
lent to J

n
and J

n
is equal to the sot of y such that y Is

equal .to 1, 2, etc., and n, and a is less thaU infinity '.

13. Power Set

mbf,01 c:14.

15.2. 'The power sot of'XI eqUals:by definition 'the set of A such
that A, Is contained

16. Hull Set

14:1 0 mu

16.2.* 'The null set' equals by definitIon,Ithe set txpsistIng of no
elements I.

6



J
17. Binary Operation

17.1. (4 i x x Z =of (((xly),(4(x,y)) I ay(((xly),(4(x,y))

cpAq I X4YAXIaZx AY-Z))

17:2. 1The operation, (), defined from the Cartesian product of
and Z into Z1 equals by definition 'the set of ordered pairs
of ordered pairs of x and y, (x,y), and 6) at (x,y),
((x.Y)1(x.1), such that there is a function, 4r, such that
((xoy).6.' (x,y ) Is an element of cks, and y defined from X into
Y, and X Is equal to the Cartesian product of Z and Z, and Y
is equal to Z I.

17.3. The value of the binary operation, ), will be written x 6) y
and read leo of x and y".

13. Homomorphism

1C.1. 0 I X4Ywof [(NI') lay((x,y)Eq1Ay IX4YAR(y) 1(0

A Vyl(pi I X 4 X 4242 I Y Y A V(xl,x2)((4,x2) 6 cpi 44.

(cp(x1).4(x2)) E y2))) A.V0 (f) I xxx-oxao)(0 I 11 x`i If

A YVII,V2(9(vi 0 v2) as cp(vi) 0) v(v2))))))

10.2. 'The hemomorphic mapping, 0, defined from X onto Y1 equals by
definition 'the sot of pairs of x and y, (x,y), such that
there is a function, such that (x,y) is an element of cp
and y defined from X into Y and the range of y is equal to
the image space of cp, and for all functions, ql, yl defined

from X into X only If there is a function, y2, such that y2

defined from Y into Y and for all ordered pairs of xi and x2,

(x
1

,x
2
), (K dc

2
) is an element of y if and only if the

ordered pair of yi at Ai and yi2 at x2 is an element of cra,

and for all operations, (9, 6) defined from the Cartesian.
product of X and X into X only if there is an operation, 6),
such that (+) defined from the Cartesian product of Y and Y
Into Y and for all vl and for all v2, cp at ) of v and v2 is

equal to 0 of y at vi and y at v2 1.



19. Isomorphism

19.10 alX-0 Trio ((x,y) lb((xey) E.0A0 1X4YAYx1(x1EX*

Yx2(x2 E X A xi si x2 ill* 0(x1) A 0(X2)))))

19.2. 1The isomorphic mapping, as defined from X onto yg equals by
definition 10e set.of pairs of x and y, (xey), such that
there is a homomorphisme 0e. such that (x,y) Is an element of
Oe and 0 defined from X onto Y, and for, all xle.xl is an

element of X, only if for all x2, x2 is an element of X and

xi Is not equal to x2 only If 0 at xl is not equal to 0 at

+x21.

20. Automorphism

20.1. al 1 X X nu [(3toy) I Wt((nty) E ck A a 1X4YAlf X) )

20.2. ono automorphic mappings, a', defined from X onto X1 equals
by definition 1the sot of pairs of x and 'ye (xey), such that

there is an isomorphism,. ore such that (x,y) is an .element of

ce p and ex defined froni X onto Y and Y is equal to X 1.

8
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CHAPTER If

INFORMATION THEORY



intuitive .Explication of inftmation

Information theory is theory which characterizes information.

information is a characterization of occurrences. An example would be

biological information which is a characterization of occurences with

respect to living organisms. The occurrences are characterized by means

of categories. Also characterizations of occurrences sometimes are them-

selves made into other characterizations. An illustration would be

telegraphy in which a message characterized In ter s of categories of

letters is made into a characterization in terms of categories of dots,

dashes, and spaces. In communication, moreover, whether the characteri-

zations are of occurrences or of other characterizations, the co cern is

with their transmission; such Is the cage, of course, In telegraphy.

'information', however, takes on two different senses depending

upon whether there are alternatives ima the characterization. in the

characterization, 'C6H6 is the formula for benzene', there are no alter-

natives. From a non-selective point of view the characterization is

infor ation. From a saleCtive point of view the characterization is not

information, since there are no:alternativei. There is no uncerteinty.

In the characterization, 'cancer is either related.to smoking or is not

so relatedi, there is an alternative. From a selective point of view

this characterization is Information. There le uncertainty-because not

all occurrences Can be characterized by means'of one category of the two.

at should be, patent from this intuitive explication of infor-

mation that information theory has been extended beyond its earliest

9
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formulation. In that formulation the purpose-of-information theory was

to set up a quantitative measure %hereby the' capacities of various sys-

tems [in electrical communication] to trans it information may be comp.

pared" 1 in its more recent formulations information theory has been

extended beyo d quantitative measures and even beyond selective Informa-

tion theory within a communication context.2

in the development of information theory to follow, information

is taken in a selective sense and within in a communication context.

There is, however, an extension beyond quanOtattve measures. Such a

development requires at least an intuitive explication of probability.

Intuitive Explication of Probability

Probability theory is mathematical theory which characterizes

frequencies of occurrences with respect to classifications, i.e. sets of

categories. An occurrence is said to be at a category of a classifica-

tion, if it Is assigned to that category. The probability that a given

occurre ce can be so assigned represents the vc-lo of the frequency of

occurrences at that category to the frequency of all occurrences at every

category of the classification.

1R. V. L. Hartley, "Transmission of Information," Bell System
chi al Journal Vol. 7, 1928, p. 535.

2Donald M. McKay, "The Nomenclature of information," Cybernetics,
ed. by H. von Foerster, New York: Josiah M. Macy Junior Foundation,
1951, pp. 222-235.

10



Notations

1. c or any I dexed c will be used for a category.

2. C or any indexed C w1110 used for a classification.

3. C or any indexed C will be used for a family of classifications.

p will be used for probability.

Development of Information Theory

Classifications

1:1. Simple Classification

1.1.1. C not [937=1

10.2. 'C' equals by definition 'set of ci where c is indexed from
1 to m 1.

1.2. Joint Classification

1.2.1. With Respect to Two Classifications

1.2.1.1. C = [c 1c (c c)Ac EC Ac.EC1IJ Df [ci
cij I' j

C1
I j J4

1.2.1.2. ;Ca equals by definition 'set of cij such that cij Is
equal to the ordered pair of ci and.cio (citcpt and ci is
an element of C

I
and c

j Is an elerne t of C 1.

1.2.1.3. Csj can be represented by an by n Matrix, 'where cij is in
the i-th column and the j-th row.

1.2.2. With Respect to n Classifications

1:2.2.1. CN
I 0$0 1 iltif tC1 Min ci 1 ...I

n
)1 2 n

2

A A ci E CI ]
jail

1.2.2.2. 1Ct

1'2
-.11

n .

1 equals by definition 'set of ct
1.
t
2.

.

...
t such

' "
that ci

2 n
Is equal to the wetuple of ct CI etc.,

'1 i2

11



and ci and the conjunction of: el s an element of CI ,

where the variable of the conjuncts is indexed from 1 to
n 0.

1.2.2.3. it is difficult to represent in matrix form a joint classi-
fication of more than two classifications.

1.3. Conditional Classification of One Classification Given Another
Classification

1.3.!. Clip spf Celli I ci
13

= (city A c EC
1

Ac
j

ECJ ]

1.3.2. 0C11j0 equals by definition "set of cili such that cili is

equal to ci given ci and ci is an element of CI and cj is an

element of Cj I.

1.3.3. Cilj can be represented by an m by n matrix, where eq.; is

in the 1-th column and the j-th row.

2. Classifications and Probability Distributions

2.1. Probability Distribution Defined on a Classification

2.1.1. p I C - > V mu f If I C4VA E C f(ci) 0 A

Vci(c/EC= Vyc3 ECA1A3 #:**, cinci =0Af(clUcj) =

f(c1) f(ci))) A Me) = O n f(ciVcci) = 1

2.1.2. 1p defined from C into the set of real numbers, Vt1 equals by
definition 'function, f, such that f defined from C into V
and for all ci, ci is an element of C only if f at ci is

greater than or equal to 0, and for all ci, ci is an element

of C only if for all ci cj Is an element of C and I is not

equal to is only if the intersection of ci and cj is equal to

the null set, 0, and f at the union of ci and cj is equal to

f at c
i
plus f at c. and f at 0 is equal to 0 and f at the

a.

union of ci wham -9 varies over C is equal to 1 1.

12
1



2.2. Relationship Between p I Clij 4 V, p I C1 4 V, and p I

CJ
4V

2.2.1. If p I Cij 4V is given, then p I C1 4 V can be determined.

2.2.1.1. For example, to determine p(ci),

p(c1)

n

= p(cpci)
j=1

2:2.1.2. It; can be shown that [(cot) I c E C1 A v a p(c)) is a prob.,
ability distribution defined on C. Hence, p I Cij V

determines p I C1 4 V.

2.2.2. Similarly to the development under 2.2.1: if p I Cij 4 V

then p ICJ 4V can be determined:

.3: Relationship Between p Cj 4 V and Clij

2.3.1. If p I Cu 4V is given, then conditional probabilities for

each element. of Clip can be defined.

2:3.1.1. To detefilline

p(c1 /21111111
p(9)

2.3:2. The function defined 'by ffd,v) c E Clij A v = p(e)j is not

a probability distribution defined on C110 since If the

other requirements-of the definition in 200 are met

p( U c) > 1.
ce

cl1J.

2.3.3.

2:3.3.1.

2.3.3.2.

Probability distributions can be defined for each classifica-
tion of a family of conditional classifications.

Clij mof (Ci
I CJ = ((cilci) 0 ci E COrm

'Clis. equals by definition 'family of C3 such that CJ is

13



-

equal to the set of el given cj such that ci is an element

of C
I
where C Is indexed from 1 to n s.

For fixed J, it can be shown that ((c,v) I c E CI A

v p(c)) is a probability distribution defined NI Cy

Thus, associated with each Clij is a Cip with n C31s as

elements. Each Cj has a probability distribution which

is derivable from Cie

2.4. Stochastic Independence of Two Categories

2.4.1. if p(c1) p(919), then ci and cj are said to be stochas-

tically independent.

2.4.2. If ci and cj are stochastically independent, m

p(ci) p(ci), since p(cilcj)
p(ci,c11).

3. information Function

p(cj)

3.1. Suppose an occurrence in C at some c of C is under considera-

tion, where p 1 C V. Further suppose b a number is to be

assigned to an occurrence in C, then H(C) indicates the umer-
tainty associated with that occurrence.

3.11 it can be seen that if li(C) Is a measure of the uncertainty
of an occurrence in Co then it is an equally suitable measure
for the information in an occurrence in C.

3.1.2. Moreover, if p(ci) is greater than p(ci), then there is less

information in an occurrence at C.1 than In an occurrence at

cj, since there was greater certainty that there would be an

occurrence at c
1

Thus, each c contributes more or less

information (uncertainty) to an occurrence in C depending on

p(c).

airsmaiwrolpimmommemrommiscarismiremiromoirsir

3H(x) is the usual notation.

14
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3.1.2.1. The amount of information in an occurrence at c will be
represented by figa] and four assumptions will be made
concerning flp(4].

3.1.2.1.1. The amount of information in an occurrence at c will b1
a real number which depends only upon p(c) and not on the
probabilities of the other categories.

3.1.Z.1.2. frp(4) will be. a continuous function of p(c).

3.102.1.2.1. The basis for this assumption Is that a small change in
p(c) should change only slightly the uncertainty of an
occurrence at c.

3.1.2.1.3. If c i and ci amstochastlealli Independent, then the

probability that there is an occurrence at ci and an

occurrence at c3 is p(c1) p(9). The amount of Infor-

mation in such a Joint occurrence will be the sum of the
amount of information in each occurrence, i.e.

frged P(9)3 friAciY3 friAcin

3.1.2.1.3.1. The basis forths assumption Is the following: pro-
vided that Occurrences at ci and el are independent of
one another, if there are.3 units of information in an
occurrence at el and 2 units of information inan occur-
ronmat tp-then there should be a tot 1 _of _ S ni is of

informationin their Joint occurrence.

3.1.2.1.4.1. This assumption fixes the scale of the measure f and
will be justiftil0 tater.'

3.2. Given the four assubptiOns under 3.1:21' the form of fro] for
any probability, p, can bd derived.

3.2.1. The relationship f9 0 nitplholds`for all real n.

$.2.41. If n Is an Integer, revated applications of the formula
in 3.1.2.1.3 yields

.

frpn)



3:2.1.2. To prove the statement in 3.2.1 for rational numbers, go

let q = pmin (qn m pm). Then by 3.2.1.1

f Dm/n] f Cca Tin.lf On] Olin] = of

3.2,1.3. To prove the statement in 3.2.1 for all real numbers, w,
recall that for nny w there are rational numbers arbitrarily
close to w; hence by the assumption of contiaulty

frOg = wfD)

3.2.1.4. Assume that UPI m p. By 3.2.1.3

'Fri! f nwi wi (301

Since p 'm (i)w,

log2 p = 1og2(i)w = w log2(i) m - w.

Hence,

w - log2 p.

Also by 3.1.2.1.4

fiA i W13] = - 1092 P.

3:2.1.4.1. Thus, we have the form of the expression for the amount
of information in an occurrence at c with an a
probability, p(c),

3.3. The total information associated with an occurrence in C at
some c is defined to be the weighted sum, i.e. the expected
value of the information in an occurrence at each c in C;.

H(C) - log2 p(ci
1=1

11004:140 01010 Yealli101111.11.

(4)

4
How 3.1.2.1.4 can be Justified. Consider the simplest occur

rence: an occurrence in C, where C fc1sc2) and p(c1) - p(c2) mit e.g.

the flipping of en unbiased coin. In this case, H(C) m 1092 2 +

1. 1og2 2 = 1. Thus, 11(C) has boor defined so that the simplest occurrence
has one unit of information (one bit) associated with it.

16
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3.3.1. Sincsi

to p(c) 1"2
it is also true that

H(C) 0 L p(c1) log2 ....Tv.

1=11 Pt 0

4. Information in a Joint Classificat!on

4.1. Let Cij be given, and let the matrix

p(ci cc) . p(c1,
0

PXcipc;) 0 . p(Giecn)

be such that p(ci,c1) is the probability of both an occurrence

at ci and an occurrence at cl, i.e. the matrix Is the probe.

ability distribution defined on Cie

4.1.1. The Information associated with an occurrence in Cul at some

c is defined similarly to the definition in 3.3.

m n

H(C ) u1 jp f P(01cl) 1092 gcc)loi

4.1.2. H(C1) and 111(ej) can be derived from the joint piobability

matrix.

4.14.1. From probability theory if j is fixed,
m

plc') ): plc :c')
J 2.1

and If I Is fixed

clP(9) da ( ')p ock
.10

17



4.1.2.2. Since the probability distributions of CI and C41 are both
obtainable from tho joint probability d ,vributoon, H(C1)

and H(Cd are derivable also.

U(C1) = - L p(c) log2 g
1=1

m n

a LL
v
, p(cive)) 1092( 1 ocitcp)]

i=1 i=1

n

H(C) = ), p(c1) tiog2 gcl)

n m

P(c cfn log2( y
1 -1

i j inl'=1

Information In a Conditional Classification

5.1. Let Cij and Clij be given, and lot the matrix

(p(cilcc) . . . p(clIcP
.

4 .

p(cmIci) . . . p(c 14),

be such that p(clicl) is the probability of an occurrence at ci

given cli.

5.1.1. The Information associated with an occurrence in Clij at some

c is defined to be the weighted sum of the appropriate con-
ditional probabilities.

m n
7' V

H(CIICJ) mu LO(cieci) 1092 p(crici)
1=1 Jul

5.1.2. H(CIICJ) can be derivsd from the joint probability matrix.

18



5.1.2.1. From probability theory

11(cl)

p(cilc,j)

50.2.2. From 5:14.1 and 4.1.2.1

m n

H(CIICJ) ein ./ p(cleci) log2

m n

m " P(CitC1) 1092
Igal jel

p(ci,c;),
p(cl)

p(ci,cr)

n

p(citc;)

5.2. Lot Cij and Cjil be given, and let the matrix

I

\p(cilcm)

* 1)

* p(c;11;r0)

be such that p(cpci) Is the probability of an oct rrence at c;

given ci.

5.2.1. H(CJICI) can be developed as H(CIICJ):

6. Maximum information in a Classification

6.1. Let C be a given classification and tat (NIG V)7.1 be a set

of probability distributions defined on C. Lot Hi(C) be the

information associated with an occurrence at some c in C with
respect to probability distribution pjIC 64 V.

6.1.:* mmxH(C) mo max (M
I

C))
1231

19



7. Shamd Information Function

7.1. The following fundamental relationships hold among

H(C1), H(CJ), H(ClICJ), H(CJIC1) and H(C1.1):

H(C1) H(CJIC1) = H(C,J)

H(CJ) N(CIICJ) = H(C,J)

7.1.1 Figure 1 explicates the relations In 7.1.

1.1 C ) H(CIICJ) T(CI,CJ) 14(CJICI) H CJ)

H(CI j)

Figure 1

7.2: The information shared by CI and C.10 T(CI,CJ), therefore,

defined as follows:

T(C1,C) =Df H(C1) + H(CJ) H(C1j)

Since according to 7.1 11(C, J) = H(C1) H(CJIC1), two alter-

nate expressions for T(CI,CJ) are as follows:

T(CI,CJ) = H(CJ) H(CJ:17.i)

T(CI,CJ) = H(C1) 1.1(COCJ)

20
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7.2.2. Figure I also expli4ates the relations In 7.2.

Hultivariate Analysis of information Functions

0.1. To extend the analysis of information theory to the case of
three or more classifications the following generalizations of
the H function and T-f notion ore introduced:

"(c102...1 ) °In

mil m2 mn

Air rimerrus0p(c/ ,c1 9...oci ) log
1101912=1,..lie1 1 2 n p(ci

I

oci
2
,...,c )

T(C111C12,..,c1n) Impf

H(C11) + H(C12) + + H(Cin) H(Ciii

1(C1112.10401m#CJOreejnipe04010 CKIK24..1(q)
Df

H(C1
"

) + H(Cj.1 j
"

.j
1 2 1 2 n

) 0" H(C1(
1
K2" )

H(C1112
Infy2....11.1K1k2.Kci)

0.2. T-functions of different orders which measure the interaction
betwee classifications now can be defined.

0e2ele Twfunction of order 1 is defined as follows:

11C11) 1.1(Cii)

8.2.2. T-function of order 2 is defined as follows:

T(C11,C12) =of H(C11) H(C12) H(C1112)

21.



8.2.3. T-function of order 3 is defined as follows:

T(CII,C12,C113) H(C11) H(C12) H(C13) + H(C1112) +

H(C1113) + H(C1213) » H(C10213)

C.2.3. T-function of order 4 is defined as follows:

T(CleC12,C13,C14) impf H(C11) + H(C12) + H(C13) + H(C14)

H(C1112) H(C1113) "c1213) H(c1214)

H(c1311) + H(C1
1

1

2
1

3
) + H(C1

1 2 4
) + H(C1

1 3
) + H(C1

2 3
)

4 4

H(C11121314)

T(C,

1 '

,C,

2 *

C
3 '

,C,14), for example, can be represented by the
'

shaded areas in Figure 2 and is the information shared by
these four classifications.

Figure 2

22



6.2:5. I-function of order n Is defined as

n

T(Ct ,Ct 046,.$1:1 ) conf (..1)n 1.1(C1.)
gi 1

°I.) 1=1 '

(1)"1 H(Clas ) + (-1) H(Cm s a )

/

'111""n
2510
i<J

0.3. A B-function which measures the effect of one classification
upon the relatedness of other classifications can be defined as
follows:

n) =Df I(cI0C,11) +17(CIAJ2) 4.117(CiAjn)

C,3.l. in order to consider a multiple entry in the place of C1 in

the B-function, malysis wouki have to consider all possible
relations of those entries to those on the right of the
comma. Thus, for the two -entry case, the following would
obtain:

B(C1112,C jn) =of 4f(C I TIC I OCJ2) e +

T(c jn) 1,cj jn) + T(cl cji) +T(cr c j2) +

;1100 7(c1 pc' ) " pc) A ) 4. aft2 ,cm)
62 vn

'2 ulu2" '1'2

T(C1112,CJI) +b.. + "T(C1112,Cjn) .4.11-(C1112,Cjor.. jn)

043.1.1. It is clear that the number of terms Increase rapidly as
the number of loft entries increase. The feasibility for
using the B-function for anything over the first or second
entry function, therefore, is questionable.
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Intuitive Explication of Digraph

Digraph theory is mathematical theory which characterizes

between pairs of points lines which can be directee. Figures can be

utilized to explicate intuitively a digraph, as in Figure 1.

Figure 1

055

Figure 1 was constructed from points - -s 1, s2, 53, s4, s5--and lines, some

of which are arrows. In the figure the pairs of points which can be

considered are as follows: sis2, sis30 sls4, s1s5, s2s3, s2s40 s2s5.,

s
3
54 s

3
5
5'

and s
4
s
5

. The following pairs do not have lines between

them: s1s5, s
2
s
5$

s
3
s and s s

5°
s
5

thus, has no connectio with the

other points. In the case of s1s2, s1s2, and s2s3 the lines are arrows

and so establish directed connections between the points of each pair.

in s
1
s
2
and s

2
s
3

the directed connections are direct, since there is only

one arrow from s
l

to s
2
and from s

2
to s

3.
In s

1
s
3

the directed



connection Is indirect, since there Is more than one 'arrow from 51 to s3.

Getween s3 and s4 there is a line that Is not an arrow, Apparently there

Is no directed connection. A directed line between s2 and 54, however,

will be assumed, i.e. there are assumed arrows from 53 or s4 or both.

The result of such an assumption is the treatment of graph theory within

the context of digraph' theory. interchangeable usage of the terms,

'graph theory' and ,digraph theory', therefore, is permitted.

NotationS

1. G or any indexed C will be used for a digraph.

2. s or any indexed s will be used for a point.

3. S or any indexed S will be used for a set of points.

4. (x,y), where x and y are points, will be used for a lino directed
from x to y.

Development of Digraph Theory

Finite Digraph

1.1. G =of (S0R) I S (s07..1 A Rc:S.x S A Vsi(si ES (sips!) R).

1.2; 'C' equals by definition 'the ordered pair of S and R such that

S is a set of si where s is indexed-from 1 to n, and R is con-

tained in the Cartesian product of S and St and for all si, s/

is an element of S only if (sips!) is not an element of R

Gamma Function of a Point

2.1. Since every binary relation is a set of ordered pairs, the
relations of a digraph can be explicated as a mapping (not

I,D1-, indicates thafthe graphs consist of directed lines.

25



necessarily single valued) from the sot of points of the
digraph into itself.

2.1.1. r (s) impf fs' I (,s") E Rj (2)

2.1.2. 'Gamma, r, at s' equals by definition 'sot of s' such that
(s,s') is an element of R I.

2.2. in Figure 2,117(s2) is the set consisting of the points sl and

s3, (s 10 s 3)3 since directed linos, (s203) and(s201) are in

the graph.

Figure 2

2.3. Stated loss formally, r (s) consists of all s' such that there
is a directed line from s to s',0

2.3.1. r is said to map s into r (s).

2Because the gamma function and all functions derived holm it
are characterizations of the relation of a digraph as a mapping, a
digraph with specified sot and relation will be assumed.

3This is not to be confused with the ordered pair of sl and $3,

Cs )
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3. Inverse Gamma Function of a Point

3.1. it is possible to charolAvrize analytically the sot of all

points which are connected by a single.line directed to ei,viwen

point.

'r to of (51 (s',$)

3.1.2. 'Gamma inverses To at s' equalsty definitIon tsot of s' such

that (s',$) Is on clement of I.

3.2. In Figure 2,14(s2) is the set consisting of sl, is!), since

($1,32) is in the digraph.

4. Gamma Function of a Set

4.1. Ely generalizing the gamma function of a point, one can dein
the set of all points which are Joined to a given set by a

directed line from that set.

4.1.1. r (5) -of ts'
I 02sIts E s A (s,s') E it A s*

4.1.2. sGamma, II, at SI equals by definition 'set of s' such that

there is an s such that s is en element of S and (s s') is en

element of R and s' Is not an element of S I.

4.2. in Figure 3, 11($2.0305)) ($106), since s3 E S A (5301) E R

A si f S, and ss E S A 0506) E R A 56 f S.

$1

Figure :

27
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Transitive Closure of a Point

5.1. There is a directed path from c:le point to another, tf
there Is a sequence of directed lines such that one can
trace along this sequence by following the direction of
the arrows.

501.1. There is a directed path from s4 to s7 in Figure 3,
since there is a sequence of directed lines such that
one can trace from s4 to s5 to s6 to s7 by following the

direction of the arrows.

5.2. The definition in 4410 makes It.possible to characterize
analytically the occurrence of a directed path between two
points.

5.2.1. In Figure 3 the set of all points to which there Is a

directed path fr point s4 can be specified.

5.2.1.1. r (s4) m (s20305)

5.2.1.2. 12(s4) r (r (s4)) os r ([5.2,s3,s5)) ffspso)

r3(s4) a r (r2(s4))-- r (si,s6) 0,47)

5.2.2. Recalling the characterization of directed path in 5.1,

it can be seen that the points contained in r (Si,),

r2(s4), and r3(s4) are all the points to which there is

a directed path from s40 Hence using the sot theoretic

operation of union, r (Si,) U r2(s4). u r3(s4) Is the set

to be specified In 5.2.1.,

5.3* The example under 5.2 clarifies the following Inductive
definition of gamma I of a point' where:3.1.1 Is the basic

step and the following is the inductive stop.

5.3.4 '4(s) naf r (14"1(s))*

5.3.2. 'Gamma I0 ri, at s! equals by definition *gamma, 1", at

gamma I minus 1, ri", at s I.

20
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5.4. Following the example under 5.2 the set of all points to which
there is a directed path from a point, the transitive closure
of a point, is defined as the union of the gamma l's of the
point.

co

SAO. r (s)
Of U I(s)

iml
(4)

5.4.2. 'The transitive closure, r©, at so equals by definition 'the

union of gamma it r', at s where r is indexed from 1 to
infinity, co 10

5$5. Hence the statement, Is/ E ro(s)s, is read "s/ is an element of

the transitive closure of s," but can be interpreted as
follows: there is a directed path from s to s'.

6. Inverse Transitive Closure of a Point

6.1. The inverse gamma function of a set characterizes the set of
points from which there is a directed line to the set.

6.1.1. I! (S) lof (s' 8 as(s E S A (s',$) E R A s' f S))

6.14: 'Gamma inverse, 7, at SI equals by definition 'set of s' such
the: there is an s such that s is an element of S pad (s/ s)
is an element of R and s' is not an element of S I.

6.2. The set of all points from which there is e directed path to a
given point can be defined as follows.

6.2.1. 4,(s) mu 6° 14(s)
iml

6.2.2. The inverse transitive closure, To, at se equals by definition

'the union of gamma inverse T4, at s where r Is indexed
from 1 to infinity, 0 8$

6.3. 113nce the statement is* E;(s)1 Is read us/ is an element of
the inverse transitive closure of so" but can be Interpreted as
follows: there Is a directed path from s* to s$

ow1M11.1111=11,111NOMMINIANISINNIII0

4r1(s) is defined as r (s):

ifft 0,ffir 77971,..roy"7,77,
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7. Reciprocation of a Digraph

7.1. The reciprocation of a digraph is a digraph in which each one-
way relation is roplaced by a two-way relation.

7.1.1. *G mu (51,0 I S' m S A V(s1,s2)((s102) E R

(5102) E 111 A (s` s1) E RI)

7.1.2. :Reciprocation, *, of GI equals by definition 11(S1,11/) such
that S' is equal.to S, and for all (5102), (siss2) is an

element of R, only If (5102) is an element of R' and (5200

is an element of RI 1.

8. Semi-transitive Closure of a Point

8.1. There Is a semimpath from one point to another, if there is a
sequence of directed lines such that one can trace along this
sequence either by following or ignoring the direction of the
arrows.

8.101. There is a semi -path from s2 to s5 in Figure 3, since there

Is a sequence of directed lines such that one can trace
.against the indicated direction from s2 to s4 and with the

indicated direction from s4 to s5.

8.2. The semi - transitive closure of a point Is defined so that the
notion of a semi-path from a point may be made precise.

8.2.1. Eo(s) mu (s/ 51 E r0*G(s)) (5)

8.2.2. 'Semi-transitive closure, Ecio at st equals by definition

'set of s' such that s' is an element of the transitive
closure, roe at s with respect to the reciprocation, to

of G:.

8.3. The statement Is/ E E0(01 is read "si is an element of the

semi-transitive closure of s," but can be interpreted as
follows: there is a semi-path from s to s'.

5
Whenever a function is taken with respect to a digraph which

differs from the understood digraph, that function will be appropriately
indexed.
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9. Affect Function of a Digraph

9.1. The set of all directed lines which form directed paths from a
given point t^ points in the digraph is developed below.

9.1.1. Recall the example in 5.2.1.

9.1.1.1. r (s4) m fs203,s5},since (s402), (s403), and (s405)

were in the digraph.

9.1.1.1.1. Denote the set f(s402), (s4,s3), (s405)) by as4).

This is precisely the set of all lines directed from s4.

9.10 2. II'2(s4) 1
r (r (g

1.)1

r (fs is` = s s 1)
--1*-s 641 °

since

(s301) and (s506) were in the digraph.

90.1.201. Denote the set [(s3se1) (s506)) by A (s4). This is the

set of all directed lines one step removed from s4.

9.1.1.3. Likewise A3(s4) = [(s607)).

9.1.1.4.

9.1.2.

1142030

if A
o
(s4) now denotes A(s4) U A2(s4) U A3(s4)s it is seen

that A0(s4) is the set of all directed lines which form

directed paths from s4 to points in the digraph.

The example under 9.1.1 illustrates the definitions given
below.

A(S) =of C(ess)last(SIESA( )ER))

'Delta, A, at SI equals by definition !set of (s',$) such
that there is an s such that s' is an element of S and
(s10) is an element of R g.

Ai(S)
=Df

((siss) (s',$) E R n ail(stost) E Aill(0)]

IDelta is Al, at.S8 equals.

410) such that (sips) is
s s ch that (s 01) is an
1-1

, at S I.
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fl

ag

9.1.2.5.

9.1.2.6.

Ao(S) 'Df 1!../1 6, 20) (6)

4Affect functions Ao, at SI equals by definition Ithe

union of delta I, Ai, at S where A Is indexed from 1 to
infinity, ° 1.

10. Distance between Two Points

10.1. The distance between two points of a digraph is the shortest
directed path from one point to another.

10.1.1. d(siss2) mrif 1 g s2 E ri(s1) A Vj(s2 E ri(s1)

10.1.2. 'Distances d, at (siss2)1 equals by definition of such that

s2 is an element of gamma i, Os at sit and for all js s2

is an element of gamma j, Os at si only if i is less than

or equal to J 1.

11. Diameter of a Digraph

11.1. The diameter of a digraph is the maximum distance between any
two points of the digraph.

11.1.1. DG =Elf max d(sse)
sES

s
/
ES

11.1.2. 'Diameter, D, of a GI equals by definition ,maxi e dis-
tance at (sss% max d(s,s'), where s varies over S and s'
varies over S 1.

12. Types of Digraphs

12.1. A complete digraph is a digraph containing all possible
directed lines.

12.1.1. Gc =Df G I Vs1(s1 E S* Vs2(s2 E S (s102) E R A

(s201) E R))

12.1.2. *GO* equals by definition IG such that for all sissi is an

element of S, only if for all s2, s2 is an element of S

661(5) is defined as A(S).
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only if (slts2) is an element of R and (s2ts1) is an element
of R 1.

12.1.3. Figure 4 Is a complete digraph of five points.

ligure 4

12.2. For any two points in a strong digraph, there is a directed
path from the first point to the second point and a directed
path from the second point to the first point.

12.2.1. Gs mu G E S Vs2(s2 E S si E r0(s2) A s2 E

ro(s1)))

12.2.2. 1Gs1 equals by definition 1G such that for 011 sit SI is an

element of S, only if for all iss2 is an element of S only

If sl is an' element of the transitive closure, rot at s2

and s2 is an element of the transitive cloiuret ro, at si 1.

12.2.3. Both Figures 4 a d 5 are strong digraphs.



$5
s4

Figure 5

12.3. For any two points in a unilateral digraph, there is either
a directed path fro the first point to the second point or
a directed path from the second point to the first point.

12.3.1. Gu =Df G j Vsi(si E S Vs2(s2 E S sl E ro(s2) v

$2 E 140(51)))

12.3.2. IGut equals by definition 1G such that for all sips/ is an

eleme t of St only if for all s2, s2 is an element of S only
if either si is an element of the transitive closure, 1-0, at
s2 or s2 is an element of the transitive closure, ro, at 51

12.3.3. Figures 4 and 5 are unilateral digraphs which are strong.
Figure 6 is a unilateral digraph which is not strong, since
there is not a directed path from si to sr

s2

Figure 6

31;
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12.4. In a weak digraph there Is a semi-path connecting every two
points.?

12.4.1. Glw incof G I Vsi(si E S Vs2(s2 E S si E E0(02)))

12.4.2. IGwl equals by definition 'G such that for all sit Si is an

element of S, only if for all s2, s2 is an element of S only

if si IS an element of the semi-transitive closure, 16,

at s
2

1.

12.5. A disconnected digraph is one whose points can be divided
Into two sets such that there is no connection between the
two sets.

124 1. GD G I asias2(si u s2 = s A Si n S2 = 0 A VS1(SIE SI

Vs2(S2 E S2 si E0(s2))))

12.5.2, 1GD1 equals by definition 'G such that there is an Si such

that there is an. Sg such that the union of S1 and S2 is

equal to Ss and the 'intersection of Si and S2 is equal to

the null set, $, and for all si, si is an element of Si

only if for all s2, s2 is an element of S2 only if si is not an

element of the semi-transitive closure, ;, of s2 1)

12.5.3. Figure 7 is a disconnected digraph.

sk

Figure 7

7Weak digraphs are also called 'connected digraphs'.
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12.6. These five categories of digraphs are not mutually exclusive;
in fact every completely connected digraph is strong, every
strong digraph is unilateral, and every unilateral digraph is
weak.

124609 In Figure 8 the relationships among the five categories are
illustrated by the use of a diagram.

disconnected

,,,,,unliateral

Figure 8

13. ilutually Exclusive Categories of Digraphs

13.1. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the following five sets of
digraphs are mutually exclusive: 1) disconnected digraphs,
2) digraphs which are weak and not unilateral, 3) digraphs
which are unilateral and not strong, 4) digraphs which are
strong and not complete and, 5) complete digraphs. ° Definift
tions of 1 and 5 are stated in 12.5 and 12.1 respectively.
Definitions of 2, 3, and 4 are stated on the following page.

8
This statement is a theorem, but the proof, which involves

rather straight-forward manipulation of the definitions, has been
omitted due to its length.
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130.1. Gsw GIGE [GO A G g {GU) (9)

13.1.2. "Strictly weak digraph" equals by definition 1G such that G
is an element of the set of G%4 and G is not an element of

the set of Gu 1.

'010° GSU
mu G I G E [Gu) A G g {Gs}

13.1.4. 'Strictly unilateral digraph' equals by definition 1G such
that G is an element of the set of Gu and G is not an ele-

ment of the set of Gs

13.1.5. G55 mu G I G E [Gs) A G g [Gc)

13.1.6. 'Strictly strong digraph' equals by definition 1G such that
GIs an element of the set of Gs and G Is not an element of
the set of Gc I.

14 Digraph with Relations Removed

14.1. Starting with a digraph G = (SA, the digraph resulting from
removing a set of directed lines, R1, may be represented as
follows: (Son-R1)

1

9[GT) will be used for the set of all digraphs of type, T. The
complete set theoretic characterization of this set Is 0

aci(G ms GT)).
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CHAPTER IV

THE SIGGS THEORY MODEL



Nature of the Model

The SIGGS Theory Model consists of a group of related terms. The

terms are related so that some are primitive or undefined and the others

are defined. primitive terms are required to prevent circularity. More-

over, all the defined terms are defined through primitive terms or

defined terms which already were defined by means of primitive terms.

Since the terms are characterizations with respect to a system in general

and not with respect to only one kind of system, e.g. a biological one,

the theory model can be said to be a group of related characterizations

about a general system.

'SIGGS' indicates that the characterizations were developed from

set theory (s), information theory (I), graph theory (G), and general

systems theory (GS). Statemental and predicate calculi as well as

algebra also were employed in the development. In Appendix 1 some

indication of how predicate calculus enters into the model is presented.

Because set theory, information theory, and graph theory were

utilized, advantages wore gained. Development of characterizations about

a general system beyond those already developed became possible. Logico-

mathematical ideographs became available to give greater precision to the

theory model.
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Presentation of the Model

The terms are presented as follows

1. citation of term which takes the form', n.

whore 'n' stands for a number which indicates order of presentation
1...1 stands for a term
1 1 stands for a symbol for the respective term

2. definition of terms, unless term is pri Rive, which takes the forms,

2.1. natural language definition which takes the form, n.l. ... Is ....

where 8.11 stands fora natural language definition
1...1 stands for a definiendum
I...1 stands for the respective definiens.

2.2. logico-mathematical definition which takes the form,
n.2. ... au ....

where :21 stands for a logif-n-mathematical definition
lite stands for equals by definition

2.2.1. readoff of the logico-mathematical definition, which
translates the logico-mathematical symbols without cross
referencing the syntactical. ones, which readoff is indi-
cated by 8.31

2.2.1.1. cross referencing of syntactical logico-
mathematical symbols to verbal ones which is pre-
sented In Appendix Ile

2.2.1. and 2.2.1.1 are included, because of the difficulties attendant to

the use of logico-mathematical ideographs for those not versed In such

symbolism.
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1. universe of discourse, U

2. component,

3. group, S

3.1, A group is at least two components that form a unit within the
universe of discourse.

3.Z. Sao (si 11 a i A i nAn 2)

3.3. °Group', 'S', equals by definition 'set of components, si,

such that 1 is less than or equal to 1 and i is less than or
equal to n and n is greater than or equal to 2 I.

characterization, CH

Information, 1

5.1. information is characterization of occurrences.

5.2. I wo CHI CH = Cc I &p((c,v) E p)]

5.3. IInformatIonl, equals by definition Icharacterizatio , CH,
such that CH is equal to a set of categories, c, such that that
probability distribution, p, such that the pair of c and the
real number, v, (c,v), is an element of p I.

5-1. selective infor ation, Is

5.-1.1. Selective Information is Information which has alterna-
tives.
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5-1.2. is =Df i lac((coi)EpA0 <vAv< 1)

5-1.3. "Selective informationi lies equals by definition

'information, i, such that there is a category, c, such
that the pair of c and the reel number, v, (cot),
is an element of a probability distribution, p, and 0 is
less than v and v is less than 1

OD

5m1.01. nonconditional selective information, is

5-1-1,1. Nonconditional selective information is ,selective
information which does not depend on othor selective
information.

5-1.-1.2. Is =of Is an(n = CI )
2....n (I)

51-1.3. 1Nonconditional selective information", Ilso, equals

by definition 'selective information, Iv such that

there is an Integer, n, such that n is greater than
or equal to 1, and I is equal to the joint classi-

fication with respect to n classificationi,

I
1

1
2
...I

n

5-1*2,9 conditional selective information, Is

544-2.1. Conditional selective information is selective infor-
mation which depends'on other selective information.

iThe condition is a conjunct to the defining condition of the
term before 111.



5-1.-2.2. Is impf Is I I E Clij (I)

'Conditional selective. information', '110 equals by

definition 'selective information, suchsuch that I Is

an elemont of the family of conditional classif i-
cations, elk) 1.

transmission of selective information, 1(le ,...,Is ,...Is )
'1 2

6.1. Transmission of selective information Is a flow of selective
information.

6.2. ?Cis ,Is

2
1

) = TO (t
1
)01

S2
(t1 2

t..4t
t 1+1

1

S.
(t )

S(tn))
n

6.3. 'Transmission of selective information between selective
informetion where Is is indexed from 1 to n',

sTh I 1 1 Pi
'
equals by definition 'sharedS '

1
S 1'1."
2

,:::,is

information, Tv between selective information, Is, at time,

t, where Is and t are indexed from 1 to n, and ti precedes

t1.1.1 1110

7. affect relation, RA

7.1. An affect relation is a convection of one or more components
to one or more other components.
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7.2. RA =Df R g R c: SxSAROOA y(sissi)((sissj) E R =.

si E E0(sj) A si 0 sj)

7.3. 'Affect relation', °RAI, equals by definition "relation, R,

such that R is contained in the Cartesian product of a group,
S, and S, and R is not equal to the null set, 0, and for all
pairs of component, sit and component, sj (sissj), (s s.) is

j
a element of R only if si Is an element of the semi-transitive

closure, E0, at sj and si is not equal to sj le

7-1. directed affect relation, RDA

7 -1.1. A directed affect relation is an affect relation in which
one or more components have a channel to one or more other
compone ts.

7-1.2. RDA seDfR litc:SxSAROOJAY(siosj)((sitspER

s E " (s.) A s 0 s )
j 'o t I j

7-1 equals by definition'Directed affect relation', R

grelation, R, such that R is contained In the Cartesian
product of a group, S, and S, and R Is not equal to the
null set, 0, and for all pairs of component, si, and

componentoj, (sitsj), (spy is an element of R only if

s. is an element of the transitive closure, r0, at s and

si is not equal to sl '.

7-1-1. direct directed affect relation, R:A

7-1-1.1. A direct directed affect relation is a directed affect
relation in which the channel is through no other
components.
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7 "1 -1.2. R
D
A

=Df R
DA I 1j

E (2)
D

7.-1-1.3. 'Direct directed affect relation',
1
R
D
DAls equals

by definition 'directed affect relation, RDA, such

that component, sj, is an element of gamma 1, 0,

at component, si 1.

7-14. i direct directed affect relation, RDA

7- 1 -2.3.

An. indirect directed affect relation is a
directed affect relation in which the channel is
through other components.

R =
RDADA Df DA

sj f r
1
(s1) A sj E ro(si) (2)

'Indirect directed affect relation', 'RDA'' equals

by definition 'directed affect relation, RDA, such

that component, sr is not an element of gamma 1,

r , at component, si, and sj is an element of the

transitive closure, r0, at component, si '.

8. system, t

8.1. A system is a group with at least one affect relation whi.,:h
has information.

2The condition is a co junct to the consequent in 7-1.2.



6,

0.2. 3 cepf S aRA(RA 0 0 A VRA(RA E aA g>, RA c:S x A

acga 0 A VI (I E a 4. I "0 RA aro c Rr A I a) V

HS/(Si CSAI w 5')))))
0.3. 'System', iegl equals by definition 'group, S, such that there

is a family of affect relations, RA, such that RA is not equal

to the null set, 0, and for all affect relations, RA, RA is an

element of RA,only if RA Is contained in the Cartesian product

of S and S, and there is a family of infer ations, J, such that
4 Is not equal to 0, and for all information, I, 1 is at eleme t
of only if either I is equivalent to RA or there is a family

of relations, a, such that is contained in the power set of
n
A and I is equivalent to 2 or there is a group, S', such that

S' is contained in S and I is equivalent to S' and I is not
equivalent to any combination thereof

9. negasystem

9.1. A negaystem is the components not taken to be in a system.

9.2. Irmpf cus 0 0

9.3. Negasystemr, II, equals by definition 'complement of group, S,
with respect to the universe of discourse, I.'', such that the
complement of S with respect to U is not equal to the null
set,.0

10. condition, F

11. system state, STS

11.1. A system state is a system's conditions at a given time.
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11.2. Slit tF I ets(at(E a(t)))))

11.3. 'System state', 'SIT', equals by definition 'set of

conditions, Fi such that that system, 14 such that that

time, t, such that F 31 at t

12 negasystem state, ST

120. A negasystem state is a negasystemls conditions at a

given time. 2

12.2. ST' au" [F I 67(t,t(E('(t))))]

12.3. fNegasystem state', 13Tyl equals by definition set of

conditions, F, such that that negasystem, 71, such that

that timest,such that F at' at t I.

13. system property, P.

13.1. A system property is a system's conditions.

13.2. P
g6Of rg F(3)1

133 'System property', IP I equals by definition 'set of

systests, such that conditiOn, F, at 1g I.

14. negasystem property, Rig

14.1. A negasystem property Is a negasystem's conditions.

)4.2. P5 010 CW 1.1:(1)3

14.3. 'Negasystem property', 'Sy', equals by definition 'set of

negasystems, 1, such that condition, F, at I 4.

15. value, V
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16« system property state, ST

16010 A Ofstelm property state is a systent-proper tyvalue at a

giveh time

16.2. ST bf z,V&Fte,t(V(ito(t)))

116.3. 'System property state', IST 1, equals by definition 'that
"T

value, V, such that that system property, ikg, such that that

time, t, such that V at Pg at t

17. negasystem property state, ST01

17i1i A negasystem property state is a negasystem property's value
at a given time.

17.iG. ST1 Kopf aOrt(V(11(t)))

17*3. 'ilegasystem property state', ISTF,11 equals by definition .

'that value, V, such that that negasystem property, N, such

that that time, t, such that V at P at t I* .

le, system environmentness, ST

Wolf System environmentness is a negasystem of at least two com-
ponents with at least one affect relation which has selective
informaticm.
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18.2. ET ftpf ("g I ria) ; 2 A NFLA(RAJit 11 A VRA(RA E a/4

e
IIA(217x1ri Vs(Yls(is JS 0* Is ^0 RA V aga a RA ri

I tt) asi(si C S A I Sinn))

184* CSystem environmentnesss, sy, equals by definition !set of

systems, 1; such that the cardinality of the nogasystem,
110), is greater than or equal to 2, and there is a family'
of affect relations, RA, such that RA Is not equal to the

nul: set, $, and for all affect relations, RA, RA Is an

element of aW only If RA is contained in the Cartesian

product of and 7, and there is a family of selective
informations, cis such that for all selective information,

Is, Is is a element of c9s only if either Is is equivalent

to RA or there is a fa Fly of relations, Routh that 2 is
contained in the power set of RA and Is Is equivalent to

% or there is a group, 5', such that S' is contained in S
and Is is equivalent to S' and Is Is not equivalent to any

c6mbination thereof s.

19. negasystem environmentness, ES

19010 Hegnsystem enviropmentness is a System,with selective information

19.2. El =
Df

g 1 ('sJ 1,0))(7))

19.3. stlegasystem environment essl, sEys, equAs by definition.

'set of negasystems, J, such that the condition, system,
So such that condition, selective information', Is, at S at I I.

20. system environmental changeness, ECS

20.1. System environmental changeness Is a difference in
system env i ronmentness.



20.2. ECG Neu a I ISTyt +At) - STE.(01 ); 61

20.3. *System environmental changenessl 1E0g1, equals by definition

'set of systeAs, such, that the absolute value of the system
environmentness state, STE, at time, t, plus an increment of

t minus ST t Is greater than or equal to the real number,

6 1.

21. negasystem environmental changeness

21.1. Nestsystem environmental chaff geness is a difference in negn-
system environmentness:

21.2. ECT g I IsTylt -1. at) ST, (0 I > 81
Of go

21.3. 1141egasyste0 environmental changeness", sEy, equals by defi-

nition 'set of negasystems, To such that the absolute value
of the.negesystem environmentnfss state, STEM, at time, t,

plus an increment of t minus STc_ at t is greater than or equal
711

to the real number, 8 I.

22. toputpess, TP

22.1. Toput ess is system environmentnesg.

22.2. TP mu et;

22.3. sToputnessl, 17151, equals. by definition 'system
envitonmentness, pg I.

23. Inputness, IP

23.1. tinputness Is a system-with selective information.
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23a. IP arof f. is(3))

23.3. linputneis', 111, equals by definition 'set of systems, T,
such that selective information, Is, at lg I.

24. fromputness, FP

24.1. Fromputness Is nogasystem environmentness

24.2. FP sof tx

24.3. 1Fromputnessl 'FP', equals by definition Inegasystem

environmentness, E1 1.

25. outputness, OP

25.1. Outputness Is a negasystem with selective information.

25.2. OP aDf 11 0 is (f))

25.3. lOutputnessl 10P,, equals by definition 'set of negasystems,

1, sucti that selective informatio Is, at 7 1.

26. storeputness, SP

26.1. Storeputness is a system with mputness that is not fromput-

nesse

26.2. SP *of 11;(111FP)

26.3. 'Storeputness', 'SP', equals by deflultion 'conditional

selective information, 4, at inputness IP, given fromput-

nesst FP 1:

(3)

3With respect to this system property and those to follow only

the conditioni Which define the ,properties will.be stated.
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27. feedinnesss Fl

27.h Feedinness Is trensmIssloo of selective information from a
negasystem to a system.

27.2. Fl 1(TP,IP)

27.3. IFeedinnessI0 4.11, equals by definition 'transmission of

selective information, ?, between toputness, TP and input-

ness, IP '.

28. feedoutness, FO

28.1. Feedoutness Is transmission of selective information from a

system to a negasystem.

28.2. FO
Df

i(FP, OP)

28.3. IFeedoutnessI, 'FO', equals 'an definition 'transmission of

selective information, t between fromputness, FP, and out-

putness, OP I.

29. feedthroughness FT

29.1. Feedthroughress is trans iission of selective infor ation from

a negasystem through a system to a negasystem,

-
FT = 1(TP IP FP OP)of

IFeedthroughnessI, IFTI equals by definition *transmission of

selective information, i, between toputness, TP, inputness,

IP, fromputness, FP, and outputness, OP I.

29.2

29.3.

30. feepackness

30.1. Feedbackness is transmission of selective information from a

system through a negasystem to a system.

30.2. Fa mof l(FPONTP,III)

30.3. eeedb
IF0*, by definition. 'transmission of

lective information, T, between fromputness, FP, outputness,
OP, toputness, TP, and inputness, IP I.

Si
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31. filtrationness, FL

31.1. Filtrationness is a restriction of environmentness.

31.2. FL =0 'max STip STTpl 6

31.3. IFiltrationnessl, 'FL', eq als by definition 'the absol to
value of maximu toputness state, max STTp, minus top tness

state, STip, is greater than or equal to the real number, 6

32. spillageness SL

32.1. Spillageness Is a restriction of feedinness.

32.2. SL mcof Imax SIN
sTFil 6

32.3. ISpillagenessl 'SO, equals by definition 'the absolute
value of maximum-feedinness state, max STF1, minus feedinness

state, STpl, is greater than or equal to the real number, 6 '.

33. regulationness, RG

33.1. Regulationness is adjustment of fromp tness.

33.2. RG "Df lSTFp(t + At) - STFp(01 6

33.3. 'Regulationnese, IRG10equals by definition 'the absolute
value of fromputness state, STFpl at time, t, plus an

Increment of t minus STFp at t is greater than or equal to
the reel number, 6 '4,

4With respect to this system property state and those to follow,
the Indexing with egl will be omitted.
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34. compatibleness, CP

1134.1. Compatibleness is commonality between feedinness and feedout-
ness.

3142 CP =cif B(FI,FO)

34.3. nompatiblenessl, 103, equals by definition 'common informa-
tion? 0, at the pair.of feedirmess, F10 and feedoutoess, FO 1.

35. openness, 0

3a * 1 Openness is feedinnus and/or feedoutnoss.

35.2. 0 =of STF, STF0 STcp = 5

35.3. 'Openness', SO', equals by definition Ifeedinness state, STFI

plus feedoutness state, STF0 minus compatibleness state,

STOP, is equal to a real number, 6 1.

36. adaptiveness, AD

36.1. Adaptiveness is a difference in compatibleness under system
environmental changenets.

36.2. AD
"of

ISTcp(t At) - STcp(01 8 A MT.

36.3. 'Adaptiveness', 'AD', equals by definition 'the absdlute value
of compatibleness state, STIce, at time t, plus an increment

of t minus STOP at t Is greater than or equal to the real

nu 6, and system environmental changenessoICs. '.

37. efficientness, EF

37.1. Efficientness is commonality between feedthroughrwss and
toputness.

37.2. I f smin OIFT,TP).

37.3. lEfficientnessl, EFr, equals by definition 'common informa-
tion, 0, at the pair of feedthroughness, FT, and toputness
TP q.
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38. complete connectionness, CC

30.1. Complete cOnnectionnesij3 every two components directly
channeled to each other with eespect to affect relations.

38.2. CC law a24044 C RA A VRA(RA ERA 4 RA RDA (sj vs') E it)) (5)

3823. :Complete connectionnessl, ICC:, is defined as :there is a
family of affect relations, R",, such that q is contained in

the family of affect relations, RA, and for all affect

relations, RA, RA is an element of al% only if RA is equal to

a direct directed affect relation,
D

R
0
A* such that the pair of

component, sj, and component, si, (spy, is an element of

relation, R I.

39. strongness, SR

39.1. Strongness Is not complete connectionness and every two com-
ponents are channeled to each other with respect to affect
relations.

4 D A39.2. sft =Df aq(ft(RA RA VRA(RA ERAA 1*" RA '
O

"DA " "A

RDA 1 (sissi) E R)) (2)

39.3. IStrongnessl, Isni, equals by definition :there is a family
of affect relations, g4, such that RA, is contained in the
family of affect relations, gm and for all affect relations, RA,
RA is an element of

11/Pi

,only if RA is not equal! to a direct

directed affect relation,
RDA* and RA is equal to , directed

affect relation, RDA, such that the pair of component, s and

component, si, (s4,01), is aill element of relation, R 1.

5
The condition Is a conjunct to the condition in 7-1.4.2.



40. unilateralness, U

40.1. Unllateralness is not either.comptete connectionness or stro
ness and every two components have a .channel between them with
respect to affect relations.

40.2. v°10 sq(ai% c RA A VRA(RA E * RA's RDA I (sj:si) R)) (2)

40.3. *Uniluteralness*, 10,,equals by definition *there is a fatly
of affect relations, CA, such that q Is contained In the

family of affect relations, RA, and for all affect relations,

RA, RA is an element of q only if RA is equal to a directed

affect relation, RDA, such that the pair of component, sip and

component, si, (sj, s!), Is not an element of relation, R '.

41. weakness, WE

41.1. Wee 'ess is not either complete connectionness or strongness
or unilateralness and every two compone is are connected with
respect to affect relations;

41.2. WE m
Of

a(ItA e C
A A VR

A(RA ERA RA 0 R ))A DA

41.3. *Weakness:, *WEI, equals by definition *there is a hilly of
affect relations, ail such that 11,4 is contained in the family

of affect relations, ItAcand for all affect relations, RA, RA

is an element of Ite only if R
A is not equal to a directedA

affect relation, RDA l*

42. disconnectionness, DC

42.1. Disconpectionness is not either complete connectionness or
strongness or unilateralness or weakness and some components
are not connected with respect to affect relations.
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a

a,

1}2,2* DC °Df rlik(RA RA A YRAN rtA1
sj((stosi) g RAM

42.3. "DIsconnectionnests, eDC', equals by definition 'there is a
family of affect relations, RA, such that 114 is contained in .

the family of affect relations, MA, and for all affect

relations, RA, nA is an element of RA only if there is a

component, sr such that there is a component, sj, such that the

pair of and d si (stop, is not an element of RA 10

43. vulnerableness, VN

43.1. Vulenrableness is some connections which when removed pro-
duce disconnectionness with respect to affect relations.

43.2. VN =Df alt44014 c: RA A VRA(RA E ft,4 0. RA = R I R c: SXSA

aill(R/c:R A DC(SIR R/)))

43.3. 'Vulnerableness', 'VN't equals by definition 'there is a family
of affect relations, RA, such that 55, is contained in the

family of affect relations, RA, and for all affect Mations,

11

R
A'

RA is an element of RA only if R
A is equal to a relation,A

R, such that R is contained in the Cartesia product of the
group, So and St end there is a relation, 1110 such that R/

11

is contained in R and the condition of disconnectionness, DC,
at S such that R minus R/ 1.

11
44. passive dependentness, DP

440. Passive dependentness is components which have channels to
them.

44.2. DpOpfs.A(A c: S A Vt(s E A -41"0(s) 0 0))

44.3. 'Passive dependentness', '4'0 equals by definition 'there is
a set, A, such that A is contained In the group, S, and for
all components, s, s is an element of A, only if the inverse
transitive closure, ro, at s is not equal to the null set, 0 r.
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45. active depcndentness, DA

45x1. Active dependcntnoss Is components which have.channels from
thorn.

4542. DA -I (= S A Vgs G A ro(s) 00))

45.3. 'Active dependentnessl, 'DA', equals by definition 'there is a

set, A, such that A is contained in the group, S, and for all
components, s,.$ is an clement of A only if tho transitive
closure, r0, at s is not equal to the null set, 0 1.

46. independentness, I

46.1: independentness is components which do not have channels to
them.

46.2. i no ZA(AcSAAOSAYs(sEA4,70(s) = 0))

46.3. 'independentness', 1116.equals by definition tthere is A set,
A, such that A Is contained in the group, S, and A is not equal
to S, and for all components, s s Is an element of A only if
the inverse transitive closure, at s is equal to the null
set, 0

47. segregaticnness, SG

47.1. SogregationnessiIs independentness under system environmental
changeness.

47.2. SG sof 1ST1(t + At) m ST1(01 5 8 A Wog

47.3. ISegregationnesso, 'SG', equals by definition 'the absolute
value of Independentness state, ST1 at time, to plus an

Increment of t, minus ST, at t is less than or equal to the

real number, 6, and system environmental changeness, Ets

48. interdependentness, ID

!8.1. Interdependentness is components which have channels to and
from them.
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46.2. !D war iA(hc: S A Vs(s E/60. 14s) OSA/VS) 01))

48.3. 'lnterdependentness', 'ID', equals by definition 'there Is a
set, A, such that A is contained in the group, S, and for all
components, s, s Is an element of A, only if the transitive
closure, r3, at s is not equal to the null set, 0, and the

inverse transitive closure, Tao at s is not equal to 0 '.

49. wholeness, W

49.1. Wholeness Is components which have channels to all other
components.

49.2. W mu aA(A (= S A Vs151 E A Vysi 0 si si E %(si))))

49.3. 'Wholeness', 411, equals by definition 'there is a set,. A,
such that A Is contained in the group, S, and for all com-
ponents, siD st is an element of A only if for al! components,

si, si is not equal to's/ only if sj is an element of

the transitive closure, r , at SI 1.

. 50. Integrationness, .10

. 50.1. Integrationness is wholeness under system environmental
changenesv.

50.2. lb mu ITiw(t 4. At) - STw(t) 6 A ECg

50.3. lintegrationnesss, 'IG', equals by definition, 'the absolute
value of wholeness state, STw, at time, t, plus an increment

of t minus STW at t IF less than or equal to the real number,

8, and system environmental changeness, EC-s- °.

51. hierarchically orderness, HO

51.1. Hierarchically urderness is levels of subordinateness with
components in each level with respect to affect relations.
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n+1
51.2. HO

leDf aRbANA c: RA A VRA(RA G AA - (Igly U (1111Ri) A

401 n RI+, = Rc n 11;44 RI R; A) A 711(R/ = el A.
jusl

SR(R:)) A
iA

(), 0 .) c R(R;) A R(R) c D(R) A R 00)))
ti

141 I

51.3. 'Hierarchically orderness', 'HO', equals by definition 'there
Is a family of directed affect relations, RbAr such that a64 is
contained in the family of affect relations, 11:00 and for all

effect relations, RA, RA is an element of RDA, only If RA is

equal to the union of the union of relations, Ril where R is

Indexed from 1 to n and the union of rciations,11/0 where RI

is indexed from 1 to n+1, and the conjunction of: the inter-
section of R

I in+)
and R is equal to the intersection of Ri and

Rio Is equal to the intersection of R: and Ri is equal to the

null set, 0; where variables of the conjuncts are indexed from
1 to n, and the conjunction of R; is equal to the union of

relations Ri where gt is indexed from 1 to m and strongness,

SR, at R:. where variables of the conjuncts are indexed from

1 to n41 and the conjunction of: the dompin, D, at RI is

contained In range, n, at RI and R at Ri is contained in D at

111
+1 and R is not equal to 0; where variables of the con-

jurocts are indexed from 1 to n I.

L. flexibleness, F

52.1. Flexibleness is different subgroups of components thromgh which
there is a channel between two components with respect to
affect relations.
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52.2. F win 3DANDAcRA A VRA(RA E RDA gglfs;(s; e S b Vsj(si

SA (si,sj) ERA. WO' E 8A as" (su E8AS'nS

fs;osil A
(m `t

1 A Rn(n > i A si E 41,(31) A Si; E

ri#41))))))))))

52.3. 'Flexibleness',.' ": equals by definition 'there is a family
of directed affect relations, RDA, such that RDA is contained

in the family of affe.4 relations, RA, and for all affect

relations, RA, RA is an element of RDA only if there Is a

family of groups, 8, such that for all components, s;, s; is

an elerent of group, S, only if for all components, sip si

is an element cf S and the pair of si and sj, (slop, is en

element of RA, only If there is a group, Sal, such that SI is

an element of 8, and there Is a group, SI, such that S* Is an
element of 8, and tits Intersection of S' and Sm Is equal to
the set of si and sit (sop, and there is an integer, m,

such that is greater than or equal to 1, and there Is an
integer, n, such that n is greater than 1 and sj Is an ele-

ment of wee m, Fm, at 5; with.respect to S', and se ls an

element of gamma n, Os at 3; with respect to S' '.

53. homomorphismness, HM

53.1. Homomorphismness is components having the same connections as
other components.

53.2. HM loDf asi(se c s A SSI(S4 c S. A ag0 I S' 4 SII)))

53.3. 1Homomorphismness10 1HM10 equals by definition 'there Is a
group, SI., such th4 S/ is ,costa fined In the group, Ss and
there is a group, S such that S# Is contained in S, snd
there is a homomorphic mapping,. 0, such that 0 is defined from
S/ onto S" 1.,

54. Isomorphismness, IM

54.1. lsomorphismness is components having the same connections as
other corresponding components.
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5402. im goof ast(st c s A as" (se' a s act(cr s' i5 ")))

')

54:3. 'Isomorphismness", 'IM", equals by definition 'there is a group,
S', such that S' Is contained in the group, S, and there is a
group, 5", such that S" is contained in St and there is'an
isomorphic mapping, a', such theta is defined from S' onto S"

55. automorphismness, AM

55.1. Automorphismnoss is components whose connections can be trans-
formed so that the same co nections hold.

55.2. AM mu as' (S' C:S A ace (2 1 S' -0 SI))

55.3. 'Automorphis nessl, 'AM', equals by definition 'there is a
group, S', such that S' is contained in the group, 5, and
there is an isomorphic mapping, a, such that cf is defined from
S' intc Si 1.

56. compactness, CO

56.1. Compactness is average number of direct channels in a channel
between components:

56.2. CO nu p(asi(si E S A asj(sj E S A V5k(sk E S Vsm(sm E S

E d(siosi) - d(skoso)
d(sitsi) d(sk,sm) A an(n $l A 1

rim
n -n

P))))))

56.3: 'Compactness'i 'CO', equals by definition 'there is a probabil-
ity, p, such that there is a component, so, siAch that s/ is an

element of group, Sy and there is a component, sj, such that sj

Is an element of S and for all components, sk, sk Is an element

of St only If for all components, sm, sm is an element of So

only if the distance from si to sj d(s10.1), is greater than

or equal to the distance from sk to sm, d(sktsm), and there Is

a number, n, such that n Is equal to sizeness state, STszo and

the summation from k Is equal to 1 to n and m is equal to 1 to
n and k is not equal to mi of d(sitsj) minus d(skom) divided by

n squared minus n is oquel to p I.
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I 57. centrelness, CE

57.1. Ceniralnass is co centration of channels.

57.2 CE sou &Oka $ A Mb c:Sze g (,u g (8 E R,-RDA A c A A VR
DA DA

AoRDA(6) c 'oRDA(A)!

57.3. 'Centralnoss', ICE', equals by definition 'there is a set, A,
such that A is contained in group, S, and for all sets, 8, 8
Is contained In S only if there it a family of directed affect
relations, e0A, such that RDA is contained in the family of
affect relations, RA, and for all directed affect relations,

RDA' RDA is an element of %foamy If the affect function, 409

at t with respect'to RDA is contained In A0 at A with respect
to RDA 1.

sizeness, SZ

58.1. Sizeness is the number of components.

58.2. SZ 11" n(15$1,...on))

58.3. ISIzenessi, 6SZI, equals by deflation 'the cardinality of the
set of components, sl'through sn I.

59. complexnesc, tX

59.1. Complexness is the number of connections.

59.2. CX isof n(.. yr, Rt)

hArh

59.3. IComp!exnessi, 'CV, equals by definitioh 'the cardinality of
the Won of the affectjelations, RA' as RA varies overthe

family of affect rolationsi A 11

60. selective informetionness, SI

60.1. Selective Informationness is amount of selective Information.
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60.2. Si sc p(c) log r-r
Inc;

60.3. 'Selective informationnossl, equals.by definition 'summation
of probability, p, at category, c, times the logarithm, log,
of I divided by p at c where c varies over Is I.

61. sime growthness, ZG

61.1. Size growthness is Increase in sizenoss.

61.2. ZG mro
STSZ(t + At) STSZ(t)

61.3. ISize growthness10 IZGI equals by definition IsIzeness state,
ST

SZ'
at time, t, plus an increment of t is grsater than or

equal to STs2 at t I.

62. complexity growthnoss, XG

62.1. Complexity growthness is Increas* in complexness.

62.2. X6
bf

ST
CX

(t + At)
)4' STCX(t)

62.3. 'Complexity growthness l, IXGI, equ&ls by definition IcompUmm
mass state. STcx, at time, t, plus an increment of t Is

greater than or equal to STcx at t I.

63. selective information growthnoss, TG

63.1. Selective information growthness 1* Increase In selective-

Informationness.

63.2. TG so STS
1(t At) t STS 1(t}

63.3. 'Selective information growthnessI, ef010 equals by definition
'selective InformattonoW stetet STsi, at time, t, plus an

Increment of t Is greater than or equ

63

al to STs1 at t I.



64. size degenerationness, ZD

64.1. Size degenerationness is decrease in sizeness.

64.2. ZD sof STsz(t + At) SYsz(t)

64.3. ISize degenerationnessI, 'ZVI, equals by definition
Isizeness state, STsz, at time, t, plus en Increment of t is
less than or equal to STsz at t 2.

65. complexity degenerationness, XD

65.1. Complexity dagenerationnesg is decrease in complexness.

65.2. Xp abf STCX(t + At) STCX(t)

65.3. ?Complexity degenerationnessl, IXDI, equids by definition
. 'complexness state, STcx, at time, t, plus an increment of t

is less than or equal to STcx at t 1.

66. selective information degenerationness, TO

66.1. Selective information degenerationness is decrease in

selective informationness

66.2. TO Sof STS 1(t + At) ft STsi(t)

66.3. ?Selective information degenerationnessI, 3TIDI', equals by
definition 'selective informationness state, STsi, at time,

t, plus an increment of t is less than or equal to STsi at
t I.

67. stableness, SD

67.1. Stableness is no change with respect to conditions.

67.2. SD sof STetl) fl Viley 0 0

67.3. 'Stableness?, ISOI equals by definition 'the intersection of
system state, STg, at time, ti, STg at time, t2, is not

equal to the null set, 0 le



68 state steadiness, SS

60.1. State steadiness Is stableness under system environmental change.

68.2. SS mu ISfip(t+ At) 4. STs8(01 6 A ECG

68.3. 'State steadiness'., 'SS', equals by definition 'the absolute
value of stableness state, STse, at time, t, plus an incre'ent

of t inns STsEt at t is less than or equal to real number, 6,

and system environmental changeness, ECG 1.

69. state determinationness, SD

69.1. State determinationness is derivability of conditions from one
and only one state.

69.2. SD nu a83'eliSIi(STi E Wt. A ST (t+ At) .3* alkotAc A

E 873. A ST(t) A STS 1 A))

69.3. 'state determinationness', eS010 equals by definition 'there is
a family of system states, 831, such that for all system states,

:21Ip SIT is an element of 87T and STT at time, t, plus an incre-

ment of t only if there is a set, A, s ch that A is contained In
Sq. and that syste state, Si, such that STy is an element of

83:s and at fi and ST; yields A 1.

70. eqWfinalness,

70.i. Equifinalness is derivability of conditions from other states.
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7C42. EL atof 184(CSTi(STi E &IA STi(t + At) $:* aA(A C sq A

Z.84(0 [STU 1 i A i n A n 2)AYSTi(Sli E

gri , eitt) 41* STS im A)))))

70.3. lEquifinalnessi, 'EL', equals by definition 'there is a

family of syste states, 84, such that for all system

states, Sq, STS Is an element of 84 and STS at time, t,

plus an increment of t, only if there is a set, A, such that
A is contained in STS and there is a fa ily of system states,

8, such that Sei is equal to a set of system states, Si $

such that 1 is less.than or equal to 1 and I is less than or
equal to n and n is greater than or equal to 2, and for all
syste states, ST", STi is a element of 81; and

Sers. at t, only if Sle, yields A I.

71. homeostasisness, HS

71.1. Homeostasisness is equifinalness under system environmental
changeness.

71.2. HS atf ISTEL(t + At) STEL(t) 1 6 A ECis

71.3. INomeostasisnessi, VHS', equals by definition 'the absolute
value of equifinalness state, STEL, at time, t, plus an incre

ent of t minus ST
EL

at t is less than or equal to real number,

6, and system environmental cha geness, EC' I,

72. stressness, SE

72.1. Stressness Is change beyond certai limits of egasystem
state.

72.2. SE taro 1STy(t + At) ST(t) I

72.3. 3Stressnessg, 'SE', equals by definition 'the absolute value
of the negasystem state, ST., at time, t, plus an increment

of t inus STS, at t is greater than or equal to the real
number 5 I,
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73. strainness, SA

73.1. Strainness is champ beyond certain II its of system state,

73.2. SA tow + At) - SI(01 > 6

iStrainnessl, 'SA't equals by definition 'the absolute value
of the system state, STS, at ti et t, plus an increment of t

minus Sirs. at t is greater than or equal to the real number, 6

The characterizations in the model arc of two kinds: primitive

and defined.ter s which do not directly characterize general systems but

which are required to do so, and defined ter s (most of which are pro-

perties) which directly characterize general systems. Table 1 is a list

of the former, while Table 2 Is a list of the latter. These tables are

presented on the following pages.
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INDIRECT SYSTEM CHARACTERIZATIONS

PRIMITIVE

10. condition, F

15. value, V

1. universe of discburse,

2. component, s

4. characterization, CH

3. group,

5. information, I

'5-1. selective information, Is

5-1-1. nonconditional selective
information,

5-1-2. conditional selective

information, IS

6. transmission of selective
information,

I(IS
1
PIS

2.
""PIS.'""IS

n
)

7. affect relation, A
7-1. directed affect

relation, RDA

DEFINED

7-1-1. direct directed affect
relation, RBA

7-1-2. indirect directed affect

relation, RbA

9. negasystem,

12. negasystem state, STS

14. negasystem property, Plg.

17. negasystem property state, STD,.is

19. negasystem environmentness,

21. negasystom environmental.
changeness, EC%

24. fromputness, FP

25. outputness, OP

Table 1

(191 21, 24, and 25 are negasystem properties.)
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plagainTIA.CLIAIA ZATIOHS

NON-PROPERTIES

G. system,
11. system state, STS

IC. system environmentness, Sts

20, system environmental
changoness, E0g,

22. toputnoss, TP
23. inputness, IP
26. storeputness, SP
27. fecdinness, Fl
2C. feedeutness, FO
29. fcodthroughness, FT
30. fccdbackness, FB
31. filtrationness, FL
32. spillageness SL
33. regulationnesS, RG
34. compatibleness, CP
35. openness, 0
36. adaptiveness, AD
7. officiontness EF

3C. complete.connectionness CC
39. strongncss, SR
40. unllateralness, U
41. weakness, WE
42. disconnectionness, DC
43. vulnerableness, VN
44. passive dependentness Op

45. active dependentness, DA

46. independentness, I

47, segrogationness, SG

13. system property, Ps

16. system property state, ST..
rS

PROPERTIES

40.
49.

S:
51.

52.

53.
54.

55.
56.

57.
58.

59.
60.

61,
62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.
70.

71.

72.

73.

Tab l e 2
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Interder;ndentness, ID
who W
integrationness, IG
hierarchically orderness HO
flexibleness, F
homomorphismness, HM
isomorphismness, IM
automorphismness AM
compactness, CO
centrainess, CE
sizoness SZ
complexness, C
seketive informationness, Si
size growthness, ZG
complexity growthness, XG
selective information
growthness, TG
size degenerationness, 20
complexity degenerationness, TO
selective information
degenerationness, ID
stableness, SB
state steadiness, SS
state determinationness, SD
equifinalness EL
homeostasisness, HS
stressness, SE
strainnoss, SA



CHAPTER V

RELATION OF SET THEORY, INFORMATION THEORY,
AND GRAPH THEORY TO GENERAL SYSTEMS THEORY

a



Relation In Literature

Of Set Theory

Only two explicit relatings of set theory to general systems

theory were discovered, i.e. Ashby's and MesarovlOs. Rosen and

Rashevsky, however,, have related set theory to a kind of system, i.e. a

biological system.

S-1. Ashby, W. Ross, "The Sot Theory of Mechanism and Homeostasis,"
Amem....ALlystem, Vol. 9, 19641. pp. 83-97.

Basic set theoretic terms are developed and used to characterize
systems. The elements of a system are states. A mapping defined
on a system characterizes the relations between states, and thus
the structure of a system. A definition of 'system with parts' is
given in which the elements of the parts are states and the states
of the system are listings of states of parts. Moreover, it is
pointed out that a more general definition of 'systems could be
given in which transitions between states are not determinate but
have well-defined probabilities.

S-2. Martinez, H. M:, "Toward an Optimal Design Principle in Relational
Biology," Vol. 26, 1964,

pp. 351-365.

"A vulnerability criterion is posed for a biological system within
the context of representing the system as a relational set ."

(p. 351)

S-3. Mesarovic, MihaJlo D., "Foundations for a General Systems Theory,"
neyrtzthemraSstrosThr, ed.' by MesaroVic, New York:
John Wiley and Sons, 19649 pp. 1-24..

"A general system" is defined as "a proper subset, Xs, of the
Cartesian product of n sets of values, X1,...,Xn, where (mob set

IA brief annotation of each item of the relevant literature is
included. Each item is numbered and lettered in order to permit cross-
referencing, since *some items relate more than one of the theories to
general systems theory. The letter before the number sequencing the
items Indicates either set or information or graph theoretic related
literature, i.e. S or I or G respectively.
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specifies a formal object'. "An attribute of a system is a proposi-
tional function defined on X prod valid in Xs." (p. 17) A closed
system is one in which therd is on effective identification of each
element. A system which is not closed is open. Through a set
theoretic decomposition procedure on the system relation,
ROCIt...,X), it is shown that"a higher order system cannot be

decomposed into subsystems with less than triadic relations" (p. 15).
"The three terms of the triadic relation ere, then, input, output,
and state." (p. 17) Set theory is used to characterize a control-
lable system ix one in which the performance is determined given a
sot of inputs.

S-4. Rashevsky N., "A Comparison of Set-Theoretical and Graph-Theoret-
ical Approaches in Topological Biology," AgjIglIn.g.Maimmeglaj
plopoys;cs, Vol. 20, 1950, pp. 267-280.

Through the addition of a postulate, the set theoretic approach to
biology is extended: to handle:pertain combinatorial relations sug-
gested by graph theory. .

S-5. Rashevsky, No, "A Note on the Nature) and Origin of Life," impala
2Llatvatical Bioollys121, Vol. 21, 1959,* pp. 185.-193.

"A . study of the relational properties of systems seems
to offer the possibility of deriving the principle of biological
mapping from the requirement .of self :reproduction and adaptabil-
ity.° (p. 105)

S-6. Rashevsky, W., "Contributions ta Relational Biology," Bulletin of

labssoIlmaXablaLsat %folk 22, 1960, pp. 73-84.

The merit of the graph theoretic approach to biology and Rosen's
characterization of a biological system In which the vertices of
the graph arc biological furialons (5 -10) Is discussed.

.v.

S-7. Rcshovsky. Hop "On 5elations'betwe'en Sets," Bulletin of Mathemat-
icpl Biephvsick, Vol. 23, 1961,.pp. 233-235.

"With a view to future applications in rotational biology, the
notation of relations between sets is introduced and several theo-
rems arc demonstrated." (p. 233)

4-0. Rashevsky, O., "Abstract Mathematical Molecular Biology," Bullj.eXi,
of. Matb4matical Biophysics, Vol. 23, 1961, pp. 237-260.

the problem of the minimal size of a living unit is
studied both from a metric 'and from a relational point of
view." (p. 237)
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a
S-5. Rosen, Robert, "A Relational Theory of Biological Systems,"

,F Oath..itstim.L.Acti, Vol. 20, 195c, pp. 245460.

Using set and graph theoretic approaches, a relational theory for
Metabolizing systems whle;n explains a number of diverse phenomena,
e.g. encystment and the existence of the cell nucleus, is set
forth.

S-10. Rosen, Robert, "The Representation of Biological Systems from the
Standpoint of the Theory of Categories," Buetin...)Li.9Lj:Lauilihatc.
Riabliel Vol. 20, n5 C, pp. 3)i-341.

Using functions to represent components and Cartesian products to
represent inputs and outputs, a unique representation for each
biological system is exhibited. The representation of the firilt?,
automaton is constructed.

S-11. Rosen, Robert, "A Relational Theory of Biological Systems II,"
.....1...._1.....aj.s2y111aticBihsc.BulleinofMather, Vol. 21, 1955, pp. 109-128.

The characterization in S-10 of a biological system is extended. A
set of axioms characterizing 07)s-110-systems is posited, and a
principle of optimal design is proposed.

S-12. Rosen, Robert, "A Relational Theory of the Structure Induced In
Biological Systems by Alterations in Environment," Bulletin ofEttbemegtaiss, Vol. 23,E 1961, pp. 165-171.

"It Is shown that a wide variety of structural alterations in both
the "metabolic" and "genetic" apparatus of (r,111)-systems can
result from specific changes in the environment of such systems,"
(p. 165)

Rosen, Robert, "A Note on Abstract Relational Biologies," Bulletin
Mathemv;ical Biocilmjsa, Vol. 24, 1562, pp. 31-38.

"It is shown that the class of abstract block diagrams of (Wwift.)-
systems whi,111 can be constructed out of the objects and mapping of a
particular subcategory .!50 of the category r of all acts depends
heavily on the structure of b; . ." (p. 31)

4 Rosen, Robert, "On the Reversibility of Environmentally Induced
Alterations in Abstract Biological Systems," Bulletixsfjgjmt-
ical Biophysics, Vol. 25, 1963, pp. 41-50.

. environmentally induced alterations in structure of
(ZNN,Vt)-systems are examined from the standpoint of
determining under what circumstances they can be reversed by fur-
ther environmental interactions." (p. 41)
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S-15. Rosen, Robert, "Some Results In Graph Theory and their Application
to Abstract Relational Biology," 1 a t 1

&Wm:4 Vol. 25, 1963 pp. 231-2 1.

the problem characterizing those categories suitable for
a rich theory of (M,' )- systems reduces to a problem familiar
from the general theory of graphs." (p. 231)

S-16. Rosen, Robert, "Abstract Biological Systems as Sequential
Machines," isiligglajdjigsbigausalUsgiagsb Vol. 26, 1964,
pp. 103-111.

"The purpose of this note is to point out certain similarities
which exist between the theory of sequential machines, . and

the theory of (13N,70-systems . ." (p. 103)

S-17. Rosen, Robert, "AbIltract Biological Systems as Sequential
Machines II: Strong Connectedness and Reversibility," lialialjat
.0,9.31MUS211110PLYLsckti, Vol. 26, 1964, pp. 239-246.

"The reversibllity of environmentally induced structural changes
In these system. is closely related to the strong connectedness of
the corresponding machines." (p. 239)

Of Information Theory

Even though there is an extensive literature in which information

theorys applied, only'a small number of items are Included. The reason

for exclusion of the other items is lack e4' indication of the relation of

information theory to either a system In general or a particular kind of

system provided it can be considered in the context of a system in

general.

Most of the articles dealing with the application of information

theory which are found in publications of the Institutes of Radio Engi-

neers (IRE) and of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) assume a

communication context and further within this context do not make expli-

cit how information theory Is related to a system. Consequently, those
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articles are excluded. Those articles which are within a systems engi-

meting context are excluded pis°. In systems engineering the concern is

with specific systems not with a system in general or.kinds of systems.

The emphasis is not theoretical but practical, i.e. the emphasis is on

the arrangement and selection of components In a given system for effi-

cient realization of a given outcome or outcomes. Moreover, those

articles which nee solely within a cybernetics context are excluded. As

a justification of this exclusion, note von Bertalanffyss conclusion that

cybernetics is a specific case of general systems theory:

. e the ultimate reason of the pattern and order in living systems
can be sought only is the laws of the process itself, not in pre-
established enduring structures . "Dynamics" is the broader
theory since we can come, from general system principles, always to
regulations by machines, introducing conditions of constraint, but
not vice versa.'

Most of the literature In psychology is ruled out due to a treat-

ment of information theory within a measurement context rather than a

theoretic one.

I-1; Berlyne D. E. "Uncertainty and Conflict: A Point of Contact
Between information Theory and Behavior Theory Concepts,"
,PsvcholtsialLmlevi. Vol..64,.1951, pp. 329-339.

"The "uncertainty" function satisfies Edith modifications] some of
the requirements ::..for a measure of "degree of conflict" . .

A discussion of ; . variables that appear to &And on degree of
conflict reveals . ; links with information theory." (p0 339)

2"General Systems Theory: A New Approach to Unity in Science,
6: Towards a Physical Theory of Organic' Teleology, Foedbac' and
Dynamics," Lismajlaggi, Vol 23, 1951, pp. 3606361.
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1 -2. Bertalareffy Ludwig von,'"Generd System Theory: A New Approach to
lenity in Science, 6. Towards a Physical Theory of Organic Teleology,
Feedback and Dynamics," Ummokial2gy Vol. 23, 1951, pp. 346-361.

Cybernetics and general systems theory are wmpared and it is con-
cluded that "; 4, the ultimate reason of the pattern and order in
the living system can be sought only In the laws of the process
itself, not in pre-established and enduring structures . .

"Dynamics" is the broader theory since we can come, from general sys-
tem principles, always to regulation by machines, introducing con-
ditions of constraint, but not vice versa" (p. 360.

1-3. Bertalanffy, Ludwig von, "General System Theory," General Systems
Vol. 1, 1956, pp. 1-1C.

". , negative entropy of information is a measure of order or of
organization since the latter, compared to distribution at random
is an improbable stater In th- way 11 formation theory comes close

to the theory of open systems, wi,ich may increase in order and

organization, or show negative entropy." (p.

14 Bertalanffy, Ludwig von, "General System Theory--A Critical Review,"
General S stems, Vol. 7, 1962, pp. 1-20.

it is pointed out that information theory introduces information as
a quantity melsurable by an expression isomorphic to negative

entropy in physics. itelationships of entropy, negative entropy,
and channel capacity of systems to other system properties are

given.

Boulding, Kenneth, "General Systems Theory--The Skeleton of

Science," General Systems, Vol. 1, 1956, pp. 11-17.

"At the biological level . .,the i formation concept 4 ay serve to

develop general notions of structuredness and abstract measures of

organization which give us . a third basic dimension beyond

moss and energy. . . information processes are . . unquest ion -

ably essential in the development of organization, both in the bio-

logical and the social world." (p. 1k)

i -C. Bremermann, H. J., "Optimization through Evolution and Recombi-

nation," Self-Oreanizine Systems, ed. by Marshall C. Yovits,

George T. Jacobi, and Gordon D. Goldstein, Washington, D. C.:
Spartan Books, 1962, pp. 93-10C.

A conjecture is made which is derived from an argument based on

quantum theory considerations: "No data processing system whether
artificial or living can process more than (2 x 101 bits per
second per gram of its mass" (p. 93).
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1-7. Brillouln, L., "Physical Entropy and Information. II," AarzALgt
apjaiscisics, Vol.; ?2, 1951* pp. 33C-A3.

"The laws of statistical thermodynamics are used for the definition

of entropy, and It is shown that the definition ofinformation can
be reduced to a problem of Fermi-Dirac statistics or to a general-
ized Fermi statistics. 111th these definitions, the entropy of a
certain message can.be defined* and .the Information contained in
the message can be directly connected with the decrease of entropy
in the system. This definition lea .0rectly to the formulas
proposed by C. Ei Shannon for the measuic.of information, and shows

that Shannon's "entropy of information" corresponds to an equal
amount of negative.entropy in the physical system." (p.. 338)

1-0. Foersters Heinz von, "On Self-Organizing Systems and Their
Environments," Self-kagaigmallaml ed. by Marshall C. Yovits
and Scott Cameron, How York: The Macmillan Company, 1955,

PP. 31-50»

A self-organizing sytem Is taken to be a system In which

62-12Z > P 81.1

t) t 4//ax 6t

where 'HI stands for the entropy of the set of elements deft ed in
the representation of a system, and 'Hma:t1 stands for the maximum

possible entropy of this set.

1-9. Iris Masao, "Theory of General information Hetworks: An Algebraic

Topological Foundation to the Th^cy of Information-Handling
Systems," pathematical Theory of Automata, ed. by Jerome Fox,

Pojytechnic,Press 1563, pp. 415-435.

"u4stems theory" involves a large nu ber and variety of "network"
problems. 'in general,a network problem has two aspects, one
concerning the geometrical, or topological, structure of the
underlying graph, and the other concerning the algebraic structure
of the quantities associated' with, or superimposed upon, the ele-
ments of the graph. Thus, we can regard a network as a system
processing "Informations" (which are the superimposed quantities)

on a graph in regard to the specific algebraic character of the

problem." (p. 415)
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1-10. Jacobson, M., "Information, Reproduction, and the Origin of Life,"
hmasoLicientist, Vol. 43, 1955, pp. 119-127.

Information theory is used as a means for analyzing life repro-
ductio processes and as a complexity measure; e.g. "to estimate
the minimal complexity of the first living organism" (p. 119),

1-11. Jaynes, E. T., "Information Theory and Statistical Mechanics, I,"
T he Physical Review, Vol. 106, 1957, pp. 620-630.

Information theory Provides a basis for statistical mechanics so
that it "need not be regarded as a physical theory dependent for
its validity on the truth of additional assumptions not contained
in the iaws of mechanics" (p. 620).

1-12. Jaynes, E. T., "Information Theory and Statistical Mechanics, 11,"
Iheillysical Review, Vol. IOC* 1957, pp. 171-L.C.

a general theory of irreversible processes cannot be based
on differential rate equations corresponding to ti e-proportional
transition probabilities." (2. 171)

1-13. Karreman George, "Topological Information Content and Chemical
Reactions," Bulletin of Mathematical Bio "aim, Vol. 17, 19550
pp. 279-2C7.

The topological information content of a graph (I-20) is applied
to several topological types of chemical reactions, and so the
influe ce of the structure of the chemical compounds in a reaction
is illustrated.

1-14. Kochen, M., "An Information-Theoretic Model of Organizations,"
IEEE Transactions on information Theor Vol. 17-4 1954,
pp. 67-76.

A theory based on information theory is presented in order to give
precision to the concept of the efficiency of a system.

1-15. Lelbovic, K. M., "Information Processing Organs, Mathematical
Mappings and Self-Organizing Systems," BOtetin of liaqtemktical
pillaimia, Vol. 25, 1963, pp. 109-201.

"In this paper, some mathematical aspects of transformations and
classifications will be discussed in relation to self-organizing
systems. . . the transformations and classifications suggested
by a highly organized nat ral system, namely, the eye, will be
reviewed first. . . the way it works has relevance also for
self-organizing syste s." (p. 190)
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1-16. MacArthur, Robert, "Fluctuations of Animal Populations, and a
Measure of Community Stability," General Systpms, Vo:, 3, 1958,
pp. 140-151.

Graph and information theory are integrated to provide a basis for
discussing the relationship between efficiency and stability of a
species in diverse ecological settings.

1-17. Mackay, D. M., "Towards an information -Plan Model of Human
Behavior," British Jclualuf.Elyskolgay, Vol. 47, 1956,
pp. 30-43.

This paper is concerned with the behavior possible In an
information-flow system intended explicity as a hypothetical model
for comparison with the human information-handling system." (p. 31)

1-13. Margalef, D. Ramon, "Information Theory in Ecology," gegngul
,Svstems, Vol. 3, 1953, pp. 36-71.

"Information theory describes the evolution of structured systems,
divisible into elements qualitatively different, into states
representing a greater degree of organization, in the individual
as well as in the race and in the biosphere." (p. 69)

1-19. Mesarovic, Mihajlo D., "On Self-Organizational Systems," Self-
Oreanizine Systems, ed. by Marshall C. Yovits, George T. Jacobi,
and Gordon D. Goldstein, Washington, D. C.: Spartan Books, 1962,
PP. 9-36.

"In order to put the development of self-erganizing systems on a
sound basis, It is necessary to deft c them in terms of the
activities or behavior of the given general system and not in
terms of the specifics of the system under consideration." (p. 9)
"Without further investigations in the actual case it is not
ossible now to decide which of the communication structural

maltaa.146awsloga." (p. 21

1-20. Miller, James G., "Information Input Overload," kifAmmilys
Systems, ed. by Marshall C. Yovits, George T. Jacobi, and
Gordon D. Goldstein, Washington, D. C.: Spartan Books, 1962,
pp. 61 -78.

n
. When input information in bits per second is increased

[in living systems] the output at first follows the input more or
less as a linear function, then levels off at channel capacity
and finally falls off toward zero." (p. 76) ". . . the more com-
ponents there are in an information processing system, the lower
is its channel capacity." (p. 77)

Irrtrorr,
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I-21. Pask, Gordon, "Interaction Between a Group of Subjects and an
Adaptive Automaton to Produce a Self-Organizing System for Decision
Making," ..j.jkasuWingjasmaSef-r, ed. by Marshall C. Yovits,
George T. Jacobi, and Gordon D. Goldstein, Washington, D. C.:
Spartan Books, n620 pp. 203-311.

"My contention is that when a group is optimally organized, for
inductive problem solving, the information structures that
describe its state become a self-organizing system." (p. 104)

1-22. Pringle, J. W. S., "On the Parallel Between Learning and Evolution,"
GesS...,zcjas, Vol. 1, 1956, pp. 90-110.

"The characteristic of living systems which distinguishes them
most clearly from the non-living is their . . . evolution from
less to mere complex states of organization. . . . The key to its
meavOng ;the meaning of the concept of complexity) comes trom
reeont studies of the nature of "information" which have developed
from problems of communications engineering." (p. 90)

1-23. Quastlor Henry, "information Theory Terms and Their Psychological
Correlates," .1.....EClinPscnfomatioriviagx, ed. by Henry
Quastler, Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1955, pp. 143-171.

"A system is an organized whole made up of interrelated parts. . .

If two parts are interrelated in any fashion, then knowledge of
the state of one must imply some information about the state of
the other. Accordingly, information measures can be used to
evaluate y kind of organization." (pp. 159-160)

124. Quastlerr Henry, .3.9Emou,.....enceoTifilorar, New
Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1964.

"For Individual components of biological systems the problem of
organization is one of specification or information co to t. With
palm of components different problems arise relating to function,
information transmission, action and interaction of infor. .

mation. ." (p. ix)

1-25. Rapoport, A. and Horvath, W. J., "Thoughts on Organization Theory
and a Nwiew of Two Conferences," ,GeneraLlatml, Vol. 4, 1959,
PP. 07-93.

cybernetics is a dynamics superimposed on topology. It
seems likely that those two disciplines will be at the foundation
of that branch of science which deals with "organized complexity,"
Ise:, organization theory." (p. 90)
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1-26. Rashevsky, M., "Some Bio-Sociological Aspects of the Mathematical
Theory of Communication," Bulletin of Mathematical Bio hysics,
Vol. 12, 1950, pp. 359-370.

"In the first part of the paper a general discussion of the trans-
mission of information through neural chains is given. . . . In

the second part transmission of information through "social
chains" Is discussed under certain special assumptions," (p. 359)

1-27. Rashevsky, N., "A Mote on the Theory of Communication Through
Social Channels," Bulletin of Mathematical Bictahnlal, Vol, 13,

1951, pp. 139-146i

"In a previous paper [I-20 a theory of transmission of infor-
mation through a chain of individuals was developed. . In the
present paper the theory is generalized . ." (p. 139)

1-23. Rashevsky, M., "Life, Information Theory, and Topology," Bulletin
pf Mathemptical BlophyslcsuVol. 19, 1955, pp. 229-235.

"A study of the relations between the topological properties of
graphs and their information content is suggested, and several
theorems are demonstrated." (p. 229)

I-2S. Rashevsky, N., "Life, Information Theory, Probability, and
Physics," Bulletin of Mathematic -1 Bi I ski-, Vol. 22, 1960,

pp. 351-3

The information which an organism must possess to replicate itself is
used to infer the unlIkeliness of.a spontaneous generation by pure
chance during the lifetime of the earth. "Dynamic factors,
which . . I reduce . . the information content, must play a role
In the genesis of lifetyt earth.". 441 351)

I-30. Raymond, Richard C.8.51Cominulcation, Entropy, and Life," Americqn
Scientist, Vol. 30, 1950, pp. 273-278.*;

"It is the purpose of this paper to suggest that the entropy of a
system may be defined quite generally as the sum of the positive
thermodynamic entropy which the constituents' of.the system would
have at thermodynamic equilibrium and .a negative temproportional
to the information necessary to build the actual system from its
equilibrium state." (p. 273)
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1-31. Rothstein, Jerome, "Information, Organization and Systems,"
IEEE Trar..tsactisot-ationThoor...x, Vol. IT-4, 1954, pp. 64-66

"The object of this paper is to develop and apply a mathematical

concept of organization and of systems. It is very closely related

to the information concept and provides'the link whereby the

theorems of communication thory become generalized and applicable

to systems in general. Brief applications are given to system

reliability, the significance of organization theory for circuit

design, and production and quality control for a systems view-

point." (p. 64)

1-32. Shimbel, A., "Application of Matrix Algebra to Communication Nets,"

Bulletin of Mathempticct Biophysics, Vol. 13, 1951, pp. 165-178.

"A "generic" problem [a system containing n objects for which is

associated with every ordcrod pair of elements the affirmation or

negation of k relations] amenable to matrix algebrai treatment is

outlined. Several examples are given and ono, a communication

system, is studied in some detail." (p. 165)

1-3:4 Siegel, S., "Theoretical Models of Choice and Strategy Behaviorz

Stable State Behavior in the Two-Choice Uncertain Outcome

Situation," Psychometrika, Vol. 24, 1959, pp. 303-316.

"A theoretical approach to the understanding of human behavior in

uncertain outcome situations is suggested, an approach which draws

upon utility theory, decision-making theory, and statistical asso-

ciation theory." (p. 303) Three models are presented, the third

of which interrelates Shannon's information theory with utility

theory.

1-34. Soest, J. L. van, "A Contribution of information Theory to

Sociology," Synthoso, Vol. 9, 1954, pp. 265-273.

. I have tried to find some parallelism between the degree of

or anizati n and oflammulatiza In 1p.aystical and In sociological.

systems." 265)

1-35. Stahl, Walter R., "Dimensional Analysis in Mathematical Biology,"
.....Bullet11._.1.10fMahelpatio, Vol. 23, 1961, pp. 355-376.

Dimensional analysis clarifies the relationship of entropy to

InFormation and points the way to the formulation of many new

functions based on the H-function.
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1-36. Tribus, Myron, "Information Theory as the Bests. for Thermostatics
and Thermodynamics," basLal S......zasaa, Vol. 6, 1961, pp. 127-138.

"Dy the use of Jaynes' proposed formalism for statistical inference
it is possible to use the results of information theory and six
essentially transparent axioms to derive all of classical thermo-
dynamics and to review irreversible thermodynamics in a clearer
light." (p. 127)

1-37. Trucco, Ernesto, "On the Information Content of Graphs: Compound
Symbols; Different States for Each Point,"

Vol. 18, 1956, pp. 237-253.

"The idea of assigning an information content to a graph is
extended to . (a) Combination of sot of topologically equiva-
lent points used as symbols; (b) Points of the graph
in different states." (R. 237)

I-36. Valentinuzzi, Maximo and Valentinuzzi, M. Eugenio, "Information
Content of Chemical Structures and Some Povsible Biological
Application," blirja....ksmatagoftelsics, Vol. 25, 1963,
pp. 11-27.

rrrsatian

=gay. s inforM019r011 onIEMY 6r neclontr0DY critrPtiginlallai2aor itygofgraLanio, heat amount, as wall as relationships between
these system paramotors are defined and used." (p. II)

Of Graph Theory

The literature indicates that there has been no explicit *relating

of graph theory to general systems theory per se. The relating has been

with biological systems, as arrlad'out 6fhly by a group of math6matical

biologists at the University of Chicago, and with:behavtoral systems,

as carried out mainiy by a group at the Research%Center for Group

Dynamics at the University of Michigan. In ether wOrdst.Rashaysky and

Rosen of Chicago and a7.ary and Cartwright of Michigan are the eutstand-

ing contributors.
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It Is important to note that relatings in which graph theory is

characterized in terms of other theories also are included. For example,

Katz characterizes graph theory in terms of matrix theory (G-30, G-31),

while Rosen does so In terms of categorical algebra (G-67 through G-75).

G -l. Davelas, A., 'A Mathematical Model for Group Structures," AonlicdAnt repo.. Vol. 7, 4dlt, pp: 16-30.

A graph theoretic representation of a group is utilized to define
the distance between two coils and centrality.

G-2. Davelas, A., "Communication Patterns in Task-Oriented Groups," Theblialasmal, ed. by Do Lerner and H. D. Lasswell, Stanford,
Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1951, pp. 193-202.

A description of the activity and general direction of work on
communication patterns in task-oriented groups is presented.

Cartwright, Domino "The Potential Contribution of Graph Theory to
Organizational Theory,"

..sA.s..tk)donOrranizatiorerASosuin
14.2jimpintlxistp ed. by Mason

Nair°, New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1959, pp. 254-274.

The usefulness of graph theory as a tool for the organizational
theorist is indicated.

G-4. Davis, Robert L., "Structures of Dominance Relations," Bulletin of
Hathematicalisics, Vol. 16, 1554, pp. 131-140.

The number of dominance- structures for a society of n members as
defined in G-34, G-35 G-49, and G -51 Is determined.

G-5. Feather, N. T. "A Structural Balance Model of Communication
effects," bysligbaggiltsyjliv, Vo!, 71, 1564, pp. 251-313o

Cartwright and Hararyis discussion of structural balance is con-
sidered for more complicated signed graphs and related to studies
from diffe:ent areas.

G-G. Festinger L., "The Analysis of Sociograms Using Matrix Algebra,"
Human Relulgal, Vol. 2, l'Ar.; pp. 153-158.

The advantages of matrix representation of group structure and some
unsolved problems which arise from such a representation are dis-
cussed.
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G-7. Ford, L. R., Jr. and Fulkersenv D..R., Flow

9 2, UP4 pp.Non Jersey: Princeton University Pross, 1

4cat rks Princeton,

linear graphs relate . to the
subject of flows in networks." (p. vii)

10-8. French, John Ro P., Jr., "A Formal Theory of Social Power,"
Psolc....x0291011....teview, Vol. 630 1956, pp: 181..193.

practically oriented

Linear graph theory and matrix theory are used in formulating .a
theory of social power.

G-9. French, John R. P., Jr. and Raven, Bertram, "The Bases of Social
Power," Stuc...owe, ed. by Do Cartwright, Ann Arbor,
Michigan: institute for Social Research. The University of Michi-
gan, 1959. pp. 150-167A

On the basis of the graph theoretic approach to group interaction
types of social power aro discussed.

G-$O. Marary Frank, "Structural Duality," Behavioral Science, Vol. 2,
1957, pp. 255-265.

Structural, existential, and directional duality provide extensions
of graph theory.

G-II. Uarary, Frank, "A Criterion' for Unanimity in French's Theory of
Social Power," Atudiesin Social Power, ed. by Do Cartwright,
Ann Arbor, Michigan: instituto for Social Research,. The University.
of Michigan, 1959, pp. 168-182. .

A necessary and sufficient condition for the attainment of ultimate
unanimity of opinions:tn power structure is presented. This item
relates to G-8.

G-12; Marary Frank, "Graph.Theoretic-MpthodS in. the Management Sciences,"
ameaggpt Sciencg4 Vol. 5, 1959. Peat ..3

The utility of graph theory for characterizing structure in the
management sciences is shown.

G'-13. Horary Frank, "On the Measurement of Structural Balance,"
BehavUul.lampo, Vol. 44 1959, pp. 316-323.

"This paper continues the exploration of the mathematical proper-
ties of signed graphs with special reference to specific assump-
tions about the evolution of human groups." (p. 316)
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G-14. Harary, Frank, "Status and Contrastatus," SogioNtrv, Vol. 22,
1M, pp. 23-43.

"Our object is to propose a formula to measure the positional
aspect of the status of a person in an organization or group, and

investigate some of Its ramifications." (p. 23)

G -15. Harary, Frank, "Who Eats Whom?".General_Svstems4 Vol. 6, 1961,

pp. 41-44.

The structure of an ecological s'tstem involving several animals is

represented by a directed graph, and the status of each animal is

calculated.

G-16. Harary, Frank, "A Graph Theoretic Approach to Similarity Rela-

tions," glich2matita, Vol. 29, 1964, pp. 143-151.

II similarity relations are naturally egpressible as graphs

and . . . their concepts are subsumed within the framework of graph

theory." (p. 143)

G -17. Harary Frank and Cartwright, D., "Structural balance: A General-

ization of Holder's Theory," baSaBOSALEgaliacki, Vol. 63, 1956,

pp. 277-293.

Through the utilization of graph theory, F. Heiderls concept of

structural balanceAn, small groups Is explicated and generalized.

G-10. Harary, Frank and Homan, Robert 2., Graph Thma.gl.p.halhaguisal
Milllaijocial Science, Ann Arbor, Michiganl institute for

Social Research, The University of Michigan, 1953, 45 pp.

The content of graph theory and its relation to the social sciences

are outlined.

G-19. Uarary Frank and Rose, I. C., "On the Determination of Redundan-

cies In Sociomotric Chains," Psychometrika) Vol. 17, 1952,

pp. .195.208.

The number of redundant paths In communication networks is deter-

mined.
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G-20: Harary, Frank and Ross, I. p., "The Humber of Complete Cycles in a
Communication Network," L.,...121Soclaourriolo, Vol. 40,
19540 pp. 329-332.

"We wish to deduce a criterion for the existence of a path-in a
network such that a rumor . initiated by any member will
return to him of tar having passed through each of the other

exactly once." (p. 329)

G-21. Harary, Frank and Ross, I. C., "A Procedure for Clique Detection
Using the Group Matrix," ALchatta, Vol. 20, 1957, pp. 205-215.

Festingeris results stated in G66 are extended: cocliqual and
unicliqual persons arc characterized, and theorems concerning
groups of k cliques arc proved.

G-22. Harary Frank and*Ross I. C., ilk Description of Strengthening and
Weakening Members of a Group," Socljgayatr, Vol. 22, 1959,
pp. 139-147.

"This paper is one of a continuing series inrwhich matrix arialysis
Is used to identify various aspects of 'group structure." (p. 139)

G-23. Heise, G. A. and Miller, G. A., "Problem- solving by Small Groups
Using Various Communicatken.Hets," liournal_ebnormal and Social
Psycpotssey Vol: 44 1951, pp. :327-335.

"The _present experiment Is similar in many respects to Leavitt's
1S-38], although the control of the situation is carried still.
further." (p. 327).

G-24. Hodgson, AnthenI M:, "The'Solution of Technical Problems by,
Groups, A Syttort I&idoi of.a.Task-Group," Systematics,, Vol. .2,

1964, pp. 1-46.

. .

The purpose Is to prOvido a systianntic-Model of creative problem
solving groups Graphs aralssed to'reptesgnt the structure of
such a group with the vortices representing such determining
factors of group performance as human purpose Graphs are used
also to represent various modes of.greup operation. .
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G-25. Hodgson, Anthony M., "The Solution of Technical Problems by
Groups - 2," Svs_t_sinatasl, Vol. 2, 196, pp. 177-213.

"Deaphs are use 4) to construct a sufficiently generalized struc-
tural model to account for problem-solving in a number of fields.
This model, together with the task-group model of Part One [G-210,
is presented as a conceptual basis for creating new techniques of
training professional workers in creative group problem-solvitsg."

(p . 177)

G-26. Hodgson, Anthony 14., "The Solution of Technical Problems by
Groups - 3," Svstematics, Vol. 2, 1564, pp. 290-322.

"A comparison of the problem-solving model and various fields of
work is given, followed by some observations on how problem-
solving stages synchronise with task-group behaviour." (p. 290)

iri, po. cit. in 1-5.

G-23. Jamrich, John X., "Applkcation of Matrices in the Analysis of
Sociometric Data," Jc...:41,..nalsijcaael....ain, Vol. 28,
1560, pp. 249-252.

"The use; of the characteristic column-vector Eof a matriX)
affords a relatively simple procedure for determining a numerical
value for the status of individuals in a group." (p. 252)

G-29. Karroman, po. cit. in 1-13.

G-30. Katz, Leo, "An Application of Matrix Algebra to the Study of Human
Relations within Organizations," Chapel Hill, North Carolina:
Final Report under Project UR 042 031, University of North
Carolina, 1)50.

Various applications of atria: algebra in the representation of
group structure and the explication of group properties are dis-
cussed.

G-31. Katz, Leo, "A blew Status indon Derivod from Sociometric Analysis,"
fasbometrika, Vol. 10, 1953, pp. 39-43.

Representation of group structure by matrices permits a more ade-
quate definition of status es: . which takes into account who
chooses as well as how mita choose" (p. 39).



G-32. Kemeny, John G. and Snell, J. Laurie, "Organization Theory

Applications of Graph Theory," Mathemalialljitgals to the Social

Sciences, Hew York: Ginn and Company, Hew York, 1962, pp. 95-10G.

A characterization of a balanced graph Is obtained, a general

measure of status is given for hierarchical graphs, and the notion

of sameness of importance in a graph Is expl icated by Markey chain

theory.

G-33. Kochen, Manfred, "Organized Systems with Discrete Information

Transfer,' fignmallutem, vol. 2, 1957, pp. 30-47.

Graph theory is used to characterize certain component structures

in systems with discrete information transfer.

G-34. Landau, H. G., "On Dominance Relations and the Structure of Animal

Societies: 1. Effect of Inherent Characteristics," Buls.J.tof
Mathematical Blogiaxact, Vol. 13, 1951, pp. 1-19.

Matrix theory is used to represent the structure of a society and

a probabilistic measure of degree of societal hierarchy is defined.

G-35. Landau, H. G., "On Dominance Relations and the Structure of Animal

Societies: U. Some Effects of Possible Social Factors," Bulletin

of Mathematical .1119.2 Vol. 13, 1)51, pp. 245-262.

The theory introduced in G-34 is extended using Markey chain

theory. It is concluded that social factors could account for

discrepancies between theory and data reported in the earlier

article.

G-36. Landau, G., "On Dominance Relations and the Structure of Animal

Societies: III. The Condition for a Score Structure," Bulletin

of Mathematical.Bloaxsics, Vol. 15, 1 53, pp. 143.448.

Score structure of a society with a dominance relation is charac-

terized, and it is proven that there are members who dominate

every other member directly or indirectly through a single inter-

mediate member.

G-37. Landau, H. G., "The Distribution of Completion Times for Random

Communication in a Task-Oriented Group," Bulletin of Mathematical

Biophysics, Vol. 16, n54, pp. 187-201.

Using a Markov chain model for communication net; expected com-

pletion times are computed for various typos of nets.
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a-3C. Leavitt, H. J., "Some Effects of Certain Communication Patterns on
Group Performance," Journal of Abnormal aid SszjaLhysigylolo,,
vol. 46, 1951, FIP 33.50.

"It was the purpose of this investigation to explore experiment-
ally the relationship between the behavior of small groups and
the patterns of commu.e-ation in which the groups operate . .

Can to consider th 'chologicai conditions that are imposed
upon group members various communication patterns, and the
effects of these conditions . ." (p, 38)

G-39. Leeman, C. P., "Patterns of Sociometric Choice in Small Groups: A
Mathematical Model and Related Experimentation," Loci e
Vol. 15, 1952, pp. 220-243.

"The question of what sociometric patterns are possible in a group
of given size is discussed; and a mathematical model Is presented,
treating the likelihood of the.sevcral patterns, and the variation
in pattern upo repeated sect° etric choices." (p. 220)

G-40. Luce, R. D., "Connectivity and Generalized Cliques In Socimetric
Group Structure," ......y.aPschmatral Vol. 15, 1950, Pp. 169-190.

111

. the number of elements in a group, the number of animetrics
and the degree of connectivity must supply certain inequalities."
(This quotation Is from Ps1..xLItIK)g101Anti:sal, Vol. 25, 1951,
p. 699.)

0-41. Luce, R. D. and Perry, Albert D., "A Method of 'Matrix Analysis of
Group Structure," psychometrika, Vol. 14, 1949, pp. 95116.

"Matrix methorW may be'applted.to the analysis of experimental
data concerning group structure' when these data indicate relatiou-
ships which can be depicted by tine diagrams ." (p. 95) Ths
clique structure of a group is a aiyzed using metrin theory.

G-42. MacArthur, oo. cit. in i-16.

G43. Haccia, Elizabeth Steiner, "An Educational Theory Model: Graph
Theory," kamasuaLzuguatimal Thsaalawl, by E, S. Maccia,
G. S. Maeda, and Robert E. Jewett, Washington, Office of
Education, U. Se Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Cooperative Research Project boo. 1632, 1963, pp. 101-138..

", graph theory Cis shown to be] utilizable in formulating
characterizations of relations of persons in groups within the
schools." (p. 101)

V`,,ertyI11P+Nft...--Sme .!"*C11.
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G-44. Martinez, op. cit. in S-2.

G-45. Morrissette, Julian O., An Experimental Study of the Theory of
Structural Balance," Human Relations, Vol. 11, 1958, pp. 239-254.

The present paper directs its attention to the formalization of
Heide:1s theory advanced by Cartwright and Harary D-17] and to
the empirical testing of the consequences following from this
formalization." (p. 239)

G-46. Oeser, 0. A. and Harary Frank, "A Mathematical Model for Struc-
tural Role Theory, I," Human Relations, Vol. 15, 1962, pp. 89-122.

Graph theory is used ". . to cons7der role . . as a structure
concept and to formulate some definitions" (p. 90).

G-47. Cesar, 0. A. and Harary, Frank, "A Mathematical Model for Struc-
tural Role Theory, II," ammt laba, Vol. 17, 1964$ pp. 3-17.

"The purpose of this paper is to develop further some general
concepts and theoretical considerations about the structure of
role systems which were discussed in Part I 0-46)." (p. 3)

G-40. Ramanajachargulu, C.$ "Analysis of Preferential Experiments,"
gulimmatula vol. 29, 1964, pp. 257-261.

Using graph theory, the person with the most power to influence
and the least power to be influenced is located for a 5-person
group.

G-49. Rapoport, Anatol, "Outline of a Probabilistic Approach to Animal
Sociology: 1,"....Bull.etirkofMaticalaiLliggilmjca4 Vol. 11,
1949, pp. 183-196.

Graph theory Is used to characterize structure in a partially
probabilistic theory ofaniffial societies in which an antisymmetric
relation exists between'membees of.the'society.

G-50. Rapoport, Anatol, "Outline of a Probabilistic Approach to Animal
Sociology: II," Oulletin of Mathematical Biophysics, Vol. 11,
1949, pp. 273-201.

"Under certain assumptions . . the probability distribution for
all possible structures of a society . . approaches a limit Inde-
pendent of the initial probability distribution."



G-51. Rapoport, Anatol, "Outline of a Probabilistic Approach to Animal

Sociology: ill," lefMtis'ssuleirs, Vol. 12,
1)5C, pp. 1-17.

"The probabilities of the emergence of two kinds of social

structure' In a 3-bird flock are deduced under the assumption

of certain biases acting on the social dynamics of the flock." (p. 7)

G-52. Rapoport, Anatol, "Contribution to the Theory of Random and Biased

Nets," Bulletin of nathematical Biodzisl, Vol. 19, 1957,

pp. 257-277.

Graph theory is used as one of the bases for a discussion of the

statistical structure of random and biased nets.

G -$3. Rashevsky E., "Topology and Life: in Search of General Mathe-

matical Principles In Biology and Sociology," Bulletin of Mathe-

matical Biophysics, Vol. 16, 1954, pp. 317-3480

The graph of the primordal organism which represents the relations

among different biological functions is postulated. Transforma-

tion rules for the graph are posited such that from this graph

could be derived the graphs of all higher organisms.

G-54. Rashevsky, N., "Some Theorems in Topology and a Possible Biologi-

cal implication," Bulletin-of nathematisics Vol. 17,
1955, pp. 111-126.

This paper investigates the properties of transformations of

graphs defined in a previous paper (G-53). ". . considerations

suggest the possibility of deriving some .general biological laws

from the consideration of the properties of the transformation

only . . . ." (p. 111)

G-55. Rashevsky, U., "Some Remark:, on Topological Biology," Bulletin of

Mathematical Biophysics, Vol. 17, 1955, pp. 207-210.

The choice of a particular primordal graph and transformation

(G-53) defines an abstract biology. Two theorems lead to the con-

clusion tfiat.the higher the .organism the more adaptable. Inade-

quacies in the theory are noted, and suggestions made.

G-56. Rashevsky, in 1-2C.
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G-57. Rashevsky, W., The Geometrization of Biology," Bulletin of
..3.9.11p..0AleLx.)hsillathals, Vol. 18, 19560 pp. 31-56.

"Cro geometrize biology] . . . we must find geometric structures
or spaces, in which different geometric properties stand to each
other in the same formal logical relation, as the different con-
cepts of biology stand to each other." (p,a1) Several example
spaces are introducedo and verifiable predictions are made.

G-50. Rashevsky, N., "Contributions to Topological Biology: Some
Considerations on the Primordal Graph and en Some Possible Trans-

killgslasUlatheratisall12ahmarlaa, vol. 18, 1956,formations,"
pp. 113-128.

This paper is a continuation of the one cited.in G-53. A differ-
ent primordal graph and different transformationsare proposed,
and implications are discussed.

G-59. Rashevsky, 1., "What Type of Empirically Verifiable Predictions
Can Topological Biolojy Make?" Bullet::
Vol. 13, 1956, pp. 173 -188.

Considerations of topological biology, e.g. the total number of
possible organisms, are of the type which would not be considered
in the usual metric approach to biology.

G-60. Rashevsky, H., "A Vote on the Geometrization of Biology," Bulletin
of Mathematical Biophysics, Vol. 19, 1957, pp. 201-204.

Dependence of studied topological spaces on the type of space in
which they are embedded reflects some aspects of the dependence of
the organism on its.environment.

G-61. Rashevsky, H., "Remark on an interesting Problem in Topological
Biology," ...11..ji2da.....1sicsBuilettrrof-Mathers.V01. 19, 1957,
pp. 205-209.

"The possIbiiity of several homotopic classes of mappings of the
graph of an organism onto the primordal graph . . is consid-
ered." (p. 205)

G-62. Rashevsky, pp. cit,. in S-4.

G-63. Rashevsky, gar.s....it. In S-5.

G-64. Rashevsky, op. cit. in S-6.
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G-65. Rashevsky, aga.$11. In S-7.

G-66. Rashevsky ap. cit. In S-8.

G-67 Rosen, op. cit. In S-9.

G-68. Rosen, op. cit. in S-10.

G-69. Rosen, aki..a. in S-II.

G-70. Rosin, cat. et. In S.12.

G-7I. Rosen, agiLmalio In 5 -13.

G-72. Rosen, op, cit. in 5 -14

G-73. Rosen, opjca. in S-15i

C-74. Rosen, sigidt. in. S-16.

G-75. Aosen agasjs. in 5 -17.

G-76. Rosenblatt, David, "On SJMO Aspects of Models of COmplex.Behavierel
systems," jafwasulga ed. by Robert A.
Macho!, New York: MiAraw-Hill Book Co., 1960, pp. 6246.

"In this paper %Ica propose to treat some aspects of certain
models of comptex behavioral systems Eespecia110 the
abstract concepts of Wjass, gaga, and javaalsta." (pp. 62-63)

G-77. .Shimbel Alfonso, "Applications of Matrix Algebra to Communication
Wets," t . leu, I I is. , Vol. 13, 1951,
pp. 165 -17

The Structure and statts.matri*of a communication system is
defined as a function of time, and certain theorems relating to the
solution of a group problem are derived.

G-70. Shimbel, Alfonso, "Structural Parameters of Communication Net-
works," ignerWiabg Vol. 15, 1953.
pp. 501-507.

"Certain parameters are defined which roughly characterize the
internal structure of networks, . e the dispersion . 4 gives
an indication of the "compactness" of the internal structure."
(p. 501)
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1
G-7). Solomonoff, Ray, "An Exact Method for the Computation o1 the

Connectivity of Random Hots," ..,9.,....tallethoft41101C01 Biophysics,

Vol. 14, 1952, pp. 153-157.

""The problem of finding the "weak connectivity" of.a random net
Is reduced to one involving a i4arkov process." (p. 153)

G-CO. Solomonoff, Ray and Rapoport, Anatol, "Connectivity of Random
Agjig!In..0.L.htlgmim,ifa,B1.12mLis2 Vol. 131 1954

pp. 107-117.

Weak connectivity, I.o. the expected number of neurons to which
there exists paths from an arbitrary neuron of a random net, is
defined and Is an indicator of maximum expected spread of an
epidemic under certain conditions.

G-81. Trucco, pp. cit. in 1-37.

G-62. Trucco, Ernesto, "Topological Biology: A Note on Rashayskyls
Transformation T," .j1.1.2sjasftlbmfags101131c...ahrija, Vol. 19,
1957, pp. 19-21.

A theorem proved in an earlier article by Reshovsky (G59) is
generalized.

043. Trucco, Ernesto, "Note on a Combinatorial Problem," Bullo01 of

Mathematical Biophysics, Vol. 19, 1957, pp. 309-336.

The problem o finding the total number of graphs that can be

obtained from the biotopological transformation (T(1)x) for a

given value of the parameter n 1$ partially solved.

G-G4. Wei, Tolson, "On Matrices of Neural Nets," 1Waletin of Mathe-
matical B lophystes Vol. 10, 1940$ pp. 63-67.

"The structure of a . noureil net Ls represented hare by

several matrices." (p. 63)
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"1

Relation in Model

Of Set Theory

In an earlier work3 a system was taken to be a set "where 'sot'

was used in a common sense way) of entities together with their proper-

ties and the relationships between the entities. Substituting 'objects'

for 'entities' and 'attributes' for propert'ess, Hell and Fagen's defi-

nition° results. Neither of these definitions nor von Bertalanffy's' nor

Grinker's
6
nor Cherry's

7
were found sufficiently explicit. Set theory

provides the basic moans for eliminating this inadequacy.

A system Is taken to be a group of at least two components with

at least one affect relation and with information. Utilizing set theory,

the group of at least two components becomes a set of at least two

elements which form a sequence. The conditions, toot are given meaning

ultimately in terms of set theory. A relation between components of the

system, an affect relation, is given meaning through digraph theory which

is based on set theory. Through digraph theory, the group of a system

3G. S. Maccia, "An Educational Theory Model: General Systems

Theory," Construction of Educational Theory Models, Washington, D. C.:

Cooperative Research Project Ho. 1632, Office of Education, U. S. Depart-

ment of Health, Education, send Welfare, 1963, p. 140.

4"Definition of System," General Systems, Vol. 1, 1956, p. 18.

5 "Gcnerol Systems Theory," General,iatems, Vol. 1, 1956, p. 3.

6"Summary," Towards a Unifiecllbssmsf.kabavior, ed. by Grinker,

New York: Basic Books, 1 f.:56, p. 310.

70n Human Commynicatiqq, Cambridge, Mass.: Technology Press of

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1957, p. 307.
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becomes a set of points and an affect relation a set of directed lines.

Hot only is sot used, but also the set theoretic dofinition of 'function'.

An affect relation.is a mapping of the group into itself. Through infor-

mation theory, information of a system becomes a characterization of

system occurrences at categories In a classification. System occurrences

may be with respect to either system components or system affect.relations

or both. Since a classification is a set of categories,. set theory also

is basic to information theory.

Properties of a system are not part of the definition of la sys-

temic Rather properties are subsets of systems which arc sorted out from

the set of all systems, because they'have conditions on them over and

above the conditions which make them a system. For example, a subset of

systems with environmentness are those systems from the set of all sys-

tems which have the added condition of a negasystem with at least two

components and at least one affect relation and selective information.

Selective information involves uncertainty with respect to the occur-

rences of either components or affect relations or both. The property of

system environmertness is called also itoputnessi. Thus, all systems do

not necessarily have. an environment, but whenever there'ie a system there

is a negasystem.

The set characterization, complement, gives meaning to a nega-

system. Within whatever universe of discourse is selected, the compo-

nents selected for contlideration, the components which do not belong to

the system are the negaeystem. See Figure 1 on page 99.
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Negasystems, too, can have properties. To illustrate: nage-

systems can have the property of fromputnoss or environmentness, if they

have the condition of a system. with selective information. Negasystems

with this added.condition of selectivity of the information on the

systems of which they are complements are subsets of the set of all nega-

systems. Thus, all negasystems do not have an environment, but whenever

thorn is a nogesystem there Is a system.

Both the state of a system and of a negasystem are given meaning

as sets in which the elements are conditions of a given system or nega-

system at a certain tOme. The properties too canhave:states. The set

theoretic characterization, function, is employed In setting forth what a

system property state and a nogesystem property state are. That function

which has respective values in its image *pace is.involved, for a prop-

erty state is a value of a property at a given time.

The conditions which systems must satisfy to be characterized in

terms of certain proportios.dopend also upon.sot theory. Explicit use of

.1;et theory Is exemplified in the conditions with regard to sizenoss and

homomorphismness. lq: the former the, set theoretic characterization,

cardinalityvis explicit, while in the .latter homomorphic mapping Is.

Implicit use occurs throughout the conditions, for both information theory

and digraph theory are based upon set theory.
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Of Information Theory

As already stated, every system has information in the sense that

occurrences of its components or affect relations or both can be classi-

fied according to catwries. A system, in other wordso.can be charac-

terized. The added condition of selectivity of the information,

i.e. uncertainty of occurrences at the categories, is required to develop

information properties of systems and negasystems and of their states.

Uncertainty of occurrences is explicated in terms of a probability dis-

tribution. For example, If there is uncertainty with respect to an

occurrence of a system component at e category of a classification of the

system components, then the probability at the category can be neither

1 or 0 but must be ;ass than 1 or greater than O. Consequently, there

must be at least one alternative category for the occurrence of the com-

ponent, since the sum of the probabilities must be equal to 1.

Figure 1 on the following page summarizes and illustrates the

basic information properties of a system and a negasystem. Those of the

system aro toputness Inputness, storeput ess, feedinness, feedoutness,

feedthroughness, a d feedbackness, while those of the negasystem are

fromput es% and outputness.

Only the condition of selectivity is required,to give meaning.to

toputness, inputncss, fromputness and nutputness. Both toputness and

outputness involve selective information on a negasystem whereas from-

putness and inputness involve selective information on a system. Never-

theless toputness can be sorted out from outputness, and fromputness
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'U stands for universe of discourse.
lig' stands for system
11 stands for negasystem
'PI stands for storoputnoss
IFTI stands for feedthroughness
IFII stands for feedinness

Figure 1

99

ITIII stands for toputnoss
'IP' stands for inputness
'FO' stands .for feedoutness
IFPI stands for fromputness
'OP' stands for outputnoss
'FBI stands for feedbackness



from inputness. Toputness Is a system property, a systems environment

or the selective information on a negasystem available to a system, but

outputness is a negasystem property, its selective information. Like-

wise, fromputness is a negasystem property, a negasystem's environment or

the selective information on a system available to a negasystem, but

inputness is a system's property, its selective information.

The other basic information properties require conditions over

and above that of selectivity. Storeputness of a system requires the

selective information to be conditIonal, since storeputness is system

selective information which results when one takes into account the

dependency of system selective information upon that available to a

negasystem. In other words, storeputness is the dependency of inputness

upon fromputness. Feedinness, fecdoutness, feedthroughness and feedback-

ness are properties in which there is a flow of selective information,

a transmission of selective information. Conditions, hence, of selective

information separated by time intervals and of sharing of selective infor-

mation are requirements. To illustrate: feedinness, which is a trans-

mission of selective information from a negasystem to a system, involves

selectiye information on a negasystem available to a system, toputness,

at a time just preceding a tim6.at which some or all of that selective

is on that system. In other words, feedinness Is the shared information

between toputness and inputness, where the toputness is at a time just

prior to the inputness.
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Of Graph Theory.

As indicated earlier, through digraph theory a system group

becomes a set of points and system affect relations become sets of

directed lines. Within such a conte:ct, digraph properties of a system

result when certain conditions are placed o its affect relations or its

group.

Complete connectionness, strongness, unilatermlness, weakness,

and disconnectienness illustrate digraph properties of a system arising

from certain conditions placed on its affect relation. The conditions

involved are directedness a d directedness with the added condition of

direct, as well as conditio s as to the components contained in the

affect relations. When an affect relation has directedness, the set of

directed lines is such that one can trace a path with the direction of

the linos from one or more comlx,nents to one or more other components.

In other words, there are channels between components. If the condition,

direct, is added to directedness, then the channels do not run through

other comppnents; wh4te if the condition, indirect, Is added, the than-

nels do, so run.- When an affect relation does not have directedness,

there pre no specified channels. The path between the components could

just as well be traced against as with the direction of the lines.

Complete connectionness is a property in which affect relations

are direct directed ones and in which every two components are contained.

There are direct channels back and forth between every.two co ponents.
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Strong systems do not have the property of complete connection-

ness, yet the affect relations are directed ones and every two components

are contained in them That is to say, there are channels back and forth

between every two components, IAA they are not direct ones.

In unilateral systems. the properties of complete con ectionness

and strongness do not obtain, yet again the affect relations are directed

ones and every two components are contained in thew What is lacking is

mutuality of the channels. There are only one-way channels.

Systems with the property of weakneSs lack the properties of

complete connectionness, strongness and nilaterainess. The affect

relations do not have the condition directedness placed 'on them and, more-

over, directions are not sr)ecified so that there are channels. Nonethe-

less, every two components are contained in the affect relations.

Finally, disconnected systems h'ave no e of the above properties.

Some of the components are not contained in the affect relations of a

disconnected system;

Passive dependentness, active dependentness, independentness, and

interdependent reds egemplify digraph properties of a system due to condi-

tions on the group. The-conditions on the group have to do with the

group component containment in affect relations. In passive dependent-

floss, components are so contained that channels only go to the compo-

nents; in active dependentness, channels only go from them; in indepen-

dentness, channels do not go either to or from them; and, finally, in

interdependentness channels go to and from them.
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Comparison of Relations

In the literature and in the model botn set cheory and Informa-

tion theory are related to general systems8 theory. .Graph theory, how-

ever, is related to a system in general only in the model. In the

literature graph theory is related only to kinds of systems.

The literature also reveals that there are no attempts to relate

all three theoriesset, information, and graph--to general systems theory

as is done In the model. Twosolfthe three. theories-- information and

graphare so related as indicated by the cross-referencing of items in

the literature (e.g. 1-9). Two of the three theories are, related, more-

over, only to kinds of systems: for examples. .set and graph theories to

biological systems as in Rosen's work (5-9 through 5-17) and information

and graph theories to chemical systems as in 1-13.

In 5-1 and 5-3 set theory is related to a general system. Both

rciatings differ from that in the model. For Ashby (5-1) p system is a

set In which the elements ere states, while for Mesarovic (5-3) a system.

Is a set In which the elements are values. the model, a system is a

set in which the elements are componenp,. wile values only enter into

property states of a system and states are sets of conditions of a sys-

tem at a given time. Descriptive parameters are not taken as primitive

0
'As is common in the literature, the plural of. Isystem° Is used.

it would make more sense not to because "General has the same meaning as
the s" (W. Ross Ashby, "General Comment," Society for General Svstems
research, December, 1964, p. 3.)
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in the model, since theory is taken to be essential to the demarcation of

such parameters.9

That selective information theory can be related to the organi-

zation of a general system is indicated In some items of the literature

(e.g. 1-3 and I-G). Furthermore, explication as well as indication

occurs, such as that of a self-organizing system by von Foerster in 1-8.

In none of the items, however, is there a comprehensive explication of

information theoretic properties of a general system as in the model.

Moreover, there is uniqueness in this comprehensive explication, e.g. in

the treatment of the environment of a system by means of toput as dis-

tinct from input and of the system as environment by means of fromput as

distinct from output.

With respect to graph theory, not only does the model offer the

only explicit relating of graph theory to a general system, but also the

relating is done differently than in the items of the literature in which

graph theory is related to a kind of system. The difference arises from

the emphasis on the power of the graph theoretic approach to characterize

structure rather than on extant characterizations of structure in terms

of graph theory. Consequently, through basic definitions of 'affect

relation', 'directed affect relation'? 'direct directed affect relation',

and 'Indirect directed affect relation', graph theory becomes a powerful

tool for a comprehensive explication of graph theoretic properties of

a system.

9
For justification of this assertion see E. S. Maccia, "Ways of

Inquiring," ConstructTheor 14Iodels, op. cit., pp. 1-13.
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CHAPTER VI

USE IN CONSTRUCTING EDUCATIONAL THEORY

1



Use in Literature

Annotated Bibliography

In order to furnish a basis for discussing the use of set theory

or information theory or graph theory or any combination thereof, an

annotated bibliography is presented.'

1. Abdol-Halim Ahmed El-Mandl,' "An intersystem Model for Curriculum
Theory and Practice," Doctoral Dissertation, TheOhio State
University, 1965.

Curriculum is considered as a system of which three subsystems--
content, psychological processes, and instructional setting--are
identified and explicated. Also there is an attempt to establish
four methodological hypotheses: "1. if curriculum is to be con-
ceived as a system, then its main features can be identified and
represented in a model. 2. If curriculum is to be treated as an
intersystem model, then the patterns of relationship among its sub-
systems can be shown. 3. if curriculum Is conceived as-intersystem
the_role or_the roles played by each subsystem can be explained in
its relative autonomy, and im.its mutual reaction to other subsystems.
4. If curriculum is to be handled as a, system, the sources of
imbalance within the system due to internal and external change can
be accounted for" (pp. 21-22).

Gordon, Ira J.,,"Developments in Human Behavior," ,..Educatiory,
Vol. 8 1950,. pp.: 259-260. .

Some properties of an open energy system are considered, and their
relevant° for education is discussed. .For example: "We are saying
that the individual ,is always active, is in constant transaction with
the environment, Is always movin9 in-the direction of increased com-
plexity, and acts to order kimself and his environment" (p. 262),
"We have said that information is essential to the system. It takes
information to maintain organization. There must be input" (p. 265),
and "knowledge of growth processes leads us to the recognition that
one's physical organ's: sets-li its on what will be perceived,
experienced, turned into informations and therefore "learned"
(p. 266).

1
The items are numbered in order to facilitate reference to them

In the discussioa of the state of usage.
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3. Griffiths, Daniel, "Some Assumptions Underlying the Use of. Models
In Research," Educational Reamahl.dausamsgmal, ed. by
J. A. Culbertson and S. P. Henley, Danville, Illinois: The inter-
state Printers and Publishers, Inc., 1963, pp. 121-140.

General systems theory is used for a theory of administrative per-formance. IA system' is defined as a complex of elements In mutual
interaction. Two kinds of systems are noted, open and closed, and
seven properties of open systems are cited: inputs and outputs,
steady states, self-regulation, equifinality, sub-systems, feedback,and progressive segregation. From these properties two propositions
are developed: "The steady state of an administrative performance
system is maintained by a decision process in which satisfactory
alternatives are selected rather than optimal alternatives" (po 137),
and "Administrative systems respond to continuously increasing stress
first by a lag in response, then by an over-compensating response,
and finally by a catastrophic collapse of the system" (p. 138). Evi-
dence supporting these two propositions is presented and discussed.

Henderson, Kenneth B.,. "A Logical Model for Conceptualizing and Other
Related Activities," Educational Theory, Vol. 13, 1963, pp. 277-284.

Set theory is used to explicate conceptualizing. Conceptualizing is
considered as a 4-tuple relation which includes a term, a person, a
context and a meaning: Since there is an explicit mention of the
classroom, set theory could be considered as used In developing
educational theory.

5, Huseki T. R., "Message Certainty and information Destruction:
Variables in the Study of the Communication of Information," Cali-
fornia Journal of Educational Research, Vol. 15, 1964, pp. 184:T69.

"This paper deicribes an experiment on two variables related to the
communication of information. . . the results obtained have impor-
tam.; for the field of education. "' (p. 184) Since the experiment Is
obviously in the context of selective information theory, the con-
struction of an educational theory in such a context is implied.

Kopstein Felix Fif "Methodological Considerations," Chapter of the
ETS Report on the Pennsylvania Quality Education Project, Mimeo-
graphed Draft No. 2, May, 1965.

General systems theory and system analysis are related in devising an
evaluation procedure for measuring objectively the adequacy and
efficiency of the educational programs of the public schools of the
state of Pennsylvania 1Systems is defined as wants taken over
time among which there egist unidirectional, probabilistic
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relationships such that event E is necessary but not sufficient for
ovcntq to occur, although E implies 3 with a probability greater than
zero. The properties--states, input, output, feedback, subsystems- -
are discussed within the framework of system analysis, so that spe-
cific quantitative measures can be associated with those properties
in such a way that measures of adequacy. and efficiency can be deter-
mined.

7. Maccia, Elizabeth Steiner, "An Educational Theory Model: Graph
Theory," Colstruction of Educational Them Models, by E. S. Maccia,
G. S. Maccia, and Robert E. Jewett, Washington, D. C.: Office of

Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Cooperative
Research Project Ho. 1632, 1963, pp. 101-138.

graph theory Lis shown to be] utilizable in formulating char -
acterizations of relations of persons in.groups within the schools."
(p. 101) The results are not only the educational theory model, but
the tentative educational theory as well. Furthermore, some rele-
vance and fruitfulness of the theory is indicated.

8. Maccia0 Elizabeth Stcipc:, "An Educational Theory Model: information

Theory," Construction of Ed cational Theory Models, op cit.,

pp. 298-334.

Portions of information theory are presented'and used as a model for
constructing an educational theory in which 'the teaching-learning
process becomes a problem sowing or inquiry process. Studies which

support and are suggested by the educational theory are cited.
d

'Uccle, Elizabeth Steiner, "instruction as influence toward Rule-
Governed Behavior," ishm....:102Listruc`02a, ed. by James FL Mac-
donald and Robert R...Leeper, Washington, D. C.: Association for
Superviston and. Currictitum.Dovelopment 1965, pp. 88-99.

On the basis of 7 and.00.a scientific :theory is presented in which

". instruction. Is vtowed:as influence. toward rule-governed
behavior" (p. 91). The influence dimension of the theory is pri-
marily concerned ". . with structure variables Which are descrip-
tio s of the internal behavior of the classroom group members" (p. 91).
Digraph theory 1s used to represent influence structures, and the rela-
tion of these structures to other variables ts indicates. The teacher,
via five possible motivational bases which establish influence
relations, builds up the cognitive structures of the student. The
analysis of the structure of any discipline, therefore, Is a pre-
requisite for its being taught. The rule - governed behavior dimension

of the theory views the student as a problem-solver. The solving of
problems is accomplished through cog itive structures (rules) which
permit selection from .sets of alternatives .(problems), and hence the
use of selective information theory Is apparent.
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10. Mamie, George S., An Educational Theory Model: General Systems
Theory," Cooperative Research Project Mo. 1G32, Construction oil

op. cit., pp. 139-172

Terms and propositions from general systems theory are organized into
a theory model. The theory model is utilized then to set forth a
tentative educational theory in which the school is characterized as
a system with certain properties and actions. Studies which support
and are suggested by the educational theory are cited.

11. Macdonald, James B., "Curriculum Theory: Problems and a Prospectus,"
Madison, Wisconsin: The University of Wisconsin, Mimeographed copy
of a Paper Read at the Professors of Curriculum Meeting, Miami Deachs
Florida, 19640 17 pp.

Characterizations from general systems theorysystem, input, output,
feedback, adaptations integration, tension channel, and goal achieve-
ment--are used as a perspective for gene-ating some hypotheses of
curriculum theory. Three hypotheses are cited. One hypothesis is as
follows: "That extensive curriculum chanqe.,2102.11Lpes associated
witiamflubralLogaiwatiout iroaddispnsions is dependent
u on mans ulation of etus coming fro a broad social context"
p. 1 The presentation in this paper is primarily an illus-
trative discussion of the possibilities for using general systems
theory as an heuristic source for curriculum theorizing.

12. Miller, James G., "The information Explosion: implications for
Teaching," Journal of the National Association of Women Deans and
Counselors, Vol. 27, iS.4, pp. 54-59.

Srn.idies on information processing in living systems when there is an
overload have suggested several types of adjustment processes. It

is suggested that education become more oriented to teaching the
student these methods of information processing. Although Miller
simply applies the theory directly to educational practice, never-
theless a full development of the suggestion would result in an
educational theory undergirding the practice. Consequently, the
paper is cited in this annotated bibliography..

13. Novak, Joseph 0., An Approach to the interpretation and Measure-
ment of Problem Solving Ability," Science Education, Vol. 45, 1961,
pp. 122-131.

"A theory of problem solving behavior based on an interpretation of
the role of stored information -and acquired information in selection
of "courses of action" or behaviors has implications for the con-.
struction of a test to measure problem solving ability." (p. 130)
This item is included because the usefulness of construing problem
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solving behavior as a selective information process is indicated,
even though the main concern of the paper is the construction of the

test.

14. Packer, C. Kyle, and Packer, Toni, "Cybernetics, information Theory
and the Educative Process," Teachers Collt:L.ee Record, Vol. 61, 1959,

pp. 134-142.

The relevance of, feedback, selective information, a d coupling for
education is discussed. a system involving feedback .
the pupil's performance is taken as part of the information on which
the teacher continues to act, and some of this information coming
back to the pupil, is the_difference between the pupil's actual per-
formance and the given pattern." (p. 137) 1711.1a2L2210212
messages is a different base of operation for the message. Clearly,

then, the teacher's function includes knowing not merely the sub-

_ ject, or message, but the other possibilities - the set - from which

this message Is selected." (p' 139) ". the teacher and the

student are linked in a system in which reciprocal communica-

tion is of utmost importance." (p. 140)

15. Pyans, David G., "An information- Systems Approach to Education,"
Santa Monica, Calif.: Systems Development Corporation, TM-1495,

1963.

Education is viewed as a general open system with Inputs and out-
puts, and as having subsystems. The subsystems are subdivisions,

e.g. classrooms. All systems exchange infor ation either among elesi

milts or subsystems or with other systems. °Information' is defined

In terms of "Signs that have'semantic and/or pragmatic refer.
ents e-;" (p. 6). The system characteristics of steady State,
cumulative modifiabiRty, and equifinality are indicated as those of
educational information systems. A theory of instruction is devised
from the general system-information theory context--one which empha-

sizes "(a) the interdopendence-and interrelatedness of conditions
and operations influencing teaching-learning; (b) the information

processing nature of what goes on when a teacher . . reaches

decisions about:programs and instructional behavior (and what simi-

larly goes on when a pupil'recolves [end assimilates] information

from a teacher or instructional instrument .; and (c) the Infor-

mation exchange . nature of all instruction" (p. 11). The

theory is presented as an informatim flow paradigm, and the expli-
cation Is with reference to this paradigm. A specific educational
system constructed frm the theory is described.
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16. Ryans, David G., "An Information-System Approach to Theory of
Instruction with Special Reference to the Teacher," Santa Monica,
Calif.: System Development Corporation, SP-1079, 1963.

General systems theory, selective information theory, a teacher
characteristics study, and a theory of behavior whose unit of behav-
ior is dyadic are summarized. The theories and study ere token as
the basis for an information-system theory of the instructional
process. The definition of selective information is rejected for
one taken to be broader (see item 15). The teacher is viewed as a
system of three subsystems: external information inputs, Internal
information inputs and information processing capabilities, and
teacher Information processing. The components of the first two sub-
systems are defined topically, e.g. behavior-content, culture,
general capabilities, etc. Although two of the topically defined
components of the third subsyster are couched in selective informa-
tion theoretic terms, e.g. input processing: sensing, filtering,
etc., the role of selective information is never explicated. The
system is presented as an information flow diagram, and this diagram
is used to formulate general functi'..nal relations between the com-

ponents. The general system characterizations which are used in the
theory are a) the teacher as a system of subsystems of interaction
components, b) input, output, and feedback of the system, subsystems,
and components, and c) the teacher as an open, self-organizing,
self-regulating system. A similar theory is developed for the pupil
and the situation complex. The learning process is then represented
as an interaction of the teacher system, and the pupil system and

the situation complex.

17. Ryans, David G., The Application of Programmed Instruction and
Auto-Instructional Devices in Colleges and their Relation to a
Theory of Instruction," Santa lionica, Calif.: System Development Cor-
poration, SP-1084/000/01, 1963.

This statement is an attempt to look briefly at the p rposes,
essential characteristics, and potential utility of "programmed
inStruction" and, especially, to recommend that research and prac-
tice with respect to programmed instruction be viewed within a con-
text provided by a theoretical model the author has chosen to label

an "Information system theory of teaching-learning."" (p. 1) A sum-

mary of this.theory is presented. For a more.complete description

of the theory, see items 15 and 16.
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18, .Ryans, David G., "A Model of -Instruction Based on information
Systems Concepts," Theories of Instruction, ed. by James B.
Macdonald and Robert R. Leeper, Washington, D. C.: Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1965, pp. 36-61.

This paper is a concise statement of the theory of instruction
presented in items 15 and 16. In addition several areas of educa-
tional research suggested by the theory are indicated.

19. Thomas, J. Alan, "Administrative Rationality :Ind the Productivity
of School Systems," Chicago: Midwest Administration Center, The
University of Chicago, 1964, Mimeographed Paper, 52 pp.

It is asserted that "the administrator plays a direct role in
affecting the productivity oeducational systems" (p. 2). This
assertion is analyzed by defining 'system productivity' as a rela-
tionship between outputs and inputs. Specific outputs and inputs
are cited, and three hypotheses relating those variables are pre-
sented: 1) "Short -term ,(performance -type) outputs are a function of
levels of resource Inputs; the characteristics of students as
indexed by variables describing the home and community.from which
they come; the knowledge which is brought to bear on the solution
of educational problems; and an error term" (p. 28), 2) "1,terme-
diate outcomes (e.g. college-going, success in college, level of
schooling completed) arc functions of mean test scores; levels of
resource input; characteristics of students; knowledge; and an error
term" (p. 28), and 3) "Lo g-term outputs (e.g. Mean income N years
after graduation) are functions of intermediate outputs (e.g. years
of school completed); short term outputs (ean achievement in school);
resource i puts; characteristics of students; knowledge; and an error
term" (pp. 28-29):

2p. Travers, Robert M. W., "On the Transmission of Infer ation to Hu an
Receivers," Theories of Instruction; ed. by James B. Macdonald and
Robert R.leeper, Washington, pt. C.; Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development, 1965, pp. 18-35.

A summary of the research on human information processing is pre-
sented. In most of the paper information Is taken to be sensory
Input. The relevance of this body of knowledge to education is indi-
cated by refer° cos to educational practices which do not utilize
the principles of informatio processing discussed. However, the
framing of classroom situations in terms of information0 constructs
has significance for the construction of educed() al theory. For -

example; the teacher siould be aware thatin any sensory channel
there is noise associated with informational input, and it is pos-
sible to code infor ation. A restatement of a postulate of the
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progressive education movement in informational terms is relevant to

a selective information context for education: ". . given several

sources of informatian from which to choose, the pupil would select

those which provided information related to the satisfaction of his

needs" (p. 30).

State of Usage

Only one use of set theory (item 4) and one of graph theory

(item 7) in the construction of educational theory could be discovered.

The educational literature dealing with the sociometric analysis of class-

room groups is relevant to graph thocry, since a sociogram is represent-

able by a graph. In this literature, however, the relevance is not indi

cated. An example study of this type is Cooks sociometric diagrams in

which he exhibits the structural changes within a classroom when attempts

are made to modify its structure.2 Studies similar to Cooks (I.) not pro-

vide a basis for the use of graph theory in the construction of educa-

tional theory.

Both information and general systems theory have been utilized tc,

a greater extent than set theory and graph theory in the construction of

educational theory. Hevertheless, the actual use has not been extensive.

.As a gsneral rule, the selective aspect of information theory has

been neglected. Consider this quotation fro an analysis of classroom

interaction:

21.. A. Cook, "An Experimental Socio-graphic Study of a Stratified

10th Grade Class," Anet....amtiszcipjagicaLlisfieg, Vol. 10, 1945,

pp. 250-261.
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. . attention will be focused mainly upon the cognitive ccwitent of

communication as a vehicle for analysis . if "information" is used

as a general descriptive term denoting the facts, concepts, . .

etc., abo t which communication takes place, we may make a distinc-

tion between sending and receiving [as behavior categories] . . .3

Consider also items 2, 15, iC, and 17 of the annotated bibliography.

In regard to the utilization of general systems theory, Ryansl

work (items 15 through 1C) Is an excellent example. Although other

examples appear in the bibliography, they are not numerous. This lack is

due to exclusion of items on the basis that general systems theory is not

utilized, Simply employing the ter 'system', does not necessarily

involve such utilization. An example would be theorizing about concep-

tual systems
4 which has led to theorizing about education

5
. Furthermore*

employment of more terms from general systems theory other than 'system'

does not necessarily insure utilization. The interrelations possible

through the use of such terms do not necessarily accompany a shift to

9=61.01 systems terminology. An Illustration among the many In the

literature would be a theory of spelling which Is called by the authors

:c non-mathematical mode1106 input (sources of spelling and ling ?sties),

IN161010010.10111.1r 1001111011011Mele*MIN

$6,, W. Lewis and John M; Howell, "Analysis of Classroom inter-

action through Communication Cehaviors," 49urnal of Emaymental Educa-

tion, Vol. 30* 1962, p. 321;

40. J. Harvey, David E. Hunt, and Harold 1.1; Schroder, Copceotugi

-soma 1 Hew York: John Wiley and Sons,

1961.

SBruce R. Oyce, "A ,Summary of Exploratory Research in Education

Utilizing Co ceptual Systems Theory,1° Chicago: U iversity of Chicago,

1564, Mimeographed Paper, 25 pp.

6Paul K. Harina and.ftichard E. Hodges, "Spelling and Communications

Theory: A Model and an Annotated Bibilograpy," Ele....jaurnejulljk,

Vol. 40, 1)63, pp. 403-505.
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throughput (channel and register), and outrAlt (spellino In action) is-put

together without involving the interrelations possible through such a

shift in, terminology. Moreover, this illustration is instructive in that

cyberneqc terminology is employed. Supposing that cybernetics had been

used in a comprehensive manner, nonetheless thereby general systeim theory

would not be used in a like manner. General systems theory is a more

general one which incorporates cybernetics. Cybernetics treats of only

one aspect of systems, i.e. the govorance of input by.output. Thomas'

theorizing cited in item 19 centers about the cybernetic dimension of

general systems theory. Finally, systems analysis Is et general systems

theory, and so literature In education in which the emphasis is on only

the selection and arrangement of components withi an educational system

for efficient realization of a given outcome or outcomes is not cited in

the annotated bibliography: T. D. Greenfield, for instance, treats the

selected outcome, achievement on departmental examinations, in relation

to components within an educational systems pupils within the schools of

a school district:7

E ;cept in the earlier work (item 9) of one author of this report,

there are no attempts to use as a basis for constructing educational

theory combinations of the theories In the SIMS Theory Model. One mono-
. 4.

graphe whose author appears to do so, lacks conceptual clarity. A cogent

. *

waligmeloalileo

7"Administration and System Analysis," The Canadian Administrators
Vol. 39 1964, pp. 25-30.

unobert L. Granger, Educational Atiniarstion aAlatarmatim
Process, Minneapolis: Department of Educational Administration, College
of Education, University of Minnesota, 1965.
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example of the confusion Is the equating of general systems theory,

cybernetics and information-theory. in Ryans, work (items 15 through

18), although his educational theory appears to be devised from a general

systems-information theoretic context, selective information theory is

not used. The definition of information in item IS substantiates such

nonw sage.

The conclusion of this discussion of the state of usage of set

theory, information theory, graph theory, and general systems theory in

constructing educational theory is twofold:

1. the usage of nbne of the theories taken singly is in a very advanced

stage of development; and

there have been no attempts to use a combination of all four theories.

Use in Project

In this project set theory (S), information theory (I), and graph

theory (G) are interrelated with general systems theory (GS) to for a

theory model (the SIGGS Theory Model). This theory model then is used to

retroduce an educational theory. Consequently, this project is not only
. .

a 'first attempt to use a combination of all four theories in the con-

struction of educational theory but is also a construction of educational

theory through the theory model's approach. See Schema 1 below.

SIGGS THEORY MODEL JDAY14611,214 EDUCATIONAL THEORY

S alma 1
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Although the schema summarizes the use in the project and the

theory models approach to educational theory construction has been expli-

cated in an earlier project9, a short resume will be presented in the

interest of clarity.

A model for is a characterization used to develop yet another

characterization. Because what is being considered is a theory model, a

model for theory, it must consist of a group of related comprehensive

general characterizations, i.e. it must be theoretical in nature. To

illustrate the criteria of relatedness (coherence), comprehensiveness,

and generality, psychological theorizing will be contrasted with char-

acterizing Mr. X's behavior. in the former, the attempt is to char-

acterize all aspects of behavior (comprehensiveness) and conditions

thereof (relatedness) of any ma at any time and any place (generality).

In the latter, there may be relatedness but not comprehensiveness (Mr. Xls,

behavior does not exhibit all the behavior possible to a man) or gen-

erality (Hr. X's behavior is not the behavior of any man and his behav-

ior occurs at a given time and in a given place).

The theory model is formed from other theories. in this project,

portions of set theory as set forth in- Chapter 1, of information theory

in Chapter II, and of graph theory in Chapter III are integrated with

9E. S. and G. S. Maeda, "Section 1. Metatheory: Retroduction,

Hodels,and Educational Theorizing," Construction
Models, Washington, D. C.: Cooperative Research Project iio1632, Office
of Education, U. S, Department ofillealth Education, and Welfare, 1963,
pp. 1-100.

ni
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general systems theory to form a model, the SIGGS Theory Model set forth

in Chapter IV.

From this theory model the educational theory, sot forth in the

next chapter, is retroduced. To be retroduced means that content is

added to the theory model to form the educational theory. It is not the

case that educational theory is reduced to the theory of the model, nor

that educational theory is deduced from the theory of the model. For

example, since a system is a group of compo ants with at least one affect

relation which has information, a typology of educational croups which

are systems is devised as well as typologies of the kinds of components,

affect relations, and information of each hind of educational group.

The educational theory that is retroduced, of course, attempts to

meet the criteria of coherence, comprehensiveness, and generality. More-

over, it is important to note that the educational theory is scientific

not philosophical in ature. The educational theory consists of hypo-

theses, amenable to checking through observational data, about education;

it does not consist of hypotheses about desirable outcomes of education,

which hypotheses are not so amenable. Furthermore, the educational

theory is not praxiologicall° in nature, although sunh a theory could be

scientific. In prax:ological educational theorizing the purpose is to

10The term, gpraxiological, is taken from Tadcusz Kotarbinski,s
"Praxiological Sentences and Uow They are Proved," 1921SA.Nah2d2i20.1111
MIL,2222hy2Liglausz edited by Hegel, $ .spnos and Tarski, Stanford,
California: University of Stanford Press, 1962, pp. 211-223.
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develop. ,hlipetheses about educational ctices., Our purpoSep, hoWevers is

non-praglological although scientific. We are concerned to set forth

hypotheses not about how .,some given-Axitcome or outcomes of education can

be attained but rather about human behavkor and other factors involved in

education irrespective of selected outcomes of education.
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Nature of the Theory Development

In developing the educational theory from the SIGGS Theory

Model, the first step Is to designate what is to be taken is the system.

In the language of the educator, It Is usually a grouping of schools,

such the New York City Schools, which is designated as 'a system'.

Nevertheless, in this eAcational theory, the school is taken as the

system. Such a taking, howevery does not preclude a similar develop-

ment of the educational theory,in which a grouping of schools. Is taken

as the system. In fact, It can be seen readily that the SIGGS Theory

Model is a source of a school system educational theory as wellil

Since a system Is a group--at least two components that fore a

unit--with at least o e affect relation with information, these defining

characteristics of a system must be given meaning in terms of.a school.

In other words, kinds of school components, school affect relations, and

school Information must be specified. Typologies are required.

After a school .has been given.meaning as a system, then the prop-

erties of a system can.be given meaning in ter s of a school.

Flnallyt relationships between school properties, I.e. hypotheses

about a school, can be set forth. Thii set of hypotheses, of course,

constitutes the educational theory of. 0 school.

IMIASAAIV,

1 In this paragraph a rudimentary typology of educational groups
which are systems Is set forth: school "systems" and schools are two

such educational groups..
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Typologies

Position of persons, things, and symbolic characterizations is in

terms of a network of affect relatiol. Moreover, since, components

tinctive of any human system and so of a school are persons, things, and

symbolic characterizations, attention must be directed first to kinds of

affect relations which determine position of such components in a school.

The kinds of affect relations which are involved in such a deter-

mination are in s of specification in regard to affector roles in a

school and also affectee roles In a school. Two typologies of school

affect relations, therefore, emerge.

An effector in a school may take a role within the instructional

process or the inquiry process or the governing process or the facili-

tating process which accommodates the other processes. Given one of

these specified school affector roles, a binary relation and an asso-

dieted affectee and, thus, a path of communication may be distinguished.

In other Words, a kind of school affector affect relation may be noted.

The typolOgy of school effector affect relations, therefore, is as

follows:

1. Instructional

2. Inquiry

3. Governing

recilitating

An affectee in a school may take the role of one who refers his

own self-value upon another (one who identifies with another) or one who
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values the expertise of another or one who values another because of

that person's occupancy of a designated position which carries with it

legitimacy or one who valuer another who presumably can reward him or

one who values another who presumably can punish him. Given any of

thef$e specified affectee roles, a binary relation and an assoc;ated

affector and, thus, a path for laluence may be distinguished. in other

words, a kind of school affectee affect relation may be noted. The

typology of school affectee affect relations, therefore, is as follows:

1. Referent

2. Expert

3. Legit! ate

4. Reward

5. Punishment

To illustrate how these two affect relation typologies inter-

relate, consider the affector role of instructing and the affectee role

of e;:pecting reward. The affector role of instructing determines a

Wation between teacher and student which establinhes a path of communi-

cation, while the affectee role of expecting reward determines a relation

between student and teacher which. establishes a path for influence of the

teacher over the student.

On the basis of the typology arising from specified affector

roles, four functional units within a school can be distinguished: the

instructional and inquiry units which are productive, and the governing

and facilitating units which are supportive. Typologies of components
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within each of these functional'units'are as fellows:.

Components of an instructional Unit

.1.1. Poissons

1.1.1. Teachers

1.1.2. Students

1.2. Things

1.410 "roach:ng Devices

1.2.2. Learning Devices

1.3. Symbolic Characterizations

1.3,1. Knowledge about Instruction

1.3.2. Curriculum

2. Components Ofh.an Inquiry Unit

2.1. Per'iions

Researchers

2.1.2. Developers.

2.2. TWO'

11.elearch Devices

2.2.2.: Development-Devttes

2., Synbfl Charaetertzations.

2.3'h Know edge about 4nqUiry.

.Knowledge

3. -OemPOnents of a Ileverntng Unit

3.14 Persons "

3.1.t. 'teaders

30102. Administrators
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3.2. Things

3.2.1. Leadership Devices

342.2. Administration Devices

3.3;, Symbolic Characterizations

3.3.1. Knowledge about Governing

3.3.2. Polices

4. Components of a Facilitating Unit

4.1. Persons

4:10. Planning Staff

Servici g Staff

4.2. Things

4:2.1. Planning Devices

4.2.2. Servicing Devices

4.3. Symbolic Characterizations..

4.3.1. Knowledge about Facilitating

4.3:2. Directives

Before directing attention, to a.typology of school informations

it should be noted that the typologies or their further development

permit taking a part of a school as .e systems provided the perspective

Is shifted from the school as the system to be considered. Any (4 the

functional units could be ta!;en as a system with the correspo ding

emergence of an educational theory more limited in scope. Fcg. examples

If the instructional unit Is taken as a systems then an instructional

educational theory which Issiers comprehensive than a school educational

theory would emerge. Provided the components a d affect relations within
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the curriculum were designated (an example of the further development of

the typologies) and the perspective shifted from the instructional unit

to the curriculum as the system to be considered, an even more limited

educational theory would emerge, i.e. a theory of curriculum. What is

being indicated is that the rudimentary typology of educational groups

which are systems (referred to on page 119) can be extended as follows:

1. School "Systems'

1.1. School

1.1.1. Instructional Unit

1.1.1.1. Persons

1.1.1.1.1. Teachers

1.1.1.1.2. Students

1.1.1.2. Things

1.1.1.2.1. Teaching Devices

1.1.1.2.2. Learning Devices

1.1 1.3. Symbolic Characterizations

1.1.1.3.1. Knowledge about Instruction

1.1.1.3.2. Curriculum

1.1.2. inquiry Unit

1.1.2.3.2. Knowledge*

2

2Where the el apses occur, substitution is to be made from the
typologies of components as was done in the case of the instructional
unit.
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1.1.3. Governing Unit

1.1,3.2.3. Policies

1.1.4, Facilitating Unit

1.1.4,2.4. Directives

To complete the giving of meaning to a system which is a school,

a typology of school information is required. Setting forth such a

typology involves an Iteration of all the typologies except, of course,

the one designating the kinds of educational groups which could be

systems. The iteration follows from the fact that there are as many

kinds of informatio as there are components and affec:: relations, since

the Information is on the group or affect relations of a system. For

example, there could be student information, beCause there could be a

distribution of.students with respect to a given set of categories, such

as categories of achievement.

School Properties

Before presenting the properties of a school, it should be

noted that the components not in a school which are considered with

respect to a school would be a school's surreal dings (a school's negas.

system). Whatever in a school's surroundings has at feast two com-

ponents with at least one affect relation which has selective information
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Is a school's environmentness; this property is the first presented. in

the presentation of school properties, the numbering as well as the

symbols of the properties In the SIGGS Theory Mode/ are retained in order

to permit cross reference.3

18. school environmentness ex*

13.1. School environmentness is a school's surroundings of at least
two components with at least one affect relation which has
selective information.

-

20. school environmental changenessa EC'

20.1. School environmental changeness is a difference in school
environmentness.

22. school demand, TP

22.1. School demand is school environmentnesso

23. school resource, IF'

23.1. School resource is a school with selective information.

24,, school supply, FP

24.1. School supply Is a school's surroundings environmentness.

25. school depletion, OP

25.1. School depletion Is a school's surroundings with selective
information.

3See Tables 1 and 2 on pages 68 and 69 respectively.
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26. school storage, SP

26.1.. School storage is a,school with school resource that is not
school supply.

27. school demand transmission, Fl

27.1. School demand trans ission is a. transmission of, school demand
to a school.

28. school supply trans ission, FO

20.1. School supply transmission Is a transmission of school supply
to a school,s surroundings.

29. school demand transfer, FT

29.1. School demand transfer is a trans isslon of .school demand
through a school to its surrounding's..

30 school supply transer FB

30.1. School supply transfer is a transmission of school, supply
. through a school's suroundings to a school.

3Ie school filtrationness FL

31.1. School filtrationness is a reTtrictioh of school demand.

32.

. .

sc hool spillagenessoSL
4

.

32.1. School spillageneis is a restriction of school demand trans-
mission.

33. school regulationness fLG

33.1. School rogulationness Is adjustment of school supply.
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34. school compatibleness, CP

34.1. School compatibleness is a commonalty between school
demand transmission and school supply transmission.

4

school openness, 0

35.1. School openness is school demand transmission and/or school
supply transmission.

36 school adaptiveness, AD

36.1. School adaptiveness is a difference in school compatibleness
under school environmental changeness.

37. school efficientness, EF

37.1$ school efficiertness is commonality between sfhool demand
transfer and .-7,chool demand.

30, school complete connectionness, CC

33.1. School complete connectionness is every two school components
directly channeled to each other with respect to school
affect relations.

39. school strongness Sit

390. School strongnessis not school complete connectionness and
every two school components are channeled to each other with
respect to school affect relations.

40. school unilateralness, U

40.1. School unilateralness is not either school complete cone
nectionness or school strongness and every two school com-
ponents have a chancel between them with respect to school
affect relations.
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41. school weakness, Mt

410. School weakness Is not either school complete connectionness
ot- school strongness or school unilateralness and every two
school components are connected with respect to school affect
relations.

44. school disconnectionness DC

42.1. School disconnectionness Is not either school complete con -
nectlonncss or school strongness or school unilateralness or
school weakness and some school components are not connected
with respect to effect relations.

43. school vulnerableness, "W

43.1. School vulnerableness is some connections which when removed
produce disconnectionness with respect to school affect
relations.

44. school passive dependentness, Dp

44.1. School passive dependentness Is school components which have
channels to them.

45. schwl active depeneentness, DA

45.1. School active dependentness is school components which have
channels from th,n.

46. school inclopendontness, 1

46.1, School indopondentness is school components which do not have
channels to them.

41. school segregationness. SG

47.1. School segregationness is school Independentness under school
environmetal changenesso
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46. school Interdependentness. ID

480. School interdopendentness is school components which'have
channels to and from them.

49. school wholeness, W

49.1. School wholeness Is school components which have channels
to all other school components.

50. school Integrationness, 10

50.1. School intogrationness Is school wholeness under school
environmental changcness.

51. school hierarchically orderness, HO

r2J *

51.1. School hiurarchically ordoruess Is levels of subordinateness
with school components In each level with respet to school
affect relations.

school flexibleness, F

52.1. School flexibleness Is AAfferent subgroups of school compo-
nents through which there is a channel between two school
components with respect to school affect relations.

53. school homomorphismooss, 11H

53.1. School homomorphismness Is school components having the same
connections as other school components.

school Isomorphismnesst $14'

54.1. School Isomorphismness is school components having the same
connections as other corresponding school components.

55 school automorphismness, N4

55.1. School automorphismnoss Is school components whose connec-
tions coos be transformed so that the same connections hold.
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56. school compactness, CO

56.1. School compactness is the average number of direct channels

In a channel between school components.

57. school centralnessi CE

57.1. School centralness Is concentration of channels.

53. school sizeness, SZ

50.1. School sizeness Is the number of school components.

59. school complexness, CX

590. School complexness Is the number of connections..

60. school selective Informationness,.S1

60.1. School selective infor ationness Is the amount of school a

selective information.

:

64 school size growthness ZG

61.1. School side growthness is increase in school slzeaess.
1

62.. School complexity growthness, XG

62,1. School complexity growthness is Increase In school com-

plexness.

63. school selective information growthness, TG

63.1. School selective Information growthness is increase in school

selective informationness.

64 school isle degenceaeonnessi.20., .1

64.1. School size degenerationnesS is decrease in school sizeness.
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65. school complexity degenerationness, XD

65.1. School complexity dege erationness is decrease in school
complexness.

66. school selective information degenerationness, ID

66.1. School selective Information degenerationness is decrease
in school selective 1 formationnessi

school stableness, SD

67.1. School stableness is no change with respect to school cow-
ditions.

68. school state steadiness, SS

60.1. School state steadiness is school stableness under school
environmental changeness.

school state determinationneos, SD

69.1. School state doterminationness is derivabilE4 of school
conditions from one and ovily one school state.

70. school equifinalness, EL

70.1. School equifinalness is derivability of school conditions
from other school states.

71. school horeostasisness, HS

71.1. School homeostasisness is school equifinalness under school
environmental changenass.

72, school stressness, SE

72.1. School stressness Is clung° beyond certain limits of
school's surroundings state.
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73. school strainness SA

73.1. School strainness is change beyond certain limits of school
state.

Relating the typologies to the school properties, it should be

obvious that the properties could hold with respect to one or more kinds

of ,effector affect relations and thus with respect to one or more kinds

of components, as well as with respect to one or more kinds of affectee

affect relations. For instances a school "flight have whole ess with

respect to instructional components or inquiry compenents.or govern-

g components or facilitating components or any combination thereof,

as well as with respect to referent affect relations or expert affect

relations or legitimate affect relations or reward affect relations or

punishment affect relations or any combination thereof.

Mature of the Hypotheses

The hypotheses are proposed relationships between school prop-

erties. 1To be propesedl eans that the relationships are In need of

verification; they could bo false as well as true. Furthermore, nearly

the relationships are dynamic rather than static; that is, a change

in one set of properties is specified to entail a change it another set

of properties rather than no variation with respect to the properties

being involved.

Illustrations should clarify dynamic hypotheses asopposed to

static ones. Cne could propose the hypothesis, HO CE, i.e. school

hierarchically orderness implies school centralnesse Such a proposed
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relationship is static In that nothi g is asserted as to the way in

which school ce tralness varies with school hierarchically orderness.

The hypothesis, hd A Wt EFT, would be a dynamic one. in thii hypo-

thesis, not only is it proposed that school hierarchically orderness and

school wholeness implies school efficientness but also that school effi-

cientness decreases as school wholeness Increases and school hierar"

chically orderness Is constant.

Symbols, such as -0 , to and 4, were not utilized in the SIGGS

Theory Hodel. .Table 1 presents a list of additional symbols to be used

In the hypotheses constituting the educational theory.

Logico-mathematical Symbols

1. ...t

2. ..404

3:

...LT

Verbal Symbols

Increases

decreases

... increases to some value
and then decreases

decreases to some value
and then Increases

5. JoSat
*640 Is greater than some

value

6. is less than some value

70

8. 4...

9. max **I.

ie. 44.
010Was

Table I
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change in ...

Is maximum

a.. is nearly um

is nearly minimum
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Presentation of the Hypotheses

At least two ways of presenting the hypotheses are possible:

paralleling the sequencing in the SIGGS Theory Model and according to

the interrelations of set theory, information theory and graph theory.

in Appendix III, a listing of hypotheses according to the former mode is

presented to permit utilization of computers in testing consistency and

deducing furthel hypotheses. It can be noted that the sequence of the

SIGGS Theory Model is maintained in the antecedent as well as the con-

juncts within the antecedent and within the consequent. in Appendix IV,

a listing of hypotheses according to.the latter mode is presented to

suggest other possible integrations and permit checking by means of

data. Both of these listings are in symbolic form. In this chapter, the

hypotheses are also presented In the form of propositions In English.

In this presentation, the latter mode is utilized and is clarified

through the following typology:

1. information Theoretic Hypothesc

1.1. information Theoretic AntecedentInformation Theoretic

Consequent

2. Graph Theoretic Bypotheses

2.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent--Graph Theoretic Consequent

2.1.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Two Kinds of Affect

Relations- -Graph Theoretic Consequent

2.1.2. Both Graph Theoretic Antecedent and Consequent with Respect to

Affect Relations

2.2. Graph Theoretic Hypotheses with Respect to Affect Relations

3. Set Theoretic Hypotheses
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4. Information and Graph Theoretic Hypotheses

4.1. Information Theoretic Antecedent- -Graph Theoretic Consequent

4.1.1. information Theoretic Antecedent--Graph Theoretic Consequent with
Respect to Affect Relation

4.2. Graph Theoretic AntecedentInformation Theoretic Consequent

4.2.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Affect Relation- -
information Theoretic ConseqUent

4.2.2. Both Graph Theoretic Antecedent and Information Theoretic
Consequent with Respect to Affect Relations

4.2.3. Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Two Kinds of Affect
Relations--Information Theoretic Consequent

4030 Graph Theoretic AntecedentInformation and Graph Theoretic
Consequent

4.3.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Two Kinds of Affect
Relations--Information and Graph Theoretic Consequent

4.4. Information and Graph Theoretic Antecedent--Graph Theoretic
Consequent

4.5. Information and Graph Theoretic AntecedentInformation Theoretic
Consequent

4.5.1. Information and Graph 'lleoretic Antecedent with Respect to
Affect Relation--Information Theoretic Consequent

5. information and Set Theoretic Hypotheses

5,1. Information Theoretic Antecedent--Set Theoretic Consequent

5.1.1. Both information Theoretic Antecedent and Set Theoretic
Consequent with Respect to Affect Relations

5.2. Set Theoretic AntecedentInformation Theoretic Consequent

5.2.1. Set Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Affect Relation- -
Information Theoretic Consequent

5.3. Information and Set Theoretic Antecedent -- Information Theoretic
Consequent

5.4. Information and Set Theoretic Antecedent--Set Theoretic
Consequent
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6. Graph and Set Theoretic Hypotheses

6.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent--Set Theoretic Consequent

6.1.1. Both. Graph Theoretic Antecedent and Set Theoretic Consequent
with Respect to Affect Relation

6.2. Set Theoretic Antecedent--Graph Theoretic Consequent

6.3. Graph Theoretic AntecedentGraph and Set Theoretic Consequent

6.4. Set Theoretic Antecedent Graph and Set Theoretic Consequent

6.5. Graph and Set Theoretic Antecedent--Graph Theoretic Consequent

6.6. Graph and Set Theoretic AntecedentSet Theoretic Consequent

7. information, Graph, and Set Theoretic Hopotheses

7.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent!nformation and Set Theoretic
Consequent

7.1.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Affect Relations- -
information and Set Theoretic Consequent with Respect to
Affect Relation

7.2. Set Theoretic Antecedent--Information, Graph, and Set Theoretic
Consequent

7.3. Information and Graph Theoretic Antecedent--Set Theoretic
Consequent

7.1 :. Information and Set Theoretic Antecedent--Graph Theoretic
Consequent

7,5. Graph and Set Theoretic Antecedent--information Theoretic
Consequent
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School Hypotheses

1. information Theoretic Hypotheses

1.1. information TheoretIcAntecedentinformation Theoretic
Consequent

la. if school environmental changeness increases, then change
in school resource Is greater than some value.

lb. E.isto ALE

2a. If school environmental changeness increases, then change
in school supply is greater than some value.

214 E0gt LEE

3a, if school environmental changeness Increases, then change
In school supply transfer Is greater than some values

3b. E0gt*Eim

4a. If school environmental changeness increases, then change
In school filtrationness is greater than some value.

40 Mgt AFL

5a. if school demand increases, then school resource increases
to some value and then decreases.

5b. TP t * i pa,

6a. if school demand greater than some value increases, then
school supply increases.

6b. TPt* FPt

7a. if school demand Is nearly minimum, then school supply
increases.

7b. TP FP4

8a. If school demand Increases, then school filtratIonness
decreases to some value and then Increases.

8b. TPt FLIT

9a. If school demand Increases, then school regulationness
less than some value Increases.

9b4 TPt RGt
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10a. If school resource decreases, then school supply
decreases.

10b. IP4 FP4

Ha. If school resource decreases, then school storage
decreases.

11b. IP4 SP;

12a. If school resource Ir. !eases, then school filtrationness

decrc ses.

12b. IPt FL4

13a. If school resource decreases, then school filtrationness
increases.

13b. IP4 FLt

14a. If school resource is greater than some value, then
school regulatlonness Is greater than some value.

141). IP RC

l5a. If school depletion Increases, then school supply

Increases)

15b. 011it F't

16a. If school tstorage decreases, then school supply trans-
mission decreases.

16b. SP4 FOi

17a. If school storage Increases, then school adaptiveness

increases.

17b. Pt* ADt

18a. If school storage Increases, then school efficientness
decreases.

lab. SPt EF4



19a. If school demand transmission increases, then school
supply increases to some value and then decreases.

19b. FIt FP(4

20a. If school demand transmission increases, then school
spillagemss increases,

20b. Mt* Sit

210. If school demand transfer increases, then school
compatibleness Increases.

21b. FTtr* CPt

22a. If school demand transfer Is less than some value, then
school filtrationness is greater than some value or
school spillogeness is greater than some value.

22b. FT FL V SL

230. if change In school supply transfer is greater than some
value, then school environmental changeness increases.

23b. AFB* Mgt

24a. If school supply transfer is greater than some value,
then school storage Is less than some value.

24b. FB * SP

25a, if school supply transfer Is greater than some value,
then school regulationness is less than some value.

25b. FB = RG

26a. If school filtratv,onness Is greater than some value,
then school compatibleness is greater than some value,

26b. FL = CP

27a. if school filtrationnoss Is less than smote value, then
school compatibleness is loss than some value.

27b. FL CP
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26a. if. school filtrationim's incretses, 114.an school

..adapt!venoss increases.

7,6b. at ADt

29a, If 5chool OpennesS ncreaies, then schobi efficient-

ness decreases.

29k. Ct.* EF1,

303. tf school environmental chengeness Incrlases and school
supply increases.? the chanv In school supply trans-
mission Is gecater than some value.

'ON Mgt A FPI *Ago.

31a. if nhool.environment0 charilenass incr9aser. and school

supply increases, then change In slrol de kind transfer

is greater than some value.

31b. ECTt A FP t

32a. If school'environmental thangeness'and school demand
transfer.it greaTer than some.valutto'then school stable-

nass Is greater than some value.

32b. at A a w*§Ji

33a. if school demand Increases and ichoo4 supply incraoses,

then schol damand:transfer Inv-eases.'

33b. INA Filt=) FIt

34. It school demand .is constant and school,officientness Is

.greater than 5o*.vatue4;.thon sChodl rogulotIonnoss Is

loss than sam& value.

34. I? A CF

35a, If school resource Is constant erdd school supply is con-

stants then school depletion. Is constanp.

35b.
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36a, if school resource Increases and school storage Is con-
stant, then school supply transmission Increases.

361). iPt A S? a FOt

37a. if school resource Increases and school storage is less
than some value, then change in school resource is equal
to chancre 90o school storages

37b. iPt A Sr hiP a ASP

38a. If dump In school reNource Is greater than change in
school demand transfer, then school spillageness
Increases.

38b. 41P > AFT SLt

39a. If school resource Is greater than some value and
school spillageness is less than some value, then school

storage Increases.

39b. 2 A SL o SPt

40a. if school resource Is less than some value and school
spillageness is less the some value, then school
storage decreases.

40b. IP A Tr. SP4

Oa. If school resource Is constant and school efficient.
ness at a given time is less than some value, then

school efficientness increases.

41b. AU:U17o EFt

42a. if the ratio of maximum school selective informationness
to school resource decreases, then school supply trans-
Ission decreases.

42b. nia)S.1,14 =, F041
IP

43a if school supply Increases and school depletion Is less
than some value, then school supply transmission
decreases.

4314 FPt A ST F04
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44a. if change in school supply is less than some value
and change In school storage Is loss than zero and
chan4e in school supply Is greater than zero and the
negative of change in school storage Is greater than
some value, then school offlcientness decreases.

4414 WA ASP < 0 < AFP A -ASP 0 EF4

45a. if school depletion increases and school supply transfer
Is greater than some value, thcln school resource
Increases.

1'514 OPt A CB iPt

46a. If school storage increases and school filtrationness
decreases or school spillageness decreases, then
school Infor ation growthness Increases.

46b0 SPt A. FL$ V SLI .0 TGt

47a. if school demand transfer is greater than some value and
school spillageness is less than some value and school
supply transfer is greater than some value, then school
efficlintness Is greater than some vale°.

47b. FT A SL A FB EF

4ta. If school demand transmission increases and school supply
transmission is constant and school compatibleness is
constant or school demand trans fission is constant vnd
school supply transmission increases and school com-
patibleness is constant or school demand transmission is
constant and school supply transmission is constant and

school compatibleness decreases, then school openness
increases.

48b. Fl t A F8 A C .V. Ft A FOt A .V. Fr A F8 A CP$ Ot

49a. if school demand transmission decreases and school supply
transmission Is constant and school compatibleness is
constant or school demand transmission Is constant and
school supply transmission decreases and school compati-
bleness is constant or school demand trans fission is
constant and school supply transmission Is constant and
school compatibleness increases, then school openness
decreases.

43b. F14 A F6 A *V. Fl A FO4 A CP *V. Fr A Fe A CP1' .004
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50a. Change In school resource is greater than change in
school supply.

50b. A IP > AFP

51a. Change in school demand transmission is greater than
,:hange in school supply transmission.

51b. AFt > AFO

52a. School ancientness Is equal to tlw maximum school
efficientness, if and only if school demand transmission
is equivalent to school supply transmission.

52b. EF a max EF Fi w FO

Graph Theoretic Hypotheses

2.1. Graph Theoretic AntecedentGraph Theoretic Consequent

53a. if school complete connectionness Increases, then school
flexibleness introases.

53b. CCt * Ft

54a. If school strongness decreases, then school wholeness
increases.

54b.. SR4 * Wt

55i. if school strongness increases, then school hierar-
chically orderness decreases.

55b. SRt *H04

56a. If. school strongness increases, then school flexibleness
increases.

56b. 'Mt* Ft

57e. If school unilaterainess, then school hierarchically
orderness

57b. U *Ho
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58a. if school disconnectionness is greater than some value,
then school independentness increases.

58b. DC It

59a. if school disconnectionness is greater than some value,
then school segregationness increases.

59b. DC =1>SGt

60a. if school vulnerableness increases, then school complete
connectienness decreases.

60b. VNt *CC1

61a. if school passive dependentness increases, then school
centralness increases.

61b. D t CEt

62a. If school active depende tness Increases, then school
centralness decreases.

62b. D
A

t CE

63a. If school interdependentness increases, then school
complexity growthness increases.

63b. ID t = XG t

64a. If school hierarchically orderness increases, then
school vulnerableness increases and school flexibleness
decreases.

64b. VN1 A F4. .

65a. If school ,ompactness increases, then school hierar-
chically orderness decreases.

651,, COt *H01

66a4 If school centralness increases, then school passive
dependentness increases.

CEt D t
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67a. if school centralness increases, then school active
dependentness decreases.

67b. CEt* 0A4

6Ca. if school centralness Is less than some values then
school independentness increases.

CE * It

69a. If school centralness is less than some values then
school centralness increases.

6%. CE * CEt

70a. If school wholeness increases and school hierarchically
orderness Is constant, then school Integrationness
increases.

4
70b. bit A HO * IGt

71a. The 11 it of the ratio of school active depe dentness
to school passive dependentness as school unilateral-
ness increases is equal to one.

71b. lim DA
Ut 0p

2.1.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Two Ki ds of
Affect Relations--Graph Theoretic Consequent

72aG if maxi um school passive dependentness with respect
to governing and legitimate affect relations, then
school wholeness increases and school hierarchically
orderness increases and school centralness increases.

72b. max DP Gov,-Leg. 4' Wt A HOt A CEt

2.1.2. Both Graph Theoretic Antecedent and Consequent with Respect
to Affect Relations

73a. if school strongness with respect to governing affect
relation, then school complete connectionness with
respect to school referent affect relation.

73b. Sit
Gov.

4 CC
Refi
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74a. If school strongness with respect to referent affect
relation, then school vulnerableness with respect to
governing affect relation decreases.

74b. SRRef. VitoV.4

75a, If school strongness with respect to referent affect
relation, then school vulnerableness with respect to
referent affect relation decreases.

75b. S 1.11

RRef.

76a. If school strongness with respect to reward affect
relation is greater than some value, then school com-
plete connectionness with respect to referent affect
relation increases or school strongness with respect
to referent affect relation Increases.

76b. mew. CCRef t V SRRefet

77a. if school strongness with respect to reward affect
relation is greater than some value, then school whole-
ness with respect to governing affect relation and
school hierarchically orderness with respect to govern-
ing affect relation.

77b. SR. '11Gov A "Gov,

78a. If school strongness with respect to governing affect
relation increases and school hierarchically rederness
with respect to governing affect relation decreases,
then school strongness with respect to referent affect
relation increases.

78b. SRGov.t A °°Gov. l SRRef. t

79a. if school strongness with respect to referent affect
relation Is greater than some value, and school hierar-
chically orderness with respect to governing affect
relation is greater than some value, then school whole-
ness with respect to governing affect relation.

79b. IBRef. A1194ov_" -Gov.
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80a. if school strongness with respect to referent affect
relation Is less than some value and school centralness
with respect to governing affect relation, then school
wholeness with respect to governing affect relation.

80b.S C VA *
RRef. EGove 1Gov.

via. if school strongness with respect to referent affect
relation is less than some value, and school hierar-
chically orderness with respect to governing affect
relation is greater than some value and school central-
ness with respect to governing affect relation, then
school compactness with respect to governing affect
relation increases.

81b. SRRef. A n0Govio A CEGov. MGM* t

82a. If school wholeness with respect to referent affect
relation, then school complete connectionness with
respect to referent affect relation increases or school
strongness with respect to referent affect relation
increases.

82b. WRef. 4 CCIlefet V SRgef.t

83a. If school hierarchically orderness with respect to
governing affect relation is greater than some value and
school flexibleness with respect to governing affect
relation is greater than some value, then school dis-
connectionness with respect to referent affect relation.

C3b. 12Gov. A .EGov. DCrbef.

2.2. Graph Theoretic Hypotheses with Respect to Affect Relations

04a. School disconnectionness is greater than some value with
respect to Instructional affect relation.

Glib. DCIns.

85a. School disconnectionness is greater than some value with
respect to inquiry affect relation.

85b. Ming.
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3. Set Theoretic Hypotheses

86a. If school state steadiness Is greater than some value,
then school strainness increases.

86b. SS * SAt

87a. if school stressness is less than some value, then
school state steadiws is constant.

87b. SE 4 g
88a. if school strossness greater than some value increases,

then school strainness increases.

SEt SAt

89a. School state steuAiness increases If and only if school
state determinetionness increases, and school state
steadiness decreases if and only if school state deter-
minationness decreases.

C9b. SSt a SLIt .A. S54 « SD4

4. Information and Graph Theoretic Hypotheses

4.1. Information Theoretic Antecedent--Graph Theoretic Consequent

90a. if school demand increases, then school ccntralncss
decreases.

90b. TPt -=5CE4

91a. if school demand transmission decreases, then school
unilateralness decreases.

91b. Fit U4

92a. if school demand transmission less than some value
decreases, then school hierarchically orderness
decreases.

92b. Fit 0 H04

93a. if school demand transmission decreases, then school
complexIty degenerationness increases.

93b. Fit XDt
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94a. If school supply transmission is less than some value,
then school comple:tity degenerationness increases.

94b. FO Mt

95a. if school demand transfer increases,. then school weakness
is less than some value.

95b. FTt WE

96a. If school demand is nearly minimum and school supply
increases, then school disconnectionness Increases.

96b. TP A FPt* Det

97a. If school demand transmission increases and school com-
patibleness Is nearly minimum, then school disconnection-
noss increases.

97b. Fit A ler OCt

90a. if school storage Increases and school filtrationness
decreases or school spillageness decreases, then school
integrationness increnses.

98b. SPt A. FL4 V SL4 IGt

4.1.1. information Theoretic Antecedent -Graph Theoretic Consequent
with Respect to Affect Relation

99a. if school resource increases and school storage Is
greater than some value, then school segregationness with
respect to reftwent affect relation.

9913. IPt A 2 g* sGRof.

4.2. Graph Theoretic Antecedent information Theoretic Consequent

100a. If school complete conrectionness increases, then school
demand transmission increases.

10013. CCt Fit

101a. If school weakness is greater than some value, then school
demand transferis loss than some value.

10I13. WE *FT
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102a. if school interdependentness increases, then school
demand transmission increases.

102b. ID?* Fit

103a. If school wholeness increases, then school regulation-
ness is less than some value.

103b. Wt

104a. if school compactness greater than some value increases,
then school efficlentness increases.

1046. COt EFt

105a. If school centralness Increases, then school demand
decreases.

105b. CEt Tpt

106a. If school complete connectionness increases or school
strongness Increases, then school demend increases.

106b. CC? V Silt TPt

107a. if school complete connectionness increases or school
strongness Increases, then school resource Increases.

107b. CCt v Sit t =-19 IP?

108a. If school complete connectionness Increnses or school
strongness increases, then school filtrationness
decreases.

108b. CCt V Mt F1.4

109c. If school complete connectionness increases or school
strongness Increases, then school s011iageness
increases.

109b. CCt V tit

110a. If school complete connoctionnest; increases or school
strongness Increases, then zero Is less than change in
school supply and change In school supply is less than
change In school resource.

110b. CCt V Silt* 0 < AFP < AIP
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11Va. If school complete connoctionnoss Increases or school
strongness increases, then change in school storage is
sweater than cnango in school supply.

I I lb. CC t V Sit t ASP > AFP

112a. If school strongness increases and school hierarchically
orderness Is constant, then school regulationness
decreases.

11214 $Rt A a *IG4

113a. If school wholeness Increases and school hierarchically
orderness Is constant, then school efficientness
decreases.

113b. Wt A lid* EF4

114a. If school weakness and school hierarchically orderness,
then school nix:Maness decreases,

114. WE A HO * F4

115a. If school unilateralness or school weakness Increases or
school disconnoctionness increases, then school resource
decreases and school supply decreases.

115b. U V WEt V OCt* 1P4 A FP4

4.2.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Affect Relation- -
Information Theoretic Consequent

116a. If school passive dependentness with respect to reward
affect relation Increases, then school supply trans-
mission decreases.

11614
P Row.

t* 704

117a. If school passive dependentness with respect to reward
affect relation Increases, then school adaptiveness
greater than some value increases.

117b. Dr Rew.t gqat

triPCVNIVIRRITWerIfirfier#
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t 118a. If school ltdependentness with respect to governing
affect relation Increasest then school supply Increases,

118b. I t FP t=
Gov.

119a. if school indeendentness with.resPect to governing
affect relation Increases, then school depletion is less
than some value.

119b. I ot 0, OPGv,
6.1

120e. If school independentness with respect to governing
affect relation increases, then school.,supply trans-
mission decreases,

120b. I
Gov.

t
4°

70.11

121a. If school wholeness with respect to referent affect
rotation is eater than some. value, thenthe absolute
value of the difference of sCho61 supply from maximum
school .supply is greater than some.value.

121b. W may.; Iff) FO

122a. if school wholeness with respect to referent affect
relation Is greater than some value, then school open-
ness IS nearly,minImum.

o . .

122b.
4it

3
ef. .

4

123a. if tchbol.hl, u:chicallterderneAS.with respect to
governing aflect relationlIncree*eS, then school fil-
trationness Increases.

123b. HO
Gov.

t* FLt

124a4 If schodl complexness with respect to facilitating
affecrrelatton Is greater thansome value, then
school regulationnesss graater, than some value.

1211b. 2Fac. *ra
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4.2.2. Both Graph Theoretic Antecedent and information Theoretic

Consequent with Respect to Affect Relation

125a. If school complegness with respect to facilitating

affect relation is greater than some value, then school

demand transfer with respect to facilitating affect

relation is less than some value.

125b. 1AFac. * FTFac.

4.2.3.. Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Two Affect

Relations--Information Theoretic Consequent

126a. If school passive dependentness with respect to inquiry

and legitimate affect relations-increases, then school

supply transmission increases a d school spillageness

increases and maNimum school selective Informationness

is greater than some value.

126b. D
P inq.-Leg.

t FOt A WA max SI

127a. If school passive dependentness with respect to inquiry

and expert affect relations increases, then school

supply transmission decreases and school spillageness

greater than some value increases and maxi, school

selective infor ationness is less than some value.

Mb, Op incle.Expet 0 F04 A Si. A max Si

128a. If school active dependentness with respect to facili-

tating and legitimate affect relations is greater than

some value, thon.school'regulationiless is less than

some value.

123b.
0A Fac.-Leg.

129a. If school wholeness with respect to inquiry and

referent affect relations increases, then the ratio of

maximum school selective informationness to school

resource Increases,

0 gaaa129b. W 4

IP
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130a. if school disconnectionness with respect to instruc-
tional and referent affect relations is greater than
some value and school complete connectionness with
respect to instructional and referent affect relations
increases and school who:aness with respect to instruc-
tional and referent affect relations increases, then
school resource increases and school supply increases
and school supply trans ission decreases and school
regulationness increases.

130b. aiinseepoof, A CCins..Ref,t A Wins...Ref.t

IPt A FPt A LO A RGt

131a. if school disconnectionness with respect to instruc-
tional and expert affect relations is greater than
some value and school complete connectionness with
respect to instructional and expert affect relations
increases and school wholeness with respect to instruc-
tional and expert affect relations increases, then
school resource increases and school storage increases
and school supply transmission increases and school
filtrationness i creases.

131b. A CC I ns.-Exp. t A whs.-Exp. t

IPt A SPt A FOt A FLt

132a. if school disconnectionness with respect to Instruc-
tional and referent affect relations is greater than
some value and school passive dependentness with respect
to instructional and referent affect relations increases
and school wholeness with respect to instructional and
referent affect relations increases, then school
resource decreases and school supply decreases and
school supply transmission decreases and school regu-
lationness decreases.

132b. Reins., -Ref. A DP Ins.-Ref. 4 A.wins.-Ref.t*

IP4 A FP4 A F04 A RG4
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133a. If school disconnectionness with respect to Instruc-
tional and reward affect relations is greater than some
value and school passive dependentness with respect to
instructional and reward affect relations Increases and
school wholeness with respect to instr ctional and
reward affect relations increases, then If school envi-
ronmental changeness is greater than some value then
school adaptiveness is greater than some value, and
school resource Is less than some value and school
storage is less than some value and school filtration-
ness is greater than some value.

133b. inns. -Rewo A DP Ins.-Rew. t A Wins.-stew. t
acs

AD eA IPA SP A FL

134a. If school disconnectionness with respect to instruc-
tional and legitimate affect relations Is greater than
some value and school passive dependentness with

respect to insti'urtional and legitimate affect relations

increases and school wholeness with respect to instruc-
tional and legitimate affect relations increases, then
school supply transmission increases and school
spillageness is greater than some value and school
regulationness is greater than some value.

131). SCIns cg A DP Ins.-Leg.t A Wins.-Leg.t'

FOt A SL A RG

135a. If school disconnectionness with respect to instruc-
tional and punishment affect relations is greater than
some value and school passive dope dentness with respect

to instructional and punishment affect relations

increases and school wholeness with respect to instruc-

tional and punishment affect relations increases and

school hierarchically orderness with respect to school
instructional and punishment affect relations increases,
then If school environmental changeness is greater than

some value then school adaptiveness is less than some

value, and school s,tpply decreases and school supply

trans ission decreases and school regulationness
decreases and school stableness increases and school
equifinalness Increases.

135b. 12C.Ins.-Pun. A DP Ins.-Pun.lt A Wins.-Leg.t A

nIns.-Pun. t
Ea* AD .A FP4 A F04 A RG4 A Slit A ELt
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4.3. Graph Theoretic AntecedentInformation a d Graph Theoretic
Consequent

4.3.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Two Kinds of
Affect RelationsInformation and Graph Theoretic Consequent

136a. if manimum school active dependentness with !espect to
development inquiry and legitimate affect relations,
then school supply is less than some value ;Ind school
filtrationness increases and school spillageness
increases and school regulationness.is less than some
value and school active dependentness with respect to
inquiry affect relation decreases and school active
dependentness with respect to instructional affect
relation increases.

A FTF i t A Si t A itig A DA
Ingo;

A136b. ag DA
Inq.Dev..6

11''

p
A ins.

t

4.4. Information and Graph Theoretic AntecedentGraph Theoretic
Consequent

137a. If school supply trans fission is greater than some value
and school compactness is less than some value, then
school segregationness is less than Some vaiue.

137b. FO A CO SG

4.5. Information and Graph Theoretic Antecedent -I formation
Theoretic Consequent

138a. If school demand increases and school compactness
greater than some value increases, then.school regula-
tionness increases.

1381). TPt A COt rxt

139a. if school demand Increasesard'It is not the case that
school compactness greater than some value increases,
then school officientness decreases.

139b. TPt A "-COt EF4
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140a. If school supply is constant or school supply decreases
and school complete connectionness increases and school
strongness increases, then school demand transfer
decreases.

140b. FP V FP4.A CC t A SR t FT4

4.5.1. Information and Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to
Affect Relation--Information Theoretic Consequent

141a. If school demand Increases and school independentness
with respect to governing affect relation increases,
then school supply transmission increases.

141b. TPt A 1Gov.t FOt

142a. if school supply transfer is greater than some value and
school passive dependentness with respect to punishment
affect relation and school active dependentness is
greater than some value, then school efficientness is
greater than some value.

142b. a A Dp A DA Er

5. Information and Set Theoretic Hypotheses

5.1. Information Theoretic Antecedent--Set Theoretic Consequent

143a. If school demand transmission is constant, then school
homeostasisness is less than some value.

143b. FT? HS

144a. If school filtrationness decreases, then school isomor-
phismness increases.

144b. F1.4 o !Mt

145a. If schoWfiltrationness is greater than some value,
then school stableness Is greater than some value.

145b. FL 4 S13

146a. If school adaptiveness is greater than some value, then
school stableness decreases.

I
11

146b AD o SB4
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147a. If school demand increases and school supply trans-
mission is nearly minimum, then school stressness
incveases.

147b. TPt A meii SEt

148a. If school environmental changeness is greater than some
value and it is not the case that school demand transfer
is greater than some value and school supply transfer
is greater than some value, then school stableness is
less than some value.

148b. E0S .- A ,,FT A FB SIB
---

5.1.1. Both Information Theoretic Antecedent and Set Theoretic
Consequent with Respect to Affect Relations

149a. If school filtrationness with respect to instructional
affect relation increases, then school isomorphismness
with respect to instructional affect relation
increases.

149b. FLIns.t In
-.inset

5.2. Set Theoretic Antecedent--Informatioa Theoretic Consequent

150a. If schoci automorphismness increases, then school
resource increases and school storage increases and
school supply decreases and school supply transmission
decreases..and school filtrationness decreases and
school spillageness decreases and school efficientness
decreases.

150b. pt A SPt A FP4 A FO4 A FL4 A SL4 A EF4

151a. If school isomorphismness increases, then school supply
decreases and school supply transmission decreases.

151b. flit 4,4 A FOI,

152a. If school state steadiness ts'greater than some value,
then' school adaptiveness is less than Fame value.

152b. SS *AD
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I53a. If school state determinationness increases, then
school regulationness decreases.

153b. SDt RG4

154a. If school state determinationness increases, then
school selective informationness decreases.

1541). Sot SI4

155a. If school equifinalness is greater than some value,
then school regulationness is less than some value.

155b. EL RG

156a. If school equifinalness at a given time and school
homeostasisness is greater than some value, then
school regulationness is less than some value.

156b. EL(t1) A HS

5.2.1. Set Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Affect Relation--
Information Theoretic Consequent

157a. If school isomorphismness with respect to instructional
affect relation increases, then school supply decreases
and school supply transmission decreases.

157b. IM
Ins. t

FP4 A FO4

5.3. Information and Set Theoretic Antecedent--Information
Theoretic Consequent

150a. If school demand increases and school sizeness is
constant, then school supply transfer increases.

158b. TPt A Si* FBt

159a. If school environmental changeness Is greater than some
value and school compatibleness is greater than some
value and school stableness is greater than some value,
then school storage is greater than some value or
school filtratIonness is greater than some value or
school spillageness Is greater than some value.

159b. ECT A CP A SB SP V FL. V Si.
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160a. If school demand increases and school supply increases
and school sizeness Is constant, then school supply
transmission increases.

160b. TPt t FPt A Si Fitt

161a. if school depletion is constant, and school automor-
phismness decreases and school homomorphismness is
greater than some value, then school supply trans-
mission decreases.

161b. Oil A Ant A HA F04

5.4. information and Set Theoretic Antecedent' -Set Theoretic
Consequent

6. Graph

6.1.

162a, If school demand Is less than some value and school
demand transmission increases and school stableness Is
less than some value, then school stableness increases.

162b. TP A Flt A SB SBt

163a. If school demand is greater than some value and school
demand transmission decreases and school stableness is
less than some value, then school stableness increases.

163b. it A FI4 A SB SS!

and Set Theoretic Hypotheses

Graph Theoretic Antecedent--Set Theoretic Consequent

164a, If school independentness increases, then school
stableness is less than some value.

164b. It o SB

165a. if school flexibleness decreases, then school state
determinationness increases.

165b. F4 Ot

166a. if school centralness increases, then school state
steadiness increases.

166b. CU* SSt
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.167a. If school complexness greater than some value increases,
then school sizeness increases.

167b. CX t c:4 SZt

16Cc. If school indepondentness Increases and school whole-
ness Increases, then school state steadiness is greater
than some value.

121b. It A Wt* SS

139a. If school wholeness is greater than some value and
school centralness Is greater than some value, then
school state dwierminationness is greater than some
value.

169b. W A CE SD

6.1.1. Both Graph Theoretic AnteCedent and Set Theoretic Consequent
with Respect to Affect Relation

170a. If school centralness with respect to instructional
affect relation increases, then school isomorphismness
with respect to instructional affect relation
increases.

170b. CE
ins.

t* t
ins.

171a. If school disconnectionnoss with respect to facl11-
tating affect relation is greater than some value and
school wholeness with respect to facilitating affect
relation is less than some value, then schrol state
determinationness with respect to facilitating affect
relation is loss than some value.

171b. mac. A riFm, SD ac.

6.2. Sot Theoretic Antecedent-- Graph. Theoretic. Consequent

172a. If school automorphismness increases, then school
wholeness decreases.

172b. AMt W4
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173a. If school automorphismness Increases, then school cen-
tralness decreases.

173b. Alit a CE

174a. Change In school sizeness is greater than change in
school hierarchically orderness.

174. ASZ > AHO

6.3. Graph Theoretic Antecedent - Graph and Set Theoretic
Consequent

175a. If school complexity degenerationness increases, then
school size degenerationness increases or school
disconnectionness Increases.

175b. XDt ZDt V DCt

6.4. Set Theoretic Antecedent--Graph and Set Theoretic Consequent

176a* if school state steadiness is less than some value,
then school segregationness is less than some value and
school integrationness is less than some value and
school homeostasisness is less than some value.

Mb. IT *T6 A IG A in
6.5. Graph and Set Theoretic AntecedentGraph Theoretic Consequent

177a. If maximum school makness and school sizeness
increases, then school passive dependentness increases
or school active dependentness Increases.

177b. max WE A SZt Opt V DAT

170a. If school hierarchic.illy orderness at a given time Is
greater than some value and school sizeness at the same
time Is greater than some value, then school indepen-
dentness at a later time increases.

178b. HO(ti) A SZ(ti) 1(t2)t

179e. If school sizeness increases and school complexity
growthness Is constant, then school vulnerableness
increases.

179b, SZ t A id o Wit t
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180a. If school sizenoss increases and school complexity
growthness is constant, then school flexibleness
decreases.

100b. SZt A X460 F4

181a. If school sizeness increases and school complexity
growthness is constant, then school centralness
decreases.

101b. SZt.A id* CE4

182a. If school sizeness Is constant and school complexity
degenerationnoss-Increases, then school disconnection-
ness increases.

182b. S/ A Xot o OCt

133a. If school slzeness decreases and school complexity
growthness increases, then school disconnectionness
decreases.

163b. SZ4 A alto DC4

1846. .If school complexness increaser and school size growth-
ness Is constant, then school compactness decreases.

184b. CXt A id* CO4

185a. If school complexness increases and school size growth-
ness is constant, then school centralnesi increases.

105b. CXI A za CEt.

6.6. Graph and Set Theoretic Antecedent--Set Theoretic Consequent

186a. . If school centralness increases and school stressnoss
greater than some value,. then school stableness

decreases.

136b. CEt A SE b 5a4

137a. If school stressnoss is equal to zero and school cen-
tralness increases, then school stableness increases.

187b. SE - 0A CEt 0 Sat
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1000. if school sizeness increases and school complexity
growthnoss is constant, then school state determina-

tionness increases.

188b. SZt A NG = SOt

Information, Graphs and Set Theoretic Hypotheses

7.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent--Information and Set Theoretic

Consequent

7.1.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Affect Relation- -

information and Sot Theoretic Consequent with Respect to

Affect Relation

189a. if maximum school active dependentness with respect to
research inquiry and legitimate affect relations,
then school resource increases and school supply
increases and school storage increases and school
filtrationness increases and school automerphismness
with respect to instructional affect relation
increases.

189b. max DA Ing.n.s.-Leg. *
IPt A FPt A SPt A Fit A AMIns, t

7.2. Set Theoretic Antecodent--Information, Graph, and Set

Theoretic Consequent

190e. if school homomorphismness at a later time is greater
than school homomorrhismitess at a given time, then

school demand is nearly maximum and school size

degenerationness is nearly maximum and school complex-
ity degenerattonness Is nearly maximum.

190b. HM(t2) > 1114(t1) * TP A ZD A gO

7.3. Information and Graph Theoretic Antecedent- -Set Theoretic

Consequent

191a. if school efficientness is greater than some value and

school compactness is greater than some value, then
school state determinationness Is greater than some

value.

1916. EF A CO SD
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7.4. Information and Set Theoretic Antecedent--Graph Theoretic
Consequent

192a. if school size growthness decreases and school selec-
tive information growthness is constant, then school
complexity growthness increases.

192b. ZG4 A li.t*XGt

193a. If school size degenerationness decreases and school
selective Information degenerationness is constant,
then school complexity degenerationness increases.

4
Mb. Z04 A TD = XDt

7.5. Graph anti Set Theoretic Antecedent--Information Theoretic
Consequent

194a. If school sizeness increases and school complexity
growthness Is constant, then school demand Increases.

194b. SZt A XG

195a. if school sizeness Increases and school complexity
growthness is constant, then school demand transmission
decreases.

195b. SZt A a FI4

196a. If school sizeness increases and school complexity
growthness'Is constant, then school supply trans-
mission increases and change in. school supply trans-
misslon decreases.

196b, SZt A FOt A AF04

197a. If school sizeness Increases and school complexity
growthness is constant, then school demand transfer
increases.

197b. SZt A XG Fit

193a. If school sizeness Increases and school complexity
growthness is constant, then school supply transfer
decreases.

198b. SZt A XG FD4

.7,SOTIMAIV
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199a. If school sizeness increases and school complexity

growthness is constant, then school regulationness

increases to some value and then decreases.

199b. SZt A XG 11G11

200a. if school sizeness increases and school complexity

growthness is constant, then school compatibleness

decreases.

200b. SZt A XG

201a. if school sizeness increases and school complexity

growthness Is constant, then school efficientness

increases to some value and then decreases.

-o

201b. SZt A XG EFT1
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CHAPTER VIII

REL,\ATI HO THE THEORY TO DATA



geed and Nature of Relating

If nothing can be stated about how the educational theory

relates to observations about education (to educational data), the the

devising of the theory was simply sheer and idle speculating. It

would have been sheer speculating, because there would be no conceiv-

able verification procedure for the resultant theory. It would have

been idle speculating, because there would be no use for the resultant

theory. A theory that can neither be confirmed nor disconfirmed is one

without application. Concepts with° t percepts are empty...

Something, however, can be stated, eve though a complete

statement is not possible. within the scope of this project. A complete

. .

statement would involve the specification of all the decision procedures

for relating theory to data (the specification of ell the indicators).

Since such a-sipecification.must be done in the colltiext.of-data as well

as in the context of the theory, a thorough collection of extant educe-

tional data. is required. This thorough collection could not be under-

taken within the 1IM;tations.0 this.project.but Is a.part of our next

. . I

.projection wtth respect to the ed4cational theory..; Nevertheless, some

specification can be presented, for the theory was not devised apart

from more than a cursory examination of extant educational data. Stated

differently, the theory ms co structed .reletive to data, and so ways of

relating the theory to data are inherent in the theory.

ISee the Conclusion.
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Presentation of Relating

In the presentation of the relating of the theory to data,

paradig hypotheses of the theory'are stated2 and the specification

relative to each cited. That the hypotheses are paradig s Is patent

from the grouping according to the logico- athematical structure of the

properties related in the hypotheses and the s bgrouping according to

the similarity of specification within the structural groups.

Gi.c.42.11: Hypotheses Containing infor ation Theoretic Properties

S ubgroup IAD Hypotheses Containing Properties involving the
H-Function--School Demand, TP, School Resource, IP, School Supply, FP,
and School Depletion, OP

5a. If school demand increases, then school reso rce increases to
some value and then decreases.

5b. TPt IP11

UNIPOIN

5:10 TP and IP can be specified in terms of frequency distribu-
tion of components or affect relations of a school's sur-
roundings or of a school respectively relati to a given
set of categories.

5.2. Increases, t, ca be specified as a greater value of the
mount of information, 11, at o le time than at a preceding
time. Si ilarly, decreases, 4, can be specified as a lesser
value of H at one time than at a preceding time. it is
patent then how I creases to some value and then decreases,
n4 can be specified.

5.3. In this hypothesis and most of the others, implies, mo,
occurs. The specification for is a given decision proce-
dure, e.g. a given statistical procedure, for comparing fit
of values. (data) with relationships stated In the hypotheses.

2The numbering of the hypotheses in Chapter.VII is retained to
per it cross referencing.
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15a. If school depiction increases, then school supply increases.

15b. OPt = FPt

15,1. The specification for OP and FP is analogous to that of TP
and IP. The categories, however, are not necessarily the
same.3

Hypotheses Containing a Property Involving Conditional
Distribution--School Storage, SP

37a. If school resource increases and school storage is less than
some value, then change in school resource is equal to change
in school storage.

37b. IPt A, 5P A1P =I ASP .

37.1. Since istoreputnessi was defined in the SIGGS Theory Model
as inputness that is not fromputness the specification of
SP ts the conditional 'selective information of IP,given FP,

I (IPIFP). The use of this function entails determination

of the conditional distribution of I* with respect to P.

37.2. Is less than some value, must be interpreted thro gh
an analysis of data which relates to the hypothesis. For
example, if such an analysis with respect to IPt SP, AIP,
and ASP reveals a value, v, for SP such that the hypothesis
does not hold beyond v but does hold at values less than v,
then v is taken to be the Value of SP.

37,3. Change in, A,:can be specified qualitatively as two distinct
indicated values of a .property. One way to specify change
.quantitatively is to specify a continuum of values for
change with respect to a property. To illustrate, the
quotient of two values of a property specifies a change con-
tinuum which varies from 0 to.+% and the difference of two
values of a property specifies a change continuum which
varies from -co to +.0. If the values of a property vary in
a non-regular fashion, then a more appropriate continuum
of change values is specified by considering the difference

3When specifications have been cited previously, they are not
repeated. In the case of 15b, for instance, the specifications for t
and * were cited previously with respect to 5b.
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quotient of that property's values with respect to some

regular varying term, e.g. the difference of IP with respect

to time:

IP(t2) - 1P(t )

t
2

- t
2

If the limits of this quotient are determined, then the

first derivative specifies the continuum.

37.k. When and, A, conjoins properties, the Interpretation is that

values for the conjoined properties are determinable.

37.5. Is equal to, =, is confirmed to be the relation holding
between properties, if the values of the properties which

1=1 connects are equal or do not differ significantly.

Subgroup Hypotheses Containing Properties Involving the

T-Function--School Demand Transmission, FI, School Supply Transmission,

FO, School Demand Transfer, FTC, and School Supply Transfer, FD

51a. Change in school demand transmission is greater than change

in school supply transmission.

51b. AFI > AFO

51.1. Fl is specified in terms of the joint distribution of TP

and IP, where TP and IP are taken at times t1 and t2

respectively and where ti precedes t2. The value of Fl

then is i(TP,IP), i.e. T(TP(ti), IP(t2)) whore t1 t2. Any

of the various correlational or multivariate analyses, if

the frequency distribution is available, provides the basis

for calculating the T-function.

51.2: FO is specified analogously to FI, although the joint dis-

tribution involved is that of FP and OP Instead of TP and

IP.

51.3. Is greater than, >, Is specified in the standard way; the

value of AFI is greater than the value of CFO.

33a. If school demand increases and school supply increases, then

school demand transfer increases.

33b. TP4 A FP 1' Fit
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33.1. The specification of FT is analogous to that of Fl and FO.
The joint distribution, however, involves TP, IP, FP, and
OP where TP, IP, FP, and OP are taken at times t19 t2, t3,

and t4 respectively and where ti precedes t2, t2 precedes

t3, an
d

t
3
precedes t.

24a. If school supply transfer is greater than some value, then
school storage is less than some value.

24e. FD * SP

24.1. The specification of F is analogous to that of FT. The
difference is that TP, IP, FP, and OP are not taken at the

same times. FP, OP, TP, and IP are taken at times.ti t2,

t3, and t11 respectively, where t1 precedes t2, t2 precedes

t3, and t3 precedes t4.

24.2. Is greater than some value, is specified'analogously to

Sipqroup 1.4: Hypotheses Containing Properties Involving the
D-Function--School Compatibleness, CP, and School Efficientness EF

21a. if school demandtransfer 'increases, then school compatible-

ness increases.
i

21b. FTt CPt

21.1. °CP° is defined as commonality between Fl and F0,.i.e.
The use of 8(FI,F0) as a specification for

CP depends Om' the specification of the distributions
underlying Fl and FU.which.are joint distribUtions of
TP and IP, and FP and OP respectively, and the specifica-
tion of the joint distrib tions of TP9 IPI.FP,.and OP.
When theie joint distributions. are determined, the
6-function Is calculable.-

41 a. If school'reseurceis constant end school efficientness at

a given time is less .than some valuel.then-school efficient-

ness increaset..' '

41b. EF t1 EFt
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41.1. EF, being defined as B(FT,TP), requires the determination
of the distributions underlying FT and TP.

41$2, When a property is expressed as a function of time, the
unit of time over which the values for the property are
determined must be specified. Hence, the confirmation of
the hypothesis depends on the selection of the time
interval.

41.3. Is constant, '4, is specified in the standard way; the value
of IP does not change.

Subgroup 14: hypotheses Containing a Property involving Property
StatesSchool Openness, 0

29e. if school openness increases, then school efficientness
decreases.

29b. Ot EF4

29,1. 0 is structured in terms of property states:
STF1 + Sian STOP. Consequently, upon the specification

of Flo FO, and CP, the relating of values In the pre-
scribed way yields the value of O.

Subgroup 1,6: Hypotheses Containing Properties Involving Max--School
Filtrationness, FL, and School Spillagenesso Si.

26a. if school filtrationness is greater than some value, then
school compatibleness is greater than some value.

26b. FL CP

26.1. The formal requirement for filtrationness is that it be a
differential between maximum toputness state, max STTP,

and toputnese state, STTp. Specification for FL, therefore,
depends upon specification of TP which has been discussed,
specification of max TP, and specification of the dif-
ferential between max TP and TP. Max TP can be specified as
the maximum number of school demand categories pdssible for
a school. Another specification is given the range of
possible school demand categories, TP/4 the value of
max TP, max STTp, is max H(TP/), 1.e. the case rei-oen alter-

natives are equiprobable. The differential between max TP
and TP can be specified as the difference between the indi-
cated values of max TP and TP.
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39a. if school resource is greater than some value and school
spillagenels is less than some value, then school storage
increases.

39b. IP A SL SPt

39.1. The formal requirement for spii..aciess is that it be a
differential between maximum feedinness state, max STF1,
and feedinness state, STF1. Specification for SL, there-

fore, depends upon specification of Fl which has been dis-
cussed, specification of max Fl, and specification of the
differential between max Fl and Fl. The latter two
specifications are analogous to those with respect to FL.

Subgroup i.7: Hypotheses Containing a Property involving Amount of
Saleztive Information--School Selective informationness, SI

42a. if the ratio of maximum school selective informationness to
school resource decreases, then school supply transmission
decreases,

42b. '2117
m x SI--4 F04

42.1. The specification of Si requires a classification of infor-
mations which are in a school.

42.2. The ratio is to be interpreted as the quotient of the prop-
erty values which it relates.

Group 2: Hypotheses Containing Graph Theoretic Properties

1142=g2.211: Hypotheses Containing Properties involving Affect
Relation Confiqurations--School Complete Connectionness,CC, School
Strongness SR, School Unilateralness, U, School Weakness, WE, School
Compactness, CO, and School Centralness, CE

106a. if school complete connectionness increases or school
strongness Increases, then school demand increases.

106b. CCt V SRt TPt

106.1. CC can be specified in terms of two way connections between
school components, since °C' is defined as every two com-
ponent' directly channeled to each other with respect to
affect relations.
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106.2. If any specification is to be given to CCt, then change In
CC must be specified, i.e. range of values for CC.
The ratio

number of two wa direct channels
max number of two way direct channels

specifies a discrete set of values which ranges from
0 (no two way connections) through various fractions of
CC to 1 (all possible two way direct channels). Such a
specification makes values of CC independent of school
sizeness SZ, because the max number of two'way direct
channels provides a relational not a size basis for the
scale. Thuse.a CC value of means that, independently of
SZ, of the possible two way connections are present. An
Increase In CC, then, is taken to be an increase in the
ratio. it is to be noted that the max number of two way
direct channels Is determinable as a function of sizeness,
i.e.

n

where n is the number of components.

106.3. The specification for SR is analogous to that given for CC,
except that the range of SR values is determinci by the
ratio

number of cycles
max. number of cycles

The rationale for the ratio is.that the II athematicai

existence of strong connections between components is a
necessary and sufficient condition for the mathematical
existence of cycles containing these components.

106.2. When either or, v, joins properties, the interpreta-
tion is that values for any .of .the properties or any combi-
nation of them are determinable.

pia. if school demand transmission decreases, then school uni-
lateralness decreases.



91.1. The range of U values is determined by the ratio

number of one wa directed chan els
max number of one way directed channels

S5a. If school demand transfer increases, then _school weakness is
less than some value.

951). F'i't WE

95.1. Following the formal riequirements of the SIGGS Theory Model,
WE is a kind of connectionness which is not either CC or SR
or U. and so the .specifications for CC, .SR, and U can be
used to specify WE. For example, WE deter ined When
there are no unconnected cchool components and there are no
instances of either U or SR or Cei

104a. if school compactness greater than some value increases,
then school efficientness increases.

104b. COt EFt

104.1. Through graph theory, the average number of direct channels
in a channel etwecn school components is explicated
formally as

d(Sfom)
mismommassoSi)

d(sk
wp immmersmarmarmassftwor

k=1 n2.- n
m =l

k#m

Analyils shows that si and s are two school components such
that the minimum ember of direct channels between them
(represented by d(slosj)) is greater than or equal to the
minimum number of direct channels between any two other
school components sk and sm (represented by d(skom)).

Hence, the difference d(sissj) - d(siesal) decreases as

d(skes ) approxi ates d(sies ) and since there are n2 - n
pairs of distinct school c nents (n2 pairs of school
components -'n pairs where a school component is paired
with itself), p represents the appmelmation of average
distance to.maximum distance (d(sies,)).- If this approxi-

mation Is high, the value p Is low, i.e. If all the
distances between school components are nearly maximum,
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CO is low. Conversely, if the ratio of short channels to
long channels is high, CO is high. Moreover, CO increases
with maximum channel length which,is another basis for
choosing p as a measure of CO.

69a. If school centralness is less than some value, then school
centralness increases.

69b. C1 CDt

69.1. The formal requiremehts for specification of CE are less
explicit than for CO, but there is similarity In the struc-
ture of both definitions. Thus, a set of school components,
A4, is sorted out such that the set of all channels ema-
nating from A, A

°RDA
(A), contains.the set of all channels

emanating from any other set of components AoR
DA

(B) . A

measure such as

(Anp (A))
DES -"DA

(B))
vi/DA

where n(A (A)) is the umber of channels in A (A) isweArtA
°RDA

similar to p In 104.1 on p. 176, increasing both with the
differential between AoR

DA
(A) and LoRDA(B) and with the

magnitude of A (A).
"DA

Supqroqp 2.2,: Hypotheses Containing Properties involving Component
ConfigurationsSchool Passive Dependentness Dpur*:hool Active
Dependentnass, DA, School lndependentness, Is School.interdependentness,
ID, School Wholeness, WI, School Flexible6ess F, School Disconnection-
floss, DC, and School Vulnerableness, VN

61a, If school passive dependentness Increases, then school
centralness increases.

4110111041".

Ob. Dpt CEt

110111. ANINEWIIIIIMMOP

4
In this and subsequent definitions, when some subset of the

school gro p is sorted out, it is to be noted that the school components
of the subset are not ecessarily related to one another.
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61.1. A school has the property of Op when every school component
in some subset, A, of the school has channels to it. There-

fore, Opt is specified to be an increase in the number of

school components In A.

62a. If school active dependent ess increases, then school
centralncss decreases.

62b.. DAt* CE4

62.1. The specification for DAt Is analogous to Opt. Modification
would arise, of course, in that the channels are from rather
than to the subset.

60a. If school centralness is less than some value, then school

Independentness increases.

63b. °a it

600, A school has the property of I when every_school component
in some subsete.A, of the school has no channels to it.
Therefore, the specification for It is an increase in the
number of school cOmponents in A.

102a. if school interdependoniness increases, then school demand

transmission increases.

102). IDt b Fit

102.1. The specification for 10t is analogous to It.-Modificatlon
would arise, since the channels are to and from rather than

not to A.

54a. If school strongness decreases, the school wholeness

increases.

54b. .SR4 * Wt

54.1. A school has the property of :° when every school component
In some subset, A, of the school has channels to every
other school component of'the entire school. Max W is taken

to be the case In which only one school component, s, has

channels to every other school component, i.e.. A = fs }. The

number of school camponents in A is not taken as a specific

cation of Wt but of W4. If (0.represents the number of
school components in A, then ' specifies a set of values

TITAT
which increases from i to +co which is appropriate for

specifying Wt
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56a. if school strongness increases, then school flexibleness
increases.

56b. Ft

56.1. S:nce 'F' is defined as different s bgroups of school com-
ponents through which there is a channel between two school
components with respect to affect relations, one way to
specify a range of values which indicates increasing or'

decreasing F is to specify F as the number of distinct pairs
of school components connected by at least two channels
defined thro gh non-overlapping sets of school components.
Ft, then, would be specified as an increase In the number
of such distinct pairs.

97a. If school demand transmission increases and school compati-
bleness is nearly minimum, then school disconnectionness
increases.

)71s. Fit A riT OCt

97.1. The specification of DCt is an Increase in the number of
sets of school components such that the school components
in each set are connected but there arc no connections
between components in different sets.

a-.
97,2. is nearly inimem, '1'1 must be interpreted through an

analysis of data which relates to the hypothesis. Such an
interpretation is analogous to as set forth in 37.2 on
p. 170

60a. if school vulnerableness Increases, then school complete
connectionness decreases.

6014 VW! *CC4

60.1. VNt is specified as an increase in the number of school.
components which when removed produce DC.

Subgroup 43: Hypotheses Containing a Property Involving Levels Within
the Affect Relation Configuration--School Hierarchically Orderness, HO

64a. If school hierarchically orderness increases, then school
vulnerableness increases a d school flexibleness decreases.

HOt Vie A Ft
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64.1. The specification of H04 is an Increase in the number of
levels of subordinateness as these levels are set forth in
the logico-mathematical definition of 'HO'.

Subgroup 2.4: Hypotheses Containing a Property involving the Number of
Connections with Respect to Affect.Relations--School Complexness, CX

125a. If school complexness with respect to facilitating affect
relations is greater than. some value, then school demand
transfer with respect to facilitating affect relation is less
than some value.

1251).
mac.

OTT
'Foe.--F

125.1. The specification
of "Fac.

is the number of connections in

the facilitating affect relation of a school.

ktagp..2: Hypotheses. Containing Set Theoretic Properties

Subgroup 3.1: Hypotheses Containing a Property Involving the Number of
Co ponents in a Group--School Sizenoss, SZ

167a. if school complexness greater than some value increases,
then tehool sizeness increases.

167b. SZt

167.1. 'The specification of,SZt is an increase in the number of
school components.

Subgroup 1.2: Hypotheses Containing Properties Involving Similarity of
Structure as Determined by Set Theoretic Mappings--SChool Automorphis
nesse AN School IsomorphisMness, IM and School flomomorphismness, HM

172a. If school autemorphIsmness Increases, then school wholeness
.

.

ases.'decre

II 1,

172b. AMt *V14

172.1: For the .formal explication of automorphisM, see p. 8,
number 20. Stated lesi formally, an Automori,hic apping
is a one to one mapping of a set onto itself s ch'Ithat all
relations are presevved. Stated metaphorically, a checker-
board can be sed without distinguishing between the'sides
of the board used by a particular player; that is, although
one can distinguish between the sides of the board by
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numbering the squares (the side numbered 1 through 32'
always could be distinguished from the side numbered 33
through 64), the relation of the red squares to the black
squares and the operations performed on them (moves) are
identical whether or not the-board is rotated 180° before
the game begins. .An automorphic mapping of the checker-
board into itself exists, therefore, which takes a square
into the square on the opposite side which will occupy the
position of the first square after the board is rotated.
The number of automorphic-mappings possible for a school
affords a measure of the degree to which school components
bear the same structural relationship to other school com-
ponents, i.e. the degree of "democratic structuredness".

172.2. The specification of Ant is an increase in the number.of.
automorphic mappings.

157a, If school isomorphismness with respect to instructional.
affect relation increases, then school supply decreases'
and ychooi supply transmission decreases.

157b. IMins.t* FP4 A F04

157.1. For the formal explication of isomorphism, see p. 8,
number 19. Stated less formally, an Isomorphic mapping is
a one to one mapping of a set onto another set. Utilizing
the metaphor again, it makes no difference in the game of
checkers whether one checkerboard or-another is used. An
isomorphic mapping exists between checkerboards. Although
the formal requirements permit overlapping of the sets
being mapped, the hypotheses are claimed only between non-
oVerlappi-ng sets of school compOnents in the case of 157a
and 157b between non-overlapping sets of instructional
components..

. .

157.2. The specification for IMins.t IS ail Increase In the number
of distinct instructional subsets which can be isomor-
phically mapped onto one another.

161a. If school depletion is constant and school automorphismness
decreases and school hemomorphis Loess Is greater than some

value, then school supply transmission decreases;

161b. OP A AM4 A HM * F04
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161.1. For a formal explitation of homomorphism, sae p. 7,
number 18. it follows from th;s explication that through
homomorphic mappings the structure on a set can be com-
pared with the structure on a simplified set. A very
general specification of HM Is as follows: a school can be
partitioned into non-overlapping subsets and the degree to
which the relations between school components can be
represented by relations between the subsets of which'these
components are eleme is corresponds to the degree of HM.

Subgroup1a: Hypotheses Containing Properties Involving Conditions on
a School--School Stableness, SB, School State Determinationness, SD, and
School Equifinalness EL

163a. if school demand is greater than some value and school
demand transmission decreases and school stableness is less
than some value, then school stableness Increases.

163b. TP A FU A SB SBt

163.1. SB is no change with respect to school conditions, i.e.
the state characterizing a school at a given time. There-
fore, SBt is specified as an increase in the number of
non-varying property.specifications (values) over a given
time interval.

165a. if school flexibleness decreases, than school state deter-
Minationness increases.

165b. F; SDt .

165.1. SD Is derivability of conditions from one a d only one
state. In formal ter s, there is some subsets A, of a
school state.euch that.some other school state uniquely
determines A. One way to specify SD is to select a school
type of a given state, i.e. having given property speci-
ficatiOns. If at a later time another state charac-
terizes all of the schools of, that types-then SD obtains.

165.2. Given values Of F which are decreasing, the specification
of SDt would depend upon an increase in the number-of
consequent property specifications in A.

155a. If school equiftnalness is greater than some value, then
school regulationness is less than some value.

i.

155b. EL.* RG
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155.1. EL Is derivability.of co ditions from other states. EL Is
an opposite to SD in that for some subset, A, of a school
-state there are a number of distinct. school states which
determine A. If -a.specification for EL analogous to SO
were used, then EL woutd.obtain provided schools having
differdnt property.spectfications are in the same state at
a-later time.

155;2. The specification-frRO is iatectin 340. on p. 184.

prouo-47,- Hypotheses Containing Properties Characterizing Rate-of Change
of Some Other Property .

_Subgroup Hypotifes s Conte! ing Properties Involving Rate of Change)

of Infomatton Theoretic-PropertiesNaSchoot.Environmental Changeness,
ECT, School Rtgulationness, Mt and School.Adaptiveness, AS

la. if school environmental changeness increases, then change in
school resource Is greater than some value.

lb. Ecgt oat

.1Ecr Is defined as a difference in school environmentness,

E. The formal condition for Eqrto hod. ts

IsTEg(t... At) > 6
. s

i.e. the school environment state varies over some time
interval, At, within certain II Its, 6. Since la property
state' is clefinad as a propertyAs.value.at a given time4
the specificatIon,firfOdependi uponAhe specification

for schoci envirerimentness**.EVandilehce on school demand,

TP Astr l'he'tMOe'which the differ-4' 4

ence in TP values .never falls belowis the value of 6 or
`ECT::The absolute value-.signs: used in .tine definition

specify that it is the interval within which the TP values
are contained, anctilet-whether the: difference Is positive
or-negatiVe, which is significant.

34a. If school demand Is constant and school efficientness is
eater than. some value, then schoot.regulationness is less
thanteme value.
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34.1. 1RG, is defined as adjustment of FP.i The formal condition
for RG to hold is

ISiFp(t +. At) ST WI > 6
FP "a

i.e. that school supply state varies over some time
interval, At, wiWn certain limits, 6. The specification
of RG depends upon FP just as the specification of Eq.
depends upon Tic.

11}6a. if school adaptiveness is greater than some value, then
school stableness aecreanes.

I46b. AD = SI34

146.1. AD is a difference in school compatibleness under school
environmental changeness:.

ISTp(t At)-ST6,(01 6 A Mg

. The specification of AD depends upon CP just as the spec -
fication of ECT depends upon TP. However, ECg must be

specified also.

SqhmsagULV Hypotheses Containing Properties Involving Rate of Change
of Graph Theoretic Properties -- School intevationness, Slo.and School
Segregatiopness, IG

96a. If school storage increases and school filtrationness
decreases or school spillageness decreases, then school
irtegrationness Increases.

98b. SPt A4 FL4 V SL4 el* IGt

98.1. IG is school wholeness wider school environmental change:

ISTikAt At) - STw(t)! < 6 A Mg

i.e. school wholeness state yarles over some time interval,
At, within certain limits, 6. The dependence of specif i-
cation for IG on that.of W is as follows: the value which
the difference intivalues never exceeds is the value of 6.
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176a. if school state steadiness is less than some value, then
school segregationness is less than some value and school
integrationness is less than some value and school homeo-
stasisness is less than some value.

176b. SS * SG A TO A 11S

176.1. SC is school independetitness under school environmental
change:

ISTI(t At) - ST WI 6 A ECIs

i.e. school independentness state varies over some time
interval, At, within certain limits, 8. The specification
of SG Is analogous to 1G.

Subcirouoita: Hypotheses Containing Properties involving Rate of Change
of Set Theoretic Properties--School State Steadiness, SS, School Homeo-
stasisness, HS, School Stressness, SE, and School Strainness, SA

176.2. SS is school stableness under school e vironmental change:

ISTsp(t + At) - ST0(01 5 6 A ECT

i.e. school stableness state varies over some time
interval, At, within certain limits, 6. The specification
of SS is analogous to 1G.

176.3. 115 Is school equifinalness under school environmental
change:

1ST
EL (t + At) - STFL(01 < 6 A EC'

1.e. school equifinalness state varies over some time
interval, At, within certain limits, 6. The specifiCation
of 11$ is analogous to IG.

1G6a. If school centralness I creases and school stressness is
greater than some value, then school stableness decreases.

136b. CEt A SE 7,-.) SB4

186.1. SE is change beyond certain 11 its of school's surround-
ings state:

ISTet At) STe

185
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the relation between the specification of SE and I is the
same as that between ECT and TP in 1.1 on p. 183.

f.16a. If school state steadiness is greater than some value, then
school strainness increases.

86b. SS * GAt

86.1. SA Is change beyo d certain limits of school state:

ISTet At) - ST3401 6

The specification of SA is analogous to SE.

Croup 45: Hypotheses Containing Properties Characterizing Change of Some
Other Proparty

SAtacr.L2,..5.1.I.111: Hypotheses Containing Properties involving increase of
Some Other Property--School Size Growthness ZG, School Complexity
Growthness, )G, and School Selective information Growthness, TG

192a. It school size growthness decreases and school selective
Information growthness is constant, then school complexity
growthness increases.

192b ZG$ A TG XG t

192.1. ZG is Increase In school sizeness:

ST
SZ

(t 4. At) > ST
SZ

(t)

i.e. once values for SZ over a ti e Interval are deter-
mined, the value of ZG is some measure of an increment in
size. Similar statements can be made for XG and TG.

Subgroupla: Hypotheses Containing Properties Involving Decrease of
Some Other Property--School Size Degenerationness, ZD School Complexity
Degenerationness, XD, and School Selective Information Dcge erationneshz4

TO

193a. if school size degenerationness decreases and school selec-
Live information degenerationness is constant, then school

complexity degenerationness increases.

193b. ZD4 A TO XD t
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193.1. ZD Is decrease In school sizeness:

STsz(t 4. At) STsi(t)

i.e. once vilues for SZ over a time interval are, deter
mined, the value of ZD is Some measure of a decrement i
size. Similar statements can be made for XD and ID.
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The conclusion of` this report depends upon .theprojection of

another activity with respect to the-edecational'itheory which has been

developed ih this project. Unless the adequacy of the educational

theory is known, its knowledge status is problematic. The only

mate conclusion, therefore, is a projection of what must be done to

deitermine the adequacy :of the theory, i.e. to evaluate the theory.

Evaluation of an empirical theory, such as the. educational

theory presented in this report, consists not only in testing the theory

but also in setting forth its predictive power. Moreover, -evaluation of

a theory involves one in a concomitant activity, modifying the theory.

When inadequacies In a theory become known, modification of the theory

to increase its adequacy becomes possible Since evaluation involves

testing, setting forth predictive power, and modifying,Ahese-general,

procedures must. be clarified. In' testing the theory, what is required

Is to esti ate the fit between the hypotheses constit ting the theory

and the educational data. The fit is estimated through indicators,

i.e. through decision-procedures for niaating the theory to data. In

setting forth the predictive power of the theory, what is required is

delineation of the hypotheses for which there as no data but for which

data could be-found.. The data gaps only can be deter iners of predic-

tive power provided indicators can be specified for the findi g of the

data. in modifying the theory, what is required Is to change. or extend

it in terms of formation or transfor ation rules in order to secure fit

or predictive power. A formation rule is a decision procedure for the
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syntax of a hypothesis, i.e. for putting together a hypothesis; while

a transformation rule is one for the syntax of a group of hypotheses,

I.e. for deriving ono.or more hypotheses from one or more other hypo-

theses.

To increase the specificity of this projection and so of this

conclusion, two outlines of the tasks to be carried out are presented:

on page 190 a verbal outline which lists them, and on page 191 a sche-

matic outline which exhibits their interrelations and their results.

It is patent from the outlines that a computer will be utilized

In the projected evalmation and modification of the educational theory,

in spite of the fact that it has been neglected in educationl for such

use. Articles, by Daker2 and Goodla43 sibstantlate this neglect as did

a literature survey based upon a review of citations In the Ed cation

mAlga, the Lciex to Periodical, Literature, and the Review of Educational'

posearsh and of projects contracted by the U. S. Office of Education.

Baker attributes this neglect to the state of educational theory:

The nebulous theories prevalent In the educational world cannot
survive the cold realities of programming for a digital computer.'

tin other fields, the computer has shown great promise. See
1121112.4tSpumIgus edited by Dell Hynes, The Hague: .Mouten & Co.,
1965.

2Frank D. Baker, "The Use of Computers in Educational Research,"
Biedfts2UALBice a 1.1.32,1c2)....ci,, Vol. 33, 1964 pp. 566-578p

3John I. Goodiad, sd,,a,
Emcalis.fttigas Washington, D. C.:. Office of Education,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Cooperative Research
Project Ho. F-026, 1965.

1Bcker, OD. cit., p. 573.
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Verbal Outline

Extant data about school components, operations, and organization
will be collected from agencies, such as the U. S. Office of
Education, regional, state, and local administrative bureaus, and
published reports of educational research.

2. indicators will be specified in terms of the hypotheses of the
empirical educJtional theory derived from the S1GGS Theory Model.

A program will be devised for determination through indicators
of the fit of the hypotheses'to the collected extant data.

4. The hypotheses will be tested through the program.

Formation and transformation rules will be specified in ter s of
the theory.

6. A program will be devised for modification of the theory through
the for i_tion and transformation rules to secure fit of those hypo-
theses which do not test out.

7. Hypotheses will be modified through the progra

Through progra s developed in 3 and 6, hypotheses which have no
extant data to which they ca be related will be sorted out.

Indicators will be proposed to fit the hypotheses to data to be
found.in order to establish predictive power of the theory.
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Given

Hypotheses

SclmaticILL,..11 hie

Collection of Specification
Extant Data of indicators

Specification
of Rules

Devising
Testing
Program

N
Confirmed Disconfirmed
hypotheses Uypotheses

Hypotheses for
Data Not Extant

191

Specification
of indicators

Predictive
Hypotheses



The development of the educational theory from set theory (S), !rotor*.

mation theory (I), graph theory (G), and general systems theory (GS)

integrated Into the SIGGS Theory Model has sot the stage for survival.
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Appendix I

Predicate .Calculus.and the Model

Since the model includes terms which are defined, predicate cal-

culus enters into the model to indicate the lattalsaiersisfasta relation.

In terms of predicate calculus

*00 Illpf

Is interpreted as

MOM

Mee. 0-1...4

which 4 reed as

"for all x, x is a If and only if x Is a

(Appendix II, I)

'82100 Is utilized to simplify the presentation. For example, the logico-

mathematical definition of group, S In the model Is

S ,.D Csi I (Chapter IV, 3.2)

instead of

Vx(Sr, * (si I l iA ilnAnt2)x)

Universal quantifiers

other than those involved In os,

Descriptive quantifiers

V..0(...) (Appendix 11, 19)

°Of ..., are specified.

(Appendix 1 i, 8)

are specified except with respect to mathematical entities, such as sets.

Existential quantifiers

(Appendix i i, 10)



are not specified except where it was thought greater clarity would

result. The elimination of descriptive and existential quantifiers also

Is done to produce more simllification of presentation.

One final simplification procedure is the elimination of the marks

for cross-referencing quantifiers. For example, the logico-mathematical

definition of system, T, in the model is

'SP S SZACIA O. A VilA(RA E RA C. RA cSxSA

aa(a 0 A VI ( I E 41 *. I ", RA V arga c Rpn A

a) V ts'(s' c s A i S'))))) (Chapter IV, 8.2)

Introducing the marks for cross-refeencing the quantifiers, the defini-

11

tion becomes

Vtat St A au((2A)u u 0A Vv((RA)v. E u4vctx to

aw(d A w 0 A Vx(lx*: xEw*x v . 37 ay(tly A y C It2nw A 11

y) V az(Si:: A tCtAg %))))))

I

I

I

I

f



Appendix 11

Translation of Syntactical Symbols

Logico-mathematical Symbols

1. 000 goof 1111116111

2. (.01

3

4. <

5* A ...

6. ?a; ...

7.

Verbal Symbols

*. equals by defi Mon ...

set of elements ...

such that ...

Is less than or equal to

and

..0 Is greater than or equal to ...

0 Is equal to ...

ee that oeo such that

9. E Is an element of

10. 3(...) them Is a such that ...

11. 00 <

12

13. ...(.)

14*

is.

16.

170

Is less than

n-tuple of and ... and-n

410. at .

*** precedes

0 4" eumem plus

00 C growelo 0 0 Is contalned In ...

0 11110111001 Cartesian product of .0. and

13. .0 Is not equal to

19. for all mil -U,.

20. 00 1120 mom 0 only If immeis



Logic° -mathematical Symbols

21 0 ...

22. ^4 rrs

no .64 m

24. 0.0
2n

25« ...
26. n(...)

27: 1:**1

26. a...

29.

30. max 4100

n
31* U ...I

1=1

32 0.0 U rrr

33. A 0,01
1=1

314 los* n

35. 4". >

4 1114/111

37. ...1
101

30. U...0
oE...

LO4...t 0

0Em

40. .001 rrr

Verbal Symbols

«. is not an eilment of ...

Is equivalent to ...

either ... or aid not both

power set of **

complement of with respect to

cardinality of 0.*

.absolute value of ..*

increment of

minus ...

maximum

union of ... where
from 1 to n

urion of and

is indexed

conjunction of where ... is

indexed from I to n

Intersection of

Is greater than

Into ..r

and ...

rrr

summation of whore
indexed from 1 to n

union of as c varies
over ..r

summation of as c varies
over ...

.0 yields rrrr



Appendix III

List of Hypotheses According to the Sequencing of Properties
Ir the SIMS Theory Modell

20. ECI1 EC t Alit

Eort 0 la

Rift 0 Am

EC t*
ECt A FPt 0 01

ECt A FPI

SZ A FT so SO

1,q A -41 A s* SO

ECrACPA20§EVFLVSL

I

2

3

4

30

31

32

148

159

22. Tr,: Tilt* 1Pa, 5

Lt >a FPI 6
SINIIID

TP FPt 7

TPt FLU 8

TPt *Wet 9

TPt CEI SO

TPt A FPt FT't 33

I f A FPt Mt 96

TPt A FO o SEt 147

if A E *RC 34

ITo permit cross referencing, the numbering of the properties
and of the hypotheses in Chapter VII Is retained. The property numbers
ate on the left, while the hypothesis numbers are on the right.



23.

TPt A !Gov*t 4 FOt 141

TPt A C O RG41 138

TPt A #40t EF4 139

TPt A SI Fet 158

TPt A FP t A sf FOT 160

TPAFItASTg Stt 162

le A FI4 A SO *Silt 163

1P4 FP4

IN a SP4

IPt o FL4

1P4 o Flet

o RG

I? A F? 011

IPt AS o FOt

iPt A S o SGRef.

IPt ASP *AIP 3. ASP

AIP > AFT o SLt

le, A 3r. SFt

IP A SL $P4

1? A Vrr1 Y EFt

1x4 F04

AIP > AFP

10

11

12

13

14

35

36

99



1

24. FP: FPI A ECTI 0

FP I? A E04 0 AFT 31

FPtATPo0Ct 96

FPt A TPIt FTI 33

Fl A i? 0? 35

FPI A OP 0 F04

V FP4 .A CCIt A Silt .0 FT4 140

FPI A TPt A Si = FOI 160

AFP A ASP < 0 < AFP A -ASP EF4 44

AFP < AIP 50

25. OP: OPt o FP?

OP A FPt 0 F04

OPt A FB !Pt

a A MI A im Fo4

260 SP: SP4 ao F04

Pit Ait

SPt EF4

S? A Mt 'FO t

SP A IPt # siGitei;

SPA ?Pt *AIP ASP

ASP < 0 < AFP A AFP A -01., * EF4

SPt A. FL4 V Sit 40 IGt

SPt A. FL4 V SU oo IGt

15

43

45

161

16

17

18

36

9'3

37

44

46

98

2Iypotheses may occur ware than once In the listing, since
hypotheses may be reordered. To illustrates hypothesis 30 occurs under
the property EGA when EC is the first conJurct but under the property
FP when FPt 1 s the first conjunct.



11Waalw.s../uMillalau.

27. FI: Fi t FPfl. 19

t 20

FI4 o U4 91

FI4 *HOt 92

FI4 o Ott 93

Fl 143

FI =M0s EF as max EF 52

FI t A CP * DC t 97

Fit A TP A SB Sat 162

Fit A TP A SB SBt 163

Flit A F8 A a «Vs FT A FOt A CP *V. Fr A Fe A CP; Ot 48

Fib A F3 A a .v. Fr A F04 A CI .V. FO A Fe A CPt ** 04 49

AFI > AFO 51

28. FO: FO XDt 94

FO A TPir o SEt 147

FO Fl aEF axEF 52

FO A CO SG 137

A Fl t A a *V. FOt A et A a *V. Fit A F? A CP4 ** Ot 48

Fit A FI4 A a .V. F04 A eis A a .V. F4 A et A CPt io 04 49

AFO < AFI 51

29. rrt CPI 21

FTt WE 95

FT * FL V SL 22



FT A ECT o SB

LL

AFT < ASP SLt

,Fir A ECT A FB *M-3.

ETA FB A SL o EF

1.. -&-

32

38

148

L.7

30, FB: AFB Eort 23

FB SP 24

FB oRG 25

FB A OPt 1Pt 45

..ET A ECT A FB o SB 148

FB A FT A SL EE

fit A DI? A DA gE

31, FL: FL *CP 27

FL * CP 26

FLt *ADt 28

FL4 fl4t 144

Ins.t 1141ns.ot 149

FL oSB 145

FL4 V SL4 .A SPt,*TGt 46
FL4 V SL4 ,A SPt.i 1Gt 98

32, SL A 42, SP t 39

SL A IP *SP4 40

SL4 V FL4 *A SPt.oTGt 46

SL4 V FL4 SM.* 1Gt 98

SL A a A FB EF 47



33. RG:

311. CP: CPA Fit *DCt

CP A ECT A SIB * SP V FL V SL

CPAFitAF8.V. a A Fr A FOt .V. CP4 A Fr A F8 .* Ot

CI A Fl 4 A Ed eve a A F? A F04 .V. CPt A re A F8 I,* 04

35. 0: Ot *EF4 29

36. AO: AD g SG4 146

37. EF: EF A 11*11"d 34

97

159

48

49

14

EF t1 A Ili* EFt 41 I
EF fa max EF * Fi a" FO 52

EF A CO 0 SD 191 1

38, CC: CCt *Fit 100 1
CCt * Ft 53

CCt V SRt *TPt 106

Cet V SRt * Ipt . 107 1
CCt v SRt * FL4 108

CCt V Sat *SU 109 1
CCt v SRt * 0 < AFP < MP 1110

CCt v SRt 0 AFP < ASP 111 1

CCt A SRt A. 4 v FP 4 .,* FT4 .
140

1
CCins.-Refet A ains.-Ref. A Wins.-Ref.t ° IP1 A FPt A F04 A138t

C t A DC A W t 0 IPt A SPt A FOt A FLt ICins.-Exp. Ins.-Exp. ins...Exp.
131



39. SR: S C
RGov, CRef.

I

SRRef.
'2)

VNGov.4

SRRef. * Vilitef 4

73

74

75

SR4 *Wt 54

SRt *H04 55

SRI * Ft 56

$Rew. 4 CCRef.t V SRRef.t 76

EiRew. * WGov. A "Gov. 77

SRt V CCt *TPt 106

SRt V CCt 4 1Pt 107

SRI' V CCI * FL4 108

SRt V CCt * SLt 109

SRt V CCI * 0 < AFP. < AIP 110

SRI V CC t *ACP < ASP 111
,

Silt A 148 RG4 112

SR
Gov.

t A HOGovs 4 SP.Ref.t 78

Ate. A Miov. WGov.
79

SRRef. A CEGov. *WGov. 80

SRt A CCt A, F V FP4 ego FT4 140

SRRef. A CEGov, A Maw. * "Gov. t 81



40. U: U HO

U V WEt V DCt * 1P4 A FP4

11 RA

Ut DP,

57

115

71

Itle WE: WE o VT 101

WE A HO F4 114

max WE A SZt *Dpt V DAt 177

WE `a V U V Kt o 1;34 A FP4 115

42. DC: DC o I t 58

DC o SGt 59

sec. l7/ SD 171
--Face Face Face

DC? v U V WEt IP4 A FP4 115

DC A CC t o IN A FPt A F04 A RGt
30Inse-kefe Inse-Ref t A

..Wins.Ref. 1

DC Ins. -Exp. A CC Inse-Expet A Whs.-Exp.
131

t * IPt A SPt A FOt A Fit

DC ..
4 A FP4 A F04 A 4

Inse-Refe A DP ins. -Ref. A Wins. -Ref. t 1P 132

arnse-Lege A PP Inse-Leg t A W ins .-Legst * FOt A SL A RG 134

PlInSvAewe A DP ins. -Rewet A WinsoRewe t

gsz 61) *A IP A SP A FL

DP Ins.-Pune IA W Inse-Pune t A HO ins- t
Purs.D A

DCIns,
DCInge

133

E-
A1) .A FPi. A F04 A RG4 A SEit A EU 135

84

85



,..1.

43. V: VW a CCI 60

44. Di,: DP
Remi

t o F04 116

Dp Row, t o AD t 117

D t o CEt 61

max DP
Gov

g Wt A NOt A CEt 72

DP
Incl.-Legit

FOt A SLt A max SI, 126

DP
Ing.-Exp,t

F04 4' a t , A max SI 127

DP pun, A FB A D
A

EF 142

DP
Inse.Ref.

t A DC
Inss-Ref. A W Inset-Refit o

1P4 A FPI A F04 A RG4 132

4 I me-Leg. t A Mglas.-Leg. A Wins..149,1 FOt A SL A Ra 134

D
P Ins.-Rewt A PIIns. -Rew. A WOns,-Rew. t

.E2t. * ht giA IP A SP A FL 133

DP
Ins-Pumt A PSinse.Pun. A 1111nsii-Puno I A, HO 1 nso-Pun. t **

ECgho. AD 4.A' FP4 A F04 A RG4 A SD t A ELt 135

1 im DA = 1

Ut DP 71

45. D : DA AG 'I28A Faco-Leg

DAt 0 CE4 62

max D a FPt A IPt A SP! A FLt A AM
Inset

189A IngResi-Leg,



max DA In g.
g.

Le
:7 A Fit A Sit A RG A DA Ins, t A DA Incl. 4D6v.-g.

136

D AD A F3 *EF 142P Pun.

11m DA
Ut DP

46: I t FPt
Gov.

*OP
IGov.

t

I t a FOt
Gov*

I t a SD

IGov t A TPt FOt

It A Wt * SS

47. SG:

48i ID: IDt a FI t

IDt *XGt

49. Wt *11T

NRef. a 3

11.1Ref, a !max FP - FPI

* CCRef. t V t

t maw
IP

Fac. A 2SFac. SDFac...

71

118

119

120

164

141

168

102

63

103

122

121

82

129

171



Wt Alto SS 168

tit A a =? EF4 113

Wt A H8* 1Gt 70

W A CE * SD 169

Wins. -Ref.
t A CCInso.Refot A *

!Pt A FPt A F04 A R0t 130

t A CC t A a
1 1156-Exp. Inse-Exp.

IPt A SPt A FOt A FLt

WIns.-Ref.
t A DC

---Ins.-Ref.
A D

P

1P4 A FP4 A F04 A RG4

t A 144nse-Leg. A 9P Ins. -Leg
sot* FOt A SL A RG

W1ns...Rev...1' A Rg411:40Wo A Dp -ons Rev..t°

i31

132

134

ECT g AO A IP A SP A FL 133

DC OP ..t A tiOinse*Pun.t
4.*wins. -Pun. t A --ins.-Pun. A

Ins. -Puss,

E C T *AD A FP4 A F04 A RG4 A Stilt A at 135

O. IG:

51. HO: HO
GOV.

t FLt

HOt* vNt A F4

Ha A SRt* RG4

"Gov.4 A SRG_ov t = SR
Ref.

t

11900v4, A §BRef *116cov*

HO
Ins.-Pun.

t A DC A DP Inse-eni t A WIns.-Pun.t4

...sEC-77 FP4 A F04 A RG4 A SOt A ELt 135

123

112

70

79



MO A WE * F4 114

1.18 A Wt no EF4 113

118 A tit * 10' 70

Gov. A EGov DCRofi 83

ilp,Sti) A SZ(ti) 1(t2) 178

OSIGov, A SRRefe A CEGove 4 CoGov. t 81

AHO < ASZ 174

foov, A Gov.: DCRefe 83

530 HM(t2) >11M(ti) *1,11 A ZD A XD 190

HM A a A AM4 F04 161

54. 1Mt * FP4 A FO4 151

IMinst FP4 A F04 157

55. AM: AMt W8 172

AMt CE4 173

AMt*IPt A FP4 A SPt A F04 A FL4 A SL4 A EF4 150

AM4 A OP A HM * F04 161

56. CO: COt EFt 104

COt HOt 65

CO t A TPt RGt 138

49,t A TPt EF4 139

CO A a *3-1 137

CO A LE 1:0 SD 191



I
57. CE: CEt TP4 105

CEt DPt 66

CEt DA4 67

-er 4* it 68

CE1ns t IMIns. t 170

Set CEt 69

CEt SSt 166

CEGov A art ovo 80

CE A W 4 SD 169

CEt A SE SD4 186

CEt A SE mg 0 *SDI 187

CEGov. A Sitnef, A Gov. *C0Govot 81

58. SZ: SZt A max WE * DPt V D At

SZ(t1) A 10.,(t1) 1(t2) t

si A TPt Flit

si A 17t A FP? FOt

SZt A Xl*TPt
SZt A Xe* F14

SZt A a * FOt A L1F011

3Zt A xa Firt

Sit A Xe* FB4

SZt A XI ROB

1177

178

198

160

194

195

196

197

198

199



SZt A a CP4

SZt A Xg*

SZt A Xe VNt

SZt A a Fi

SZt A Xe*CE4

SZt A a * SDt

S-1 A XD DCt

SZ4 A XDt 0 DC4

ASZ > ANO

59. CX: mac. *TrFac

CX * RG--Fac

at * SZt

CXt A ZG c04

CXt A ZI* CEt

60. SI: 819i..§14 * F04

630, ZG: ZG A CXt o CO4

a A CXt *CEt

ZG4 A Tdi* XGt

200

201

79

180

181

188

182

183

174

125

124

167

184

185

42

184

185

192



62. XG: Xg A SZt = TPt 194

A SZ t FI4 195

g A SZt FOt A 004 196

X A SZt = FIt 197

X A SZt FB4 198

Xe A SZt RGra, 199

a A SZt CP4 200

Xg n SZt EF(), 201

x-e A SZt VNt 179

X A SZt = F$ 180

X.4 A SZt 4 CE4 181

Xe A SZ t SDt 188

63, TG: 'a A ZG4 XGt 192

64. ZD: ZD4 A TD = XDt 193

65. XD: XDt ZDt V DCt 175

XDt A Si DCt 182

XDt SZ4 * DC4 183

66. Mt T5) A ZD4 XDt 193

67, SD: SBA A CP 4 SP V FL v SL 159

SD A TP A Fit 0 SBt 162

I s A TP A FI4 SOt 163

III

I



68. SS:

69. SD:

70. EL:

71. HS:

SS AD 152

SS 0SAt 86

SS 0 SG A 1G A HS 176

SS t a SDt .A, $S; * SD; 89

SDt 0 RG4 153

SDt 0 $14 154

SDt a SSt .A. SD4 a SS 89

EL 0 SG
155

EL(ti) A HS 156

HS A EL(ti) RC 156

72. SE: SE 0 SS 87

SEt SAt 88

§E A CEt SB4 186

SE es 0 A CEt Slat 187

730 SA:



Appendix IV

List of Hypotheses According to the interrelations of
Set Theory, Information Theory, and Graph Theory

1. Information Theoretic Hypotheses

I. E0gt Az
2. ECV OP

3. Mgt* kat

4. ECgt 40 AFL

5. TPt*

6. FPt

ac
7. TP o FPt

8. TPt

9. TPtoalin

10. 1P4 FP4

11. 1P4 o SP4

120 IP? FL4

13. IP4 o Fit

14. IP oRG

15. OPt * FPt

SP4 F04

17. SPtoADt

18. SPIT o EF4



ear

it

,

19. FJ t o FPfl.

20. Flt *SO

21. nit CP4

22. FT z) FL V SL

23. kat EcIt

2k n, SP

25. n,
26. FL o CP

27. FL o CP

28. FLt o AD4

29. Ot o EF4

30 EC-t A FPt AFO

31. E0gt A FPt AFT

32. Leg A a o ea

33. TPt o FPt 0 Fit

11 A EF RG

35. 1? A F? o

36. iPt A S?* FOt

37. !Pt A r o AIP al 6SP

38. oiP >AFToSLt

39. jZASLo SPt

O. IV A SL o SP4

W. SP A urry EFt



'11P44.114 FO t
1

43. FP t A OP * F04

44. FP A ASP < 0 < AR A ...ASP * EF4

45. OPt A FB 1Pt

46. SP t A. EU V SL4 s* TG t

47. FT A Ft A * EF

48. FI t A ed A Cfl .V. F A FO t A a .v. Fr A Fe A CP4 ,* 0 t

49. F14 A g A Cri eVe Fr A F04 A C? (No Fr A Fe A CP t .= 04

50. IP >

51. AF1 > AFO

52. EF G max EF * F 1 FO

Graph Theoretic Hypotheses

2.1. Graph Theoretic Antezed:Int--Graph Theoretic Consequent

53. CC t Ft

54. SR t

55. SR t 1104

56. SR t Ft

57. U HO

58. DC t

59 DC SGt

60. WO CC4

61. Opt CE

62. DA
t CE4



63. iDt * XGt

64. HOt VW' A F4

65. COt eg Ho;

66. CEt Opt

674 CEtx) DA4

63. CE it

69. CE CEt

70. Wt A HO 1Gt

71. lim DA
1

Ut Dp

2.1.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Two Kinds of
Affect RelationsGraph Theoretic Consequent

2.142.

72. max Dp Gov
.- Leg. *HO A HOt A CEt

Both Graph Theoretic Antecedent and Consequent with Respect
to Affect Relations

73* SRGov. CCRef

74. Uwe
12) V"Gov

75. SR
Ref.

o VH
Ref.

4

76. stew. CCRefit V SRRef.
t

77 SR W A HOmew. Gov. Gov.

78. SR,,,
move, t A H°Gov.4 SRRefot

79* ref. A ULIGov 1Gov.

80. SRRof. A CEG--40 %kW



81. IT A Gov. CE CO tRef. --Gov. Gov. Gov*

82.
WRef.

CC
Ref.

t V SR
Ref.

t

.8341. HO A F ct
Go14 "-Gov.

DC
Ref,

2.2. Graph Theoretic Hypotheses with Respect to Affect Relations

814 Mins.

85.
Ming,

3. Set Theoretic Hypotheses

86. SS SAt

87. ler I* a
88. AU SAt

89. SSt *SDt .iii SS4 a SD4

4. information and Graph Theoretic Hypotheses

4.1. information Theorett Antecedent Graph Tbooretic Consequent

90. TPt*CE4

91. r14 00 114

92. ID *1104

93. F14 Ot

916 FO b Xpt

95. MOUE

96. TP A Pt vo Det

97. PI t A CP v. DC t

98. SPt Ai FL4 V SL4 IGt



4.1.1. Information Theoretic AntecedentGraph Theoretic Consequent
with Respect to Affect Relation

99. !Pt A SP 4 SG
Ref.

4,2. Graph Theoretic Antecedent--Information Theoretic Consequent

100. CCt * Fit

101. WE * FT

102. IDt * Fit

103. Wt

104. CO t * EF t

105. CEt =-) TP4

106. CCt v SR t = TP't

107. CCt V SRt IPt

100. CCt v SRt * FL4

109. CCt V SRt *

110. CCt v SP.t * 0 < AFP < ALP

111. CCt V SRI' *AFP ASP

112. SRt A 14 * RG4

113. Wt A litl* EF4

114. WE A HO * F4

115. U V WEt V DCt IN A FP4

4.2.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Affect Relation--

information Theoretic Consequent

116. Dp Rew,t* F04

117.
DP

t t

110. I t FPt
Goys



119. t *OP
Goy.

120. I

Gov.?*
F04

121. W
Ref.

!max. FP - FPI

122. Ref. '

123. HOGov. t FLt

124. gift * RG

162.2,9 Both Graph Theoretic Antecedent and information Theoretic
Consequent with Respect to Affect Relations

125. SXFac, Fac.

1: :2.3. Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Two Kindi of Affect
Relations-wInformatIon Theoretic Consequent

126. DP SL t A slajc Si
I nqeslieg. t *

FOt A S

127. DP Inq.-Exp.t * F04 A Slit A m177

128. DA FacLeg. RG

f Mat
129. Windt-Ref:

" IP

130. C
cinseiRefi

A DC t A W
111.-Ref.

t

'Pt A FPt A F04 A RGt

131. ccirisesExpi A agins«-Exp t A Wirase-Expe t

IPt A SPt A FOt A FLt

132. Mins...Ref. A DP Ins.-Ref t A Wirisi-Ref. t

1P4 A FP4 A F04 A RG4



40311

133 ains.-Rew. A DP Ins. -Rewst "Ins. -Rew.t :"'"

Eqg 0 AD vh IPA SPA FL

134. DC
--insooLeg.

A D
P Ins. -Leg. t A

Wins.-Leg.
t

FOt A SL A RG

135. A Dp t Woainse-Pun: -tnssPunet A

11°Inse-Pun: t ' LC§ o AD :A FP4 A F04 A R04 A Slit A EL?

Graph Theoretic Antecedent--informatIo and Graph Theoretic
Consequent

4.3.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Two Kinds of
Affect Relations-I-Information and Graph Theoretic Consequent

136. max DA InqDev.-1-Leg. FP A FL t A SLt A RG A DA Ins. t A

A Inq.4

4.4. Information and Graph Theoretic Antecedent Graph Theoretic
Consequent

137. FO A CO 0 SG

4.5. loformation and Graph Theoretic Antecedentinformation
Theoretic Consequent

FA, TPt A CO* RGt

139. TPtiv,..COt EF4

140. F v CCt A Wt.* FT4

445.1. Information and Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to
Affect RelationInformation Theoretic Consequent

141. TPtAI
Gov.

toF0t

142. a A DP
Pun: DA

A



5, 1 formation and Set Theoretic Hypotheses

5.1, information Theoretic Antecedent--Set Theoretic Consequent

143. 44011S

144. Fit Int

145. FL SB

146. AD

147. TPt A rd oSEt

148. EC-A A FS TIT

5.1.1. Both information Theoretic Antecedent and Set Theoretic
Consequent with Respect to Affect Relations

149. FL
ins.

tg t
ins.

5e2. Set Theoretic Antecedent-- information Theoretic Consequent

150. Ant o 1Pt A FF4 A SPt A F04 A FL4 A SLI A EF4

151. into FP4 A F04

152i SS 0AD

153. SEtt RG4

154. Olt* Sit

155. '* ins

156. EL(t1) A 110 RG

54.1. Set Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Affect Relation-.
Information Theoretic Consequent

157. 114
ins.

to FP1 A F04



5.3. Information and Set Theoretic Antecedent--information
Theoretic Co sequent

156. TPt A SZ FDt

159. E0-.6 A CP A SB o SP V FL V SL

160. TPt A FPt A SZ FOt

161. 0 A HM A A144 F04

5.4. information and Set Theoretic Antecedent--Set Theoretic
Conseq' ent

162. TP MA SB o Sat

163. TP A FI4 A SB o Sat

60 Graph and Set Theoretic Hypotheses

6.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent--Set Theoretic Consequent

164. !tor)

165. F4 0 SDt

166. CEt SS?

167. Ut SZt

168. It A Wto SS

169. W A CE SD

6.1.1. Both Graph Theoretic Antecedent and Set TheoPetic Consequent
with Respect to Affect Relations

170. CE
Ins.

40
Ins.

t

171. DC Ail SD--fac. Fac. WFac.

6.2. Set Theoretic Antecedent--Graph Theoretic Consequent

172. AMt a W4

173. AMt CE4

174. ASZ > AHO



6.. Graph Theoretic Antecedent--Graph and Set Theoretic Consequent

175. Oto DC? V ZDt

6.4. Set Theoretic Antecedent--Graph and Set Theoretic Consequent

176. SS * SG A IG A HS

6.5. Graph and Set Theoretic Antecede -Graph Theoretic Consequent

177. max %2E A SZ* Dpt V DAt

178. HO(ti) A SZ(ti) 1(t2)?

179. XG A SZt VNt

180. XG A SZt o F4

181. a A SZt CE

182. XOt A Si o DC t

183. >Mt A SZ4 OC4

184. CXt A ZG CO4

185. CXt A ZG o CEt

6.6. Graph and Set Theoretic Antecedent-04et Theoretic Consequent

186. CEt A SE *

187. CEt A SE a 0 set

188. a A SZt SDt

7. informations Graph, and Set Theoretic Hypotheses

70. Graph Theoretic Antecedent -- information and Set Theoretic
Consequent

7.1.1. Graph Theoretic Antecedent with Respect to Two Kinds of
Affect Relationsinformation and Set Theoretic Consequent
with Respect to Affect Relation

189. max D
A Incl. -Leg.

FPt A iPt A SPt A Fit A AM
ns.

t

Res.

Wm,

gr418,60,601



7.2. Set Theoretic Antecedent--Informationt Graphs .and Set Theoretic
Consequent

190. 111,1(t2) >1114(ti) TAP A se A a
7.3. information and Graph Theoretic Antecedent- "Set Theoretic

Consequent

191. EF A CO SD

7.4. Information and Set Theoretic Antecedent-Graph Theoretic
Consequent

192. TG A ZG4 XGt

193. TO A 2104 XD t

7.5. Graph and Set Theoretic Antecedent-.-Information Theoretic
Consequent

1914 XG A SZt TPt

195. Xt A SZt F14

196. a A SZt FOt A A704

197. id A SZt o Frt

198. a A SZ t FB4

199. KG A SZt RG11

200. a A SZt C124

201. Xe A SZt EFQ,

I



ERRATA

N 14: 2.4.2: Ip(c1scp1 not Ip(clicp'

p. 24: 11 9: s1s3, and s2s3' not Is
1
s
2

sisr and s2s3'

I. 12: 'from si to s2Ior from 32 to sp end

from sa to sr'not 'from si to s2 and

from s2 to s3.'

p. 28: 5,3: '2.1.1' not '3.1.1'

p. 48: 18.2: c:'St r1 not IS' c: SI

18.3: ge is contained not '5' Is
contained In S'

p. 54: 39.3: 1. 3: 'RA' not 'RA'

p. 65: 65: 'XD' not 'TO'

66: 'TO' not 110'

p. 70:

PO 135:

'Relation in Literature1' not
'Relation in Literature'

Delete 1.1.

p. 136: insert '4.3.2. Graph Theoretic
Antecede t with Respect to Two Kinds
of Affect Relationsinformation and
Set Theoretic Consequent'

p. 137: 'Relations' not 'Relation'

'Hypotheses' not "Hopotheses0

'Graph Theoretic Antecedent with
Respect to Two Kinds of Affect
Relations, not 'Graph Theoretic
Antecedent with Respect to Affect
Relations,

p. 158: Delete 1.1.



p. 141: 32a: 'If school environmental changeness
is greater than some value and' not
'If school environmental changeness
and

32a and b: Insert on p. 159 preceding 147a.

interchange second and third conjuncts
of antecedent.

114a and b: insert on p. 146 preceding 70a.

Insert 127a and b before 126a and b.

129b: 'max Sits not 'maw'
IP IP

p. 143: 47a and b:

p. 152:

p. 154:

1 155: 130a and b: Interchange first and second co
juncts of antecedent.

13Ia and b: Interchange first and second con-
juncts of antecedent.

p. 156: Insert 134a and b before 133a and b.

135b: :Li not W-Ins.-Pun." 1-Ins.-Leg."

135a and b: Insert on p. 157 under insertion of
4.3.2.

p. 157: 136a and b: Interchange last two conjuncts of con-
sequent.

Insert '4.3.2. Graph Theoretic
'Antecedent with Respect to Two Kinds
of Affect RelationsInformation and
Set Theoretic Consequent'

159: 150a and b: Interchange second and third con-
juncts of consequent.

15Ia and b: insert 151a and b before 150a and b.

161a and b: Interchange second and third con-
juncts of antecedent.

p. 161:

p. 162:

p. 163:

6.1.1:

174a and b:

175a and b:

'Relations' not 'Relation'

Insert on p. 161 under 6.

Interchange alternates of
consequent.

1

1



pp. 163-4:

pp. 164-5:

p. 165:

pp. 166-7:

p: 171:

p. 176:

p. IGO:

179a and b through
103a and b:

167a and b through
188a and b:

7.10:

190o and b:

192a and b through
201a and b:

1. 5:

I. 11:

125a:

Appendix II: 22:

Appendix III: IP:

FP

OP:

SP:

FI:

FO:

FB:

FL:

SL:

Interchange conjuncts of antecedent.

Interchange conjuncts of antecedent.

'Graph Theoretic Antecedent with
Respect to Two Kinds of Affect
Relations-1 not 'Graph Theoretic
Antecedent with Respect to Affect
Relation - -'

Interchange last two conjuncts of
consequent.

Interchange conjuncts of antecedent.

't2 - ti, not 't2 - t2$

'school' not ' cchool'

'affect relation' not 'affect
relations'

in the school hypotheses, due to the
use of 1"--1, I-A Is used for 'it is
not the case that' and Ial is used
for 'is equivalent to'.

Insert 50 before 10.

Insert 96 after 33.
Insert 50 before 30.

in 161, interchange second and third
conjuncts of antecedent.

Insert 46 after 98.

Insert 51 before 20.

Insert 51 before 94.

In 148, place last conjunct of
antecedent first.

Insert 46 after 96.

Insert 46 after 98.
Insert 47 before 46.



DC: Insert 84 before 58.
Insert 85 after 84.

11

Dp: Insert 72 after 126.
Insert 127 before 126. 1
insert 71 before 132.

HO: Insert 135 after 81.
Insert 174 after 123.

11

SZ: Insert 174 before 177.
Insert 158 after 174.
Insert 160 after 183.

Appendix IV: 32: Insert before 147.

114: Insert before 70.

134: Insert before 133.

135: Insert under 14.3.2. Graph Theoretic
Antecedent with Respect to Two Kinds
of Affect Relations- -Information and
Set Theoretic Consequent'.

174: Insert under 6.


